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S U M M A R Y 
1. A study has been m:.de of three organic complexing 
ret~ents , n: mdly dithizone , oxine 2nd cupferr on with 
a view to developing suitable !.le t hods f0r the 
separation ·.:!.nd concen tr<.tion of Zn , Co , Ni , Pb , Cu, 
Mn , Ti , V and Mo pri~r tv the spectrometric determina-
tion of their concentr~tions . In p2.r ticulc.r the 
influence of pH on the chlvrof ~ rm extraction of 
di ti.1izomttes, 0xinn. ti.:s and cupferr ates from aquevus 
tartrate and ci tr ..:tte scluti0ns and the separ r.:;.tion of 
iron by exine extr~ction has been investigated. 
2 . The development of a mC::thvd for the chenical 
concentr atiun and - ~pectrcgraphic determinaticn of 
Zn, Co , Ni , Pb , Ti, V and Mo is described and the 
possibility uf determining Nn and Cu flame photo-
wetric ?.lly as part c.,f the .m .• lysis sci1E.1ne is 
demonstr~ted . A spcci~lly designed slide rule fer 
thE. c~lculatiun of spcctrcgra~hic rclsul~is d~scribed . 
3 . A direct re : dinc5 spec tr0L1C t r ic me thvd for t he 
de t crmina tit-n e; f Zn , Pb and Cu in pl. ·nt material 
is pr(.Sented. 
4 . Th~ an.:tlysi s of pl ·:.n t ash fvr zinc using the 
2138 . 6A spE.ctrum line has b~~n studi~d ~nd ~ simple , 
r apid ;::-,.na lysis lile thvd is described . 
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CH~PTER I 
I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The importance to agricul t ure of a knowledge of 
trace element di stribution and availability for both 
plant and ani mal nutrition is generally r ecognised. 
Because of the complex nature of the combined functions 
of trace elements it is desirable that the concentrations 
of as many of the important nutritional trace elements as 
possible be investigated and if a comprehensive picture 
is to be obtaine~ a great number of samples have to be 
analysed . 
Spectrographic methods of analysis have the advantages 
of speed, sensitivity and the ability t o determine the 
concentrations of a number of e l ements simultaneously and 
are thus particularly well suited to research into problems 
related to t he trace element content of plants . 
The investigation described in this thesis was 
initiated with a view to providing rapid and accurate 
spectrochemical methods of anal ysis of plant material for 
certain minor trace metals . The elements considered 
being zinc, cobalt, nickel , lead, titanium, vanadium, 
molybdenum, copper and manganese. Methods were sought 
which would be suitable for use on a routine basis for the 
analysis of a large numb~r of samples. 
The essentials in emission spectrochemical analysis 
are firstly, an excitation source which normally consists 
of an electric arc, spark or flame into which the sample 
is introduced in such a way as to cause the emission of 
radiation characteristic of its constituent elements, a 
spectrometer or spectrograph which separates the radiation 
frequencies to form a spectrum which is recorded ~hoto­
graphical ly or e l ectrically and finally, some means of 
int erpreting frora the spectrum the concentrations of the 
elements present in the sawple. Emission spectrographic 
analysis procedures can thus be divided into three main 
parts:-
(1) Preparation of the sample in a suitable 
form for spectrochemical analysis. 
(2) Excitation of the s ample under s elected 
conditions and the recording of the 
spectrum produced . 
(3) Interpre tation of the _spe ctrum recorded. 
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Each of these steps i n the analysis has its own 
peculiar problems, which depend t o a large extent on 
the nature of the s ample and,in the development of the 
methods which are described here, each has been given 
attention . 
(1) S~~PLE PREPARATION 
Spectrochemical methods are normally used to best 
advantage,from the point of view of speed, when a minimum 
of sample preparation is necessary. In the analysis of 
plant material this ideal is approached in the case of 
the so-called "major" elements, which can be de t ermined 
satisfactorily using th8 a shed sample without any further 
chemical treatment, other than dilution with a buffer 
mixture to overcome the effect of variation of matrix 
composition and to suppress the emission of cyanogen 
bands. Such a method for the determination of calcium, 
strontium, barium, magnesium, aluminium, iron, sodium, 
potassium, copper and manganese has been developed by 
Strasheim and Keddy .(l) Of the elements studied, copper 
and manganese can thus be satisfactor1ly de t ermined 
directly on th~ sample ash and to this list zinc can be 
added, since a method of this type in which the 2138.6A 
spectrum line is ust:d has been found satisfac t ory for 
the determination of this elem~nt and is described in 
Chapter V of this thesis . 
In analysis for most of the minor e l ements, however, 
it is normally considered necessar~· to separate t hem from 
the major constituents of the sample and thus bring about 
their concentration before the spectrogra~hic step in the 
analysis. This has the disadvantage,on the one hand, of 
prolonging the analysis procedure until, as Wark( 2) has 
remarked , "The spe ctrograph will slip from its dominant 
role to a minor role as a final instrument of determination 
in a chain of chemical manipula tions." On the other hand , 
chemical concentra tion and separat ion from unwanted sample 
consti tuents makes possible the determination of e l ements 
present in trace s too small to allow of their direct deter-
~ination , while effects of variation in matrix composition 
are almost ontirely eliminated and a wide vari~ty of samples 
can be tackled without r estandardisation . 
A number of chemical concentration pr ocedures for the 
de t ermination of minor trace me tals in plants have been 
proposed. Both precipita tion me thods and solvent extraction 
metlwds have proved successful. 
3 
In the well established method developed by Mitchell 
and his associate~?)concentration i s effected by precipita-
tion by means of oxine (8-hydroxyquinoline) , ta~~ic acid 
and thionalide (Pamino-nappthalide of thioglycolic acid) 
at pH 5.1 to 5.2. The aluminium in t he sample acts as 
carrier in the precipitation . The precipitate is allow-
ed to stand overnight, i s filtered off, washed and,after 
being dried, ashed a t 450~. The ashed trace element 
concentrate is t hen mixed with carbon powder and burned 
in a d.c. arc . It is claimed that the e l ements Co, Ni, 
Mo, Sn , Pb , Zn, Ti, V, Cr, Ga, Ge , Be, Ag and Au can be 
satisfactorily determined using this method . Iron which 
is precipitated with the other elements is used as i n t ernal 
standard and its concentration must be determined colori-
metrically on an aliquot of the sample solution and allowance 
made for its concentration . Alternativel~ as in the 
procedure adopted by Strashei m and Came r er( 4 ), the iron 
concentration may be adjusted to a predeter mined value 
by the addition of a SQitable quantity of standard solution . 
Methods in which sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarb~ate 
is used to precipitate the trace metal s at pH 4 . 8 followed 
by chloroform extraction as originally proposed by Stetter 
and Exler ( 5) have b een successfully applied by Scharrer 
and Judel( 6 ) and by Strasheim, Eve and Fourie(?) to the 
analysis of plant ma t erials. Pb, Mo , V, Co , Ni , Mn and 
Zn have been deterwined s atisfactorily by this me thod. 
In all the concen tration methods mentioned above 
iron is concentrated with the other elements . It has 
been shown by Strasheim, Bve and Fourie that, unless its 
concentration is kept constant or allowance made for 
variation in its concentration , analysis results can be 
seriously affected by the presence of iron in the sample 
even when instruments of r elatively high dispersion (e . g . 
the Larbe Hilger Spectro6raph) are used . With a l ow or 
medium dispersion spectro~raph the presence of relati vely 
large concentrations of iron in the sample gives rise to 
a spectrum so crowded with lines that the quantitative 
determination of the minor trace metals is exceedingly 
difficult . A conc entra tion method in which iron is 
separat ed from the e l ements to be deterillined is the r e fore 
very desirable and a major part of the work described 
here was devoted to the development of such a me thod . 
4 
Procedures in which iron is separated have been 
proposed by Gorbach and Pohl(B)and by Doll and ~pecker(g) 
while ~ark( 2 ) has pro~osed a method for cobalt, zinc and 
copper in which these elements are separated from iron 
and otHer sample constituents by dithizone extraction 
from citrate solution at pH8.3, 
In the method described by Doll and ~peeker, 
intended primarily for soil extract samples, the sample 
is dissolved in 7N lithium chloride and extracted with 
isobutylmethylketone. According to the information 
given in their paper, this should have the effect of 
separating in the organic phase virtually all the iron 
together with varying proportions of o ther elements, 
including small fractions of the zinc and copper, and 
leaving most of the important elements in the aqueous 
phase. Some of the metals, particularly gallium, 
coextracted with the iron can be recovered in two more 
extraction steps, but the zinc and copper lost cannot 
apparently be recovered. The sample solution with 
iron removed is then extracted with chl oroform after 
the addition of sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate at 
pH 4.8 and cupferron (ammonium-N-nitrosophenyl hydroxyl a-
mine) at pH2 . All the element s studied would apparently 
be concentrated in this scheme (apart from small losses 
of zinc and copper) tobether with a number of others 
but the successful application of it ~o the analysis of 
actual plant or soil samples has not been reported. 
Van Rooyen(lO) has shown that the analysis of plant 
m~terial, usin6 the m~thod of Gorbach and Pohl, which 
involves a number of different chemical separations, is 
quite feasible and this me thod was therefore made the 
starting .Point in the investic5ations which are recorded 
in this thesis. 
In this method ammonium benzoate is added to the 
sample solution buffered at pH3 . 8 to 4 when iron and a 
number of other elements including titanium and vanadium 
are precipitated . This precipitate is filtered off, 
dissolved in 6 . 5N (or 8~) hydrochloric acid and iron 
removed by extraction with diethyl ether (or isopropyl 
e ther) . The acid solution is then evaporated and the 
residue returned to the initial filtrate to give a sample 
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solution from which the iron and some of the tin have 
been removed. Ammonium tartrate is added and the 
solution extracted with a chloroform soluti~n of 
dithizone at pH7 and 9 which separates the zinc, 
cobalt, nickel, lead, copper and other metals which 
form dithizone complexes. The other metals to be 
determined are extracted by a chloroform solution of 
oxine at pH5 and 6 . 5 after the decomposition of the 
tartrate which interferes, by oxidation with hydrogen 
peroxide. 
(2) EXCITATION CO~DITIONS. 
The correct choice of excitation source conditions 
i s undoubtedly one of the more important factors influenc-
ing the accuracy and sensitivity of spectrochemical 
analysis . 
Gorbach and Pohl used a Feussner-type high tension 
spark in their analysis method but the d . c. arc is generally 
regar ded as being the most sensitive form of spectroscopic 
source and i s therefore commonly used for trace element 
analysis. The normal d.c . arc with anode excitations 
has been used s uccessfully by Scharrer and Judel( 6) and 
by Strasheim, Eve and Fourie(?) . Mitchell( 3 ) favours 
the use of the cathode layer d.c. arc technique of Mannkopff 
and Eeters( l l) and has obtained very good results using 
this technique. The results of a general comparison of 
anode excitation and the ca thode layer technique, reported 
by Ahrens and ~iebenberg( l2 ) , tend to throw some do~bt on 
the advantages claimed for the latter . Strasheim and 
Camerer( 4 )compared the two techniques under similar 
conditions for the analysis of plant material and found 
only slightly improved sensitivity in the case of cobalt, 
vanadium and molybdenum, sensitivity being unchanged in 
the case of the other elements, wl1ile the accuracies of the 
two techniques were reported to be similar . Since it is 
normally possible to burn more sample ·· in the arc using the 
anode excitation, these sli6htly improved sensi tivities are 
likely to prove of smal l advantage . Because of the strict 
controls that ~re necessary with the cathode layer technique 
it is likely to prove disadvantageous in a routine laboratory 
where other analyses are redularly being carried out. There-
fore, while the cathode layer technique undoubtedly merits 
further study , especially as the difficulty normally 
experienced in filling the narrow electrode c~vities required 
6 
for it has been overcome by the invention of an efficient 
electrode packing machine(l3), it was initially decided 
to limit the investigation to anode excitation where the 
d.c. arc was used . 
The requirements of direct reading spectrometric 
analysis led to the study of other types of source, 
particularly the interrupted arc source, which has been 
shown to have certain advantages over the normal d.c. arc 
and this type of excitation was later used with the 
spectrographic (photographic) method. Bxperiments were 
also carried out with solution tecnniques with the aim of 
reducing the numb er of steps before spectrographic analysis. 
(3) I NTERPRETATION . 
The spectrum of radiation emitted by the sample 
can be recorded either photogr aphically, as is done in 
conventional spectrographic analysis, or photoelectrically 
as in direct reading spec trometry. 
When the spec trum is recorded photographically, 
the procedure to be followed before the element concentra-
ti ons in the sample can be determined includes a number 
of time-consuming s t eps most of which have inherent errors 
which can be reduced only by strict controls. These 
include loadin5 the photographic plate into the spectro-
graph plate holder, unloading and development after 
exposure , measurement of the density of the spectrogram 
lines and computation of relative intensities or intensity 
ratios. The calculation of intensity ratios is normally 
done graphically by any one of a number of published 
methods(l4)(l5)(l 6). A study of these methods has been 
made and a rapid routine method of calculating intensity 
ratios, using a specially designed slide rule will be 
described in Chapter III , Section B.4. 
Direct Reading Spectrometry. 
When a direct reading spectrometric me thod is 
employed, the amount of time r equired for interpretation 
of results is considerably reduced and the inherent errors 
of the photogra~hic method are avoided. For this reason 
there has r ecently been considerable advdnce in the design 
and use of direct revding spectrometers and the develop-
ment of direct reading methods for plant material analysis 
is highly desirable . 
In direct reading s pectromet ers the photographic 
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plate of the spectro5raph' is replaced by a number of exi t 
slits,positioned so as to receive the light from chosen 
spectrum lines. Behind each of these a photomultiplier 
tube is placed . Generally the current produced by the 
photomultiplier, which is directly proportional to the 
intensity of the lig ht, is used to charge a condenser 
and the potential between the plates of the condenser is 
measured on completion of the exposure . Since the charge 
on the condenser is directly pro~ortional to the intensity 
of the corresponding spectrum line, the calculation of 
the element concentrations presents no difficulty. 
While direct r eading methods have advantages of 
speed and often of accuracy over conventional spectro-
graphic methods, they can only be used to best advantage 
when source conditions and sample form are carefully 
chosen . To increase the amount of light available and 
to make slit setting less critical , entrance and exit 
slits are made relatively wide. This means that the 
effective resolving power of the spectrometer is reduced. 
In addition , due to the fact tnat the response of the 
photomultiplier tube is linear over a wide range, the 
influence of background illumina tion becomes relatively 
more important than with photographic recording, where 
the r8sponse to low intensities of illumination is 
extremely small . Thus a simple sample spectrum with 
low background is desirable , particularly when instruments 
of relatively low dispersion are used . 
For precision in direct reading spectrometry 
exposures should be made for equal l eng ths of time. 
This means that the consumvtion of the sample in the 
excitation source should be reproducible. Thi s require-
ment and that of low background in tensity militate 
against the use of the d.c. arc in direct r eading spectro-
metry . Where the r a t es of volatilisation of the various 
elements in the arc are similar and constant, this form 
of excitat ion may possibly be usable, but as described in 
Chapter V. b, the direct transfer of a technique developed 
for a spectrogr Qphic analysis me thod to direct reading 
can lead to reduced precision. 
These facts tend to make direct reading spectro-
metric analysis largely a separate study. As a r esult 
of research into this field a technique has been developed 
for the direct introduction of organic complex extracts 
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into a spectroscopic source of sufficiently high energy 
for tra ce me tal analysis. This t echnique has been 
applied to the determination of copper, zinc and lead in 
plant material and is described in Chapter IV. 
All the expe r imental work described was carried 
out in the laboratories of the Spect r ochemistr y Division 
of the National Physi cal Hesearch Laboratory, South 
African Council for Scientifi c and Industrial Resear ch . 
Outline of Thesis. 
The arrangement of the material has been made 
with a view to logical grouping of related subjects of 
r esear ch rather than to the chronology of the experimenta-
tion. Thus the studies made with the various or ganic 
r eagents used are r eported together in Chapter II, although 
it was the needs of the various analysis methods described 
in later chapters which from time to time necessitated 
fur ther work with pa rticular reagents. 
In Chapter III the developmen t of a concentration 
scheme and spectr ographic analysis method for zinc , cobalt, 
nickel , l ead, titanium , vanadium and molybdenum is described. 
The method of calculating the results is discussed in some 
detail and the possibility of using a specially designed 
slide rule for the calculation is demonstrated . The 
determination of copper and manganese as part of the analysis 
scheme was considered and th e work done in this connection 
is a l s o described . 
Chapter IV describes the development of a direc t 
reading spectrome tric method for the de t ermination of copper, 
zinc , and lead in plan t material . 
In Chapter V an account is given of the development 
of a method for the determination of zinc in plant ash 
without further chemical treatment. 
Finally, i n Chapt er VI all the results are discussed 
briefly and suggestions made as to lines along which 
further r esearch could be carried out. 
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bHAPTER II 
STUDY OF ORGANIC COMP1EXING rtEAGENTS 
AND EXTH~CTION METHODS 
A number of possible methods are available for 
the separation and concentration of trace metals. These 
include precipitation, solvent extraction, ion exchange 
and e lee trolytic deposition. Of. these, preci_pi ta tion 
methods( 3 ) ru1d solvent extraction methods( 2 )(5)( 6)(7)(B) 
are well established, a little work has been done on the 
use of electrolyte deposition(l?), and r ecently, use of 
ion exchange resins in conjunction with spectrochemical 
analysis has received some attention(lB(l9 ) . The work 
described here was limited to solvent extraction procedures, 
which have the adva.ntages that they can be both rapid and 
quantitative for very small concentrations of metals and 
no carrier or collector element is necessary, so that a 
high degree of concentrdtion can be achieved . 
In solvent extraction work it is desirable tha t 
the extracting solvent should be readily purified and that 
its solubility in water should be very low. In addition, 
from a practical point of vi8w, especially if more than 
one extraction has to be made, itis a dvantageous for the 
solvent to be denser than water. If this condition is 
fulfill ed, successive extracts can easily be tapped from 
the separatory funnel and no transfer of the sample solution 
is necessary. A number of different techniques for 
removing an upper solvent l ayer from a separatory funnel 
have been described, but none of these would be completely 
satisfa ctory as part of a routine analysis method. If 
the solvent extraction is used in conjunction with a 
spectrographic ru1alysis for which the sample is required 
in the form of a powder, then a solvent which wets graphite 
is desirable . 
Chloroform fulfils these r equirement s and particular 
attention was therefor e given to organic reagents which f<5rm 
chloroform-soluble me tal complexes . In the process of 
development of a suitable rapid method for the separation 
and concentration of zinc, cobalt, l ead , nickel, titanium, 
vanadium, molybdenum, cop~er and manganese , the properties 
of three organic reagents, namely dithizone (diphenylthio-
carbazone ), exine (8-hydroxyquinoline ) and cupferron 
(ammonium-n-nitroso-phenyl-hydroxylamine) wer e examined in 
some detail. I n par ticular the effectiveness of the reagents 
for the ext:raction of metals from aqueous solutions containing 
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citrate and tartrate was investigated. 
A. DITHIZONE 
(DIPHENYLTHIOCAriBAZONE). 
Dithizone, which was first prepared by Fischer( 20) 
is onE:: of the more important organic reagents which form 
organa-metal com~lexes of chelate type. Structural 
formulae attributed to it are:-
NH-NH-C 6H5 S=C / 
·, N = N -·C 6ti5 
"Keto" form. 
and 
.)~ - NH --C 6H5 H-S-C"' 
'N = N ·· C6H5 
"enolu or "thiol 11 form 
The following formulae were postulated by Fischer 
for the dithizone-metal compounds:-
where Me is a divalent metal atom, and 
c,6H5 
/ N - N,.
1 C :::::_ S -- lYle 
........... N = w· 
C6H5 
(e.g. Cu(HDz) 2 .: 
Irving and Bell( 2l) , however, have shown by 
experiments involving the replacement of the hydrogen of 
the sulphhydryl group of the thiol form by a methyl group, 
that only this hydrogen can be r eplaced by a metal. 
Dithizone reacts with the followin5 .metals to form 
coloured complexes: Hn, Fe , Co, Ni, Cu, Zn , Ed, Ag , Cd, 
In, Sn, Te , Et, Au, Hg, Tl, Eb, Bi, 2o. (Only the divalent 
forms of Fe, Sn , 2t r eact). Most of these compounds are 
so luble in chloroform and provided conditions are properly 
chosen, these m0tals can be extracted from aqueous solution 
with chloroformic dithizone . Dithizone extraction has 
been applied extensively to the separation and concentration 
of metals for colorimetric and polaro~raphic analysis and 
in recent years a numb~r of publications( 2)(B)have dealt 
with the application of dithizone extraction me thods to the 
concentration of trace metal s for spectrographic analysis. 
A considerable runount of information regarding the 
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extractability of metals with dithizone and the influence 
of pH and presence of other substances in solution has 
been published, and a large pro1)ortion of this information 
has been collected toge ther by Sandell( 22 ). 
In the case of zinc, the inform~tion published is 
apparently somewhat conflicting( 23)( 24 )( 25). Marsten and 
Dewey( 26)have investicated the extraction of cobalt from 
citrate and acetate solutions with a large excess of 
dithizone. Apart from the work of Koroleff recently 
reported by Sandell( 22 ), there has been little systematic 
study of the extraction of nickel by dithizone . The 
extraction .of copper has been systematically studied by 
Geiger( 27), but he unfortunately studied only acid solutions 
containinrs chloride and perchlorate . In additi on it has 
been reported by Y~sumutsu Uzumasa and Isao Mujashito( 2S) 
that citrate and tartrate interfere with the quantitative 
extraction of copper dithizonate by carbon tetrachloride . 
Biefield and Patrick( 29 )have shown that lead can only be 
quantitatively extracted at pH9.5 or above from solutions 
containing cyanide and citrate ions, whereas this metal is 
completely extracted at pHS from tartrate solutions and at 
pH7 from solutions containing cyanide and no citrate. 
Generally, from the inf ormation published, it is 
evident tha t the extraction equilibrium is profoundly 
affected by the n;:.ture and concentr<::..tion of other substances 
present, the concentratlon and volume of extractant and the 
method of extrac tion . It was therefore f elt that, if 
dithizone extr action was to be used as part of the scheme 
of analysis , the extraction should be investigated under 
the analysis conditions . 
1. The Influence of pH on the Extraction of Zinc , Cobalt, 
Nickel and Copp~r from Tartra te Solutions using Dithizone. 
In the analysis method described by Gorbach and Pohl(S) 
ammonium tartrate is added to the sample solution after the 
removal of the iron and the metals which form dithizonates 
are extracted with a chloroform solution of dithizone, first 
at pH? and then at pH9. It was felt that it was likely 
that extrac tion a t a s ing le pH value would suffice to extrac t 
all the elements to~ether, thus shortening the method a little. 
The influence of pH on the extraction of zinc , cobalt, nicke l 
and copper from tartrate solutions was therefore investigated . 
Experimental 
(i) Apparatus 
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Beckman model H-2 pH meter. 
Beckman D.U. Spectrophotometer with photomulti-
plier and flame photometry attachment. 
(ii) Standard Solutions of the Me tals 
These were prepared from the corr esponding 
analytical grade s a lts (i. e . Cu~o4 . 5H2o , NiCl2 .6H2o, 
COC12 .6H2o, Znso4. 7H2o) dissolved i n double distilled 
water. The dilute solutions used were prepared by 
dilution from more concentrated solutions and kep t in 
polythene bottles. 
(iii) Dithizone 
During the course of this investigation, t wo 
commercial brands of dithizone were used (Hopkin and 
Williams and Bastman Kodak). So lutions were ini tially 
prepared on the assumption that the dithizone was moderately 
pure, but a de termination of the purity by extracti ve 
titration against standard silver nitrat e in O.lN 
sul yhuric acid indicated thdt the Hopkin and Williams 
product was in f ac t only 47% diphenylthiocarbazone and 
in all work af ter this the Eastman Kodak product was used. 
This was found to be 96% pure . 
Solutions of the required strength were prepared 
by dissolving weighed amo•.mts of di thizone in redistilled 
chloroform. 
(iv) Procedure 
10 ml of an 8 . 2 per cent (0.546 M) Tartaric acid 
s olu tion (corresponding to 10 ml of 10% ammonium tartrate, 
as re~uired by the method of Gorbach and Pohl) were run 
into a 200 ml separatory funnel. Suffici ent N ammonia 
solution was added to give the desired pH.( Thi s was deter-
mined previously) . 10 ml of a 10 ppm solution of the 
metal was then pipetted into the funnel and the mixture 
diluted to 100 ml . A measured volume of dithizone 
solution in chloroform w~s added and the contents of the 
funnel shaken vigorously for cwo minutes . Tne chloroform 
layer was separated and the pt! of the aqueous phase was 
measured with the pH m~ter . 
In the estimction of co balt , nickel and copper the 
chloroform layer was evaporated and the m ~tal complexes 
rler;Lroycd by evaporation with 5 ml nitric acid containing 
a few drops of perchlorlc ~ci d. The residue was dissolved 
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in water containing a few drops of N HCl and after 
diluting to 10 ml in a measuring f1ask, the metal content 
was determined flame photometrically, measurements being 
made with an oxy- hydrogen flame a t the following wave 
lengths:- Co , 345.4 mp; Ni ,352.5 mp; Cu,327.4 m~. 
In t~e case of zinc the excess dithizone in the 
chloroform phuse was removed by extrac t ion with 0.04 per 
cent sodium sulphide as described by Sandell(30)and the 
zinc conte.nt determinsd _photometrically after dilution to 
50 ml.with pure chloroform. 
Results 
Nickel 
Because, of the metals studied, least was known 
about the extractj_on of nickel, a more thorough study was 
made of the effect of varying excesses of dithizone in the 
extraction of this metal than the others . 
The results for nickel are shown in Figure 1. 
Curve 1 shows the effect of varying pH on the extraction 
of nickel using 20 ml of .0047 pe r cent dithizone ( .(0.01% 
weight to volume, prepared from the 47% commercial brand). 
This represents a 6 . 8 per cent excess of the reagent. 
(Calculated on the assumption tha t a primary dithizonate is 
formed). Curve 2 shows the extraction with 20 ml of0.0096 
per cent dithizone, i.e. 120 p~r cent excess. Curve 3 
represents the results obtained when extr actions were made 
with 14 ml of 0.0096 per cent dithizone to give a 54 per 
cent excess . Curve 4 shows the extraction with the same 
excess of reagent (54 per cent) obtained by using 20 ml. of 
0.007 per cent dithizone. 
Cobalt 
Figure 2 shows the r usults obtuined for the extract-
ion of coba lt . Bxtractions were made with two dithizone 
solutions, 0 . 0096 per cent and 0.0047 per cent , using 20 ml. 
of extractant which g&ve excesses of r eagent of 7.2 per cent 
and 121 por cent respectively. 
Zinc and Copper 
In Figure 3 the results obtained for the extraction 
of zinc Bnd copper are shown . In e&ch c~se 20 ml of 
0 . 0047 per cent dithizone were used for the extraction . 
Discussion 
Koltoff and Sandell(3l~in u preliminary study of 
dithi ~one extrac tion, derived a simple expression for the 
pH extrac tion relc:. .. ti onslli:;:; viz :-
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= 
K [Dz]o2 
[W]w2 
. . ; 
(2.1) 
where K is referred to es the "extraction constant." 
The subscripts "o" and "w" indic.;ate the organic 
and a~ueous phases respectively. Dz 1 represents the 
"dithizonate radical", dithizone which has lost a hydrogen 
ion by dissociation or reciction with th8 metal and Me 
r epresents a bivalent metal. 
Since the overall reaction, 
(Me2+)w + (2Dz)o ~ (f1eDz 1 2)o + (2H+)w 
involves the transfer of dithizone and dithizonate from 
one phase to the other, i.e. the reaction actually proceeds 
by the steps, 
(1) (Dz)o - .) (Dz)w 
(2) (Dz)w --7 H+ + Dz 1 -
( 3) Ne2+ + 2Dz 1 - -)· fvleDz 1 2 
(4) (I1eDz ' 2)w --·-:)o(MeDz' 2 )o 
so that the full e~uilibrium expression is (32) 
[MeDz• 2]o · _pm _Kd2 [Dz]o2 
= [Me2+]w Km.rd2 [H+]w2 
--=-~ 2 .2 }· ·- . - ; 
where Pm = Distribut1on coefficient of the metal complex 
between the ~hases. (organic phase/aqueous phase) 
Pd = Distribution coefficient for the dithizone. 
Km = Dissocic..tion constant of the mc.:..tal complex. 
Kd =Dissociation constant of dithizone. 
Thus from equation (2.1) 
K = Pm Kd2 
Km Pd2 
--~--~------------- (2.3) 
and the "extraction constant" is dependent on the dissociation 
constants and distribution coeffieients of dithizone and 
dithizonate. 
When other complexing agents such as tartrate or 
citrate are present in the aqueous solution not all of the 
t l · th h · · th f Me 2+ ·, but [ ""e2+] me a ln e a~ueous p ase lS ln e orm ~ 
is dependent on the dissociation constant of' the corupl:ex and the 
concentra tion of the complexing ~ent . If the concentration 
of the l a tter is re l atively high it may be assumed to be 
constant and 
= ~[Me]w X constant ----- (2 . 4) 
where ~[Me]w reprcs8nts the total concentra tion of mutal in 
the ~~u~~us phase in a ll its forms. 
citrate i s present (2 . 1 ) become s 
Hence when tartrate or 
[Me Dz' 2]o 
[Me2+]w 
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= ------- (2.5) 
where K' is a constant for a particular concentration of 
the complExing agent. 
Strictly sveaking, activities rathur tnan concentra-
tions should be used and the value of the extraction constant 
is therefore affected by variation in the ionic strength of 
the solution. 
This simple treatment of dithizone extraction 
equilibria has buen criticised by Oosti~~())) who has 
proposed more general equations 60verning the extraction 
and by Irving and Williams(34). An exacting proof of any 
such equation would require th8 extraction to be made under 
rigidly controlled conditions which could not be maintained 
in a routine analysis mE: thod. Usirl6 the results obtained 
here, however, it was possible to prove the practical 
applicability of the equation(2 . 1) . 
Points on the steep part of each curve were selected 
for the calcv.ls.tion of the extraction constant. Due to the 
relative inaccuracy of the m~thods used for the determin~tion 
of the lower m~tal concentrations the lower parts of the 
curves could not be expected to give good results. Where 
possible points were selected a t pH valu~s below ~ as in 
more alkaline solutions the JOSition becomes somewhat 
complicated by the increasing solubility of dithizone in the 
aqueous phase[as noted by Bicfield and Patrick( 29) .] 
Calculated values of K for t he extraction of nickel, 
cobalt and zinc arc shown in Tables I,III and v, while Tables 
II and IV illu&trate the Ui:;e of the equation (2.1) for 
predicting the eff ect of varying Dz concentration. 
TA.BLE I 
Calculation of K for Bxtraction of Nickel 
Curve pH % Extracted K 
l 8 . 5 51 . ., . 55xlo-8 
1 8 .0 20.0 . 57xlo-8 
2 8.0 60.0 l.Olxlo-8 
3 8.0 52 .2 l.27xlo-8 
4 8.0 ~0 .5 o . 9lxlo-8 
As th e steep portion of curve 1 l ies in the pH region 
above 8 , values for K from t his curve were negl e cted . 
Mean K for curves 2 ,3.4, = 1.06xlo-8 • 
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TABLE II 
Calculation of points on the curves assuming 
that K = l . 06Xl0-~ 
Curve /o Extracted ;calculated pH pH found 
l 
l 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
Cur ve 
l 
l 
2 
2 
2 
70 8 . 72 
40 8 . 19 
70 8 . 21 
40 7. 76 
70 8 . 29 
40 7 . 88 
70 8 . 37 
40 7 . 96 
TAB.LE III 
Calculation of K for the Extraction 
of Cobal t 
pH 
8.0 
7-5 
8 . 0 
7 . 5 
7 . 0 
% Extracted 
71.5 
44 . 5 
96 . 5 
90 . 6 
35 . 0 
8.79 
8. 34 
8 . 17. 
7 . 68 
8 . 27 
7 .81 
8 . 45 
8 . 00 
K 
Mean K, 3.07xlo-7 
TABLE IV 
Theoretical Calculation of 2osition of Curve 2 from 
Curve l- Cobalt K (from curve l ), 3 . 48xlo-'7 
% Extract 
40 
70 
Calculated pH 
7 .00 
7 . 36 
TABLE V 
pH Found 
7 . 07 
7 . 50 
Calculation of K for the Extraction of ~inc 
pH 
7.0 
6 . 5 
% Extracted 
79.5 
53.0 
K 
5 . 38xl o-5 
5 . 50xlo-5 
Mean K, 5 . 4xlo-5 
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Conclusions 
At pH 9.5, using only a small excess of reagent, 
over 90 per cent extraction was obtained in each case. 
It was therefore concluded that zinc, nickel, cobalt, 
copper and, from the results reported by .diefield and 
Patrick, lead may be quantitatively extracted from 
tartrate solutions at this pH. Dithizone extractions 
of these metals from tartrate solutions for spectrographic 
analysis were therefore carried out at pH 9.5 only. 
The results demonstrated in curves 3 and 4 of 
Figure l for nickel indicates, with support from the 
theoretical calculation,that more efficient extraction 
may, within certain limits, be obtained by using the same 
weight of dithizone in a smaller volume of chl~r•form. 
These r esult s also show the importance of stating all 
the experimental conditions when reporting work of this 
nature. 
For nickel and cobalt the expression (2.1) may be 
used to predict the posi tion of the pH-extraction curve 
for other dithizone extractions and volumes of extractant 
after K has been determined. Above pHS, however, due to 
increasing solubility of dithizone in the aqueous phase, 
the relationship cannot be expected to apply. 
2. The Influence of pH on the Dithizone Extr a ction of 
Zinc, Lead, Cobalt, Nickel, Copper, Cadmium and 
Silver from Citrate Solutions. 
As the development of suitable analytical m2thods 
progressed, it wLs found that citrate was more efficient 
than tartrate in retarding the precipitation of iron and 
aluminium hydroxides. The dithizone extraction of zinc, 
lead, cobalt, nickel, copper , cadmium and silver from 
solutions containing citrate was therefore investi gated. 
(The l a tter two elements we re used as internal standards 
in the spectrographic analysis of plant material). 
Bxperiment a l 
(i) Apparatus : 
(ii) Solutions 
As described in Section 1 , above. 
Pb , prepared from analytical g r ade lead nitrate 
Cd, prepared from analytical grade cadmium sulphate and 
Ag, prepared from analytical grQd e s ilver nitrate . The 
r es t of the metal solutions were prepared ~s described in 
Sec t ion L 
(iii ) Dithizone 
0. 02% (we idht to volume ) in pure chloroforru. 
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(iv) Procedure 
The procedure followed was similar to that 
described in the previous section . 
t1easured volumes of ammonium citrate ·, standard 
metal solution, water and hydrochloric acid or ammonia 
were run into a 200 ml. separatory funnel so as to give 
100 ml. of aqueous solution of the re~uired pH. This 
wa.s then agitated vigorously with 20 ml. of dithizone 
solution for two minutes, after which the chloroform 
pha se was separated and the pH of t he aqueous phase 
determined. 
Zinc: In the case of zinc a volume of standard 
s olution equivalent to 5 0 ~ of the metal was used. The 
extrac tion was carried out using 20 ml. of 0.005% dithizone 
(weight t o volume) and the zinc content of the extract 
was determined calorimetrically as desc ribed above (A.l). 
Extractions were carried out from solutiomcontaining 
both 8% and 2% ammonium citra te. 
Lead: Lead was extracted from both 8% and 2% 
ammonium citrate solutions containing 125 ,ug .of the metal 
with 20 ml. of 0.005% dithizone. The lead content of 
the metal extract was determined calorimetric ally . A 
mixed colour me t hod was used, transmission me asurements 
being made at 510 mr and 610 mp,corresponding to a 
maximum and minimum in the transmission curve for lead 
di thizona te. From the reading at 610 m~ a correction 
was made at 510 mM for the presence of excess dithi zone. 
I 
It wa s necessary to make a blank correction a t each pH. 
Cobalt and Nickel: 50 ~g of each of t hese metals 
were extracted in accordanc e with the concentration me thod 
eventually proposed. Extractions were made from 8% 
ammonium ci trate solution with 20 ml. of 0.02% dithizone. 
The metal content of the extrac t was determined spectro-
g r aphically , the extr act being evaporated onto graphit e 
and burned in t he arc. 
Copper : Both 8% and 2% ammonium citrate solu t ions 
containing 100 ~ of this e l ement were extr~cted with 20 ml. 
of 0 . 01% dithizone and with 20 ml. of 0.02% dithizone . 
The co~per content of the extract was determined flame 
photometrically as already described (II A. l ). 
Cadmium . In the ext raction of this metal from 2% 
and 8% amrronium citrate so lut ion 20 ml . of 0 . 005% dithizone 
were used and the me: t a l con tent of the extract determined 
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calorimetrically by a mixed colour method, the optical 
density of the diluted extrac t being determined at 518m~ 
and correction made for the excess dithizone by making 
a blank extraction at each pH value. 
Silver. The extracti on of silver has apparently 
not been investigated over a wide pH range previously. 
Since silver is normally present only in exceedingly low 
concentrations in plant material, the extraction of this 
metal was investi~ated for as low a concentra tion as could 
conveniently be determined calorimetrically, namely 30 pg. 
8% ammonium citrate solutions containing 2.5% ammonium 
chloride and this amount of silver, were extracted with 20 ml. 
of 0.02;~ di thizone and the metal content of the extract was 
determined calorimetrically after removal of most of the 
excess dithizone by extraction with dilute ammonia solution. 
Optical density measurements were made at 500 wp which 
spectral transmission measurements showed to be the optimum 
wave lengtt. 
Results 
The results are shown graphically in Figure 4. In 
the case of cadmium, lead and zinc no difference was found 
in the extraction from 2% and 8% ammonium citrate solution 
and the points are therefore not shown separately. 
The extraction curve for silver supports the findings 
of Friedeberg(35). Under the conditions of the experiment, 
which approximate to those prevailing in the analysis 
method for plant materia~ this me tal is quantitatively 
extracted from approximately pH3.5 to pH7, the efficiency 
of extraction dropping off slowly at higher pH va lues . 
Cadmium appears to be quantitatively extracted between 
pH7 and pHlO and lead and zinc between pH8 . 5 and pHlO. 
Under the experimental conditions 98% of the cobalt was 
extracted at pH9 . 5 and 95% of the nickel at pH9.75. 
The extraction of copper seems to be somewhat retarded 
in the presence of citrate , particularly in the pH range 
4-6, and rather erratic results were obtained for the 
extraction of this metal. For this reason the extraction 
curve for co9per is shown as a broken line. 
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B. OXINE 
(8-Hydroxyquinoline) 
8-Hydroxyquinoline, commonly known as "Oxine" ,_ 
whic ,,._ .. lo.s ti}8 s true tural- f orr.Jula, 
O,H .·N 
*~-...\; ... '1 
'-~/- ~/· 
reacts with most mstQlS to form chelate compl exes which 
are sparingly soluble in water but in many •ases soluble 
in chloroform. This compound can ionise in two different 
ways OH ~ ... /N:· _ 
--c-· .. (1 -._1 ~ 
···---z::~/' ...._~ 
(in basic medium) 
and 
and pH thcrvfore has an important influence on the way in 
which it reacts. 
Mo;.;t of its compounds are thought to have the 
structure 
the number of oxine molecule s att~ch8d to 0ach metal atom 
being dependent on the valency and coordination number of 
the latter. 
Because of the fact that different ionic forms are 
possible and the solubility of oxine in water varies mc:,.rkedly 
with pH( 36), the theory of extraction is not as simple as 
in the case of dithizone. 
1. The Extra ction of Titanium, Vanadi um and Molybdenum from 
Tartr a t e Soluti ons Using Oxi ne . 
In the a na lysis m8thod proposed by .Gorba ch a nd Pohl(S), 
a g roup of trace me t a ls including titanium, molybdenum, 
vanadium and manganes e ar e extracted . f r om aque ous s olution, 
from whi ch t artr~te has been r emoved,with 0.1% chloroformic 
oxine , ex tractions b~ing ma de a t pH5 and pH6.5. The work 
of Moell8r( 3?)who used oxine s olutions of s imilar s tre ng th 
(0.01M=OJ.45%) i ndica t es tha t even \vi th r epea ted extra ction 
the pH r an0 es of compl Gt e extr rc t i on a r e rehctively narrow 
and Gentry and Sherring ton( 3B)ha ve r ecommend ed t he use of 
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1% oxine· whi ch, as they r eported, gives more rapid and 
compl0t0 extr action over wi der pH ranges . 
The l atter authors have investigated the oxine 
extraction of a number of me tC~.ls incl uding manganese s.nd 
mol ybdenum. Of these the form0r was extracted from 
tartrRt e , but i t wa s re~ort0d t h at tartrate interfered 
with the extraction of 1nolybdenum. 
Since the destruction of the tartrate in the 
sample solution after dithizone extr action,as required by ],.s tedius 
the me thod of Gorbach and Pohl ,/ it was decided to make an 
investigation of the extraction of t i tanium, vanadium and 
molybdenUQ from tartrate solution . As r ecowocnded by 
Gentry and Shcrrington, n 1% solution of oxine was used • 
Experimental 
(i) Apparatus 
Hi l ger Large Spectrograph and ancillary equipment 
described fully in Chapter III . 
( ii) Solutions 
Solutions of each metal were prepared from A.R . 
potassium titanium oxalate, "Specpure" vanadium oxide (V205) 
and specpure molybdenum oxide (Mo03), the oxides being 
dissolved in sodium hydroxide solution which was subsequen tly 
acidified with HCl. ThesL solutions were diluted to give 
a standard solution of the r equired concentration . 
(iii) Procedure 
5 ml. of a solution containin0 10 p . p.m . Mo , 10 p . p.m . 
V and 60 p.p.m .Ti were pipctted into a scparatory funnel . 
10 ml . of 8.2% tartaric a cid solution were added from a 
burette ~nd sufficient ammonia (and Na OH for hi~har pH 
values) to brln~ the final pH to the desired value . The 
solution was then made up to 100 ml. by the addition of 
double distilled vater . 10 rul. of 1.0% chloroforruic oxine 
solution were then added and the funnLl shaken vigorously 
for three minutes . After the phases h~d been allowed to 
separate the chloroform l ayur w~s run into a 50 ml . Phillips 
beaker, traces remaining in the funnel being washed down 
with s~all volumes of pure chloroform . The chlorufurm 
extract was evapora ted with 100 mg g r aphite con t aining an 
internal standard o.nd after drying and ashing a t 450° , the 
me tal c ..... n tent was detenuined spectr ugraphically . The pH 
of the aqueous solutiun was determined with the he lp of a 
pH meter immediately af t er the extractiun . 
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Results 
The results of this inves tigation are shown 
graphically in Figure 5, together with the curve 
published by Gentry and Sh~rrindt on for the extraction 
of manganese. 
It can be seen that, whereas Ti and V appear to 
be satisfactorily extracted by exine in the presence of 
tartrate, t he extr~ction of Mo is too much affected to 
ellow of the extraction of the metal in the presence of 
tartrate . 
2. The Separation of Iron from Titanium, Vcnadium and 
I 
Mo lybdenum by Oxine Extraction. 
In the investigation described in the previous 
section (II .B.l) it was shown that tartrate appreciably 
suppressed t he extract~on of molybdenum by exine. It 
was to be expected that citrate , which from the investiga-
tion of dithizone extraction apparently has a s tronger 
complexing action , would suppres s the extraction of 
molybdenum (and possibly vanadium) more completel~ thus 
2llowing the separ~tlon of iron from these metals. I t 
was ther8fore dGcided to investigate exine extraction in 
the presence of citrate . 
Experimental 
(i) Extraction of Titanium , Van&dium and Molybdenum . 
20 u1l. of 40% ammonium citrate solution were run 
in to a separa tory funnel rmd sufficient red is tilled 5N HCl 
was added to ~ive the desired pH . 5 rnl . of s solution 
containing 10 p.p . m. of Ti , V and t1o and sufficient watE;r 
to make the total volume 100 ml. we r e added . Next the 
solution was extracted twice by shaking for two minutes 
with 10 ml . of 1% exine and the extr acts run into a beaker . 
The contents of the beaker were then evaporated onto 
graphite containing the internal standards and their ~etal 
content deterillined spcctrographic~lly . The pH of the 
solution was measured with a pH mster immediately after 
the extraction had been completed . 
This was repeated at different pH values in the 
range 1 - 5 . 
(ii) Extraction of Iron 
For the inves tigation of the extraction of iron, 
10 Ql. of a 20 p .p .m. iron solution prepared fro~ A.R. 
ferric chloride, were used for the extraction . The 
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procedure was simila r to that fo l lowed for Ti , V and Mo 
except that , instead of evaporating the extract solution , 
this was r un in to a 50 rJl. voluwe tri c f l ask and diluted 
to that volume with pur0 chloroform . The iron content 
of the extract was determinud spectrophot ometrically by 
measuring the opticetl density at 470 Iil)l. In addition 
t he extr ac t ion conditions for the i r on were varied by 
making single as well as double ex t r actions and extr ac t ing 
with 10 ml . of chloroform after the addition of l gra~ of 
exine to the solution . 
Results 
From the r esults shown graphically in Figure 6, 
it was evident that ferric iron could readily be separated 
from rnolybdenuru and ti tani urn by exine extraction in the 
presence of 8% citrate . The possibi lity of s epa rating iron 
quantitat ively from vanadium was, however , in some doubt , 
especially as it was apparent from the results of the various 
extraction methods for iron that appreciable quantiti es of 
the exine were transferred to the aqueous phase and that , in 
consequence , the extraction equilibrium varied from one 
extra ction to the next . 
Oxine Extraction Equilibria - Variation of Distribution 
Coefficient with pH . 
In orde r to assess t he eff ect of this transfer, the 
following experiment was carried out . 
Repented extractions with 10 ul. of 1% exine were 
made, using a solution containing aila-noniuLJ citra te and 
hydrochloric a cid only, and a 5 ml . porti on of each extract 
wa s made up to 50 1:11. ·.vi th pure chloroform . The exine 
content of the extrac t w.~ the n deter~ined sp~ ctrophotome tric­
ally by meas uring the opticetl density of this solution a t 
350 m~ and comparis on with standards . This was done for 
three different pH valu0s a nd the distribution coeffici eQt 
for the system, exine/chloroform/aque ous citrate solution , 
was calcula t ed for each pH . The r Lsul t s a r e shown in 
Table VI . Graphs of t he distribution coeffici ent Kn a3ainst 
pH and log Kn against pH wer e plotted and a r e shown i n 
Figure 7. The r esult s s how n sharp increase in the 
solubili ty of exine in the aqueous phas e as the pH decreases . 
In spite of t he V8ry diffe r ent expe riwcntal conditions , 
the r esults a r e of the same ciencn ·.l f orm as those r eported 
by Mo eller and Pundsach( 36), tho~~h the di s t r i buti on wa s 
found to f avour the aqueous phase ~ore s trongly , possibly 
due to the prc s encv of ci tra t e . 
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TABLE VI 
Vari ation of Distribution Coeffi c i ent of Oxine 
with pH 
I pH 
I 
! E~tract~ 
j 1on. 
D Oxine 
Concn. 
% 
I Wo 
'Wt in 1 CHCl3 
K]) 
=WoxlOO 
10 Wx i 
I 
! 
I 
2.oo I 
II I 
II 
II 
II 
2. 68 
11 
" 
II 
i 
I 
i 
I 
t 
I 
I 
i i 
3 ,; 10 l 
II j' 
~ 
i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
.048 
.090 
.145 
.225 
.263 
.270 
.510 
•• 7:JO 
.940 
'
I .8oo 
1 .25 
11.42 
T 
pH 
2.00 
2 . 68 
3.10 
0 . 0011 
0 .0023 
0.0040 
0.0063 
0.0074 
0.0076 
0.0147 
0 .0209 
0.0281 
0 . 0234 
0.0420 
0.0563 
g. 
.0011 
.0023 
I. 0040 . 0063 
. 0074 
! • 0076 
.0147 
.0209 
.0281 
.0234 
.0420 
.0563 
.0989 
.1966 
• 2926 
. 3863 
.4789 
.0924 
.1777 
. 2568 
.3287 
.0766 
.1346 
I .1 783 
I 
0.137 -0.863 
0.829 
3 .10 
-0. 081 
0 . 491 
0.111 
0.122 
0.137 
0.162 
0.154 
0.822 
0.828 
0.814 
0.854 
3.05 
3 .12 
3 .14 
I t was evident that a large number of extractions 
with 10 ml . of 1% oxine would be necessary before constant 
equilibrium conditions were approached . Fig ure 8 , based 
on the distribution coefficient, read from Figure 7 , shows 
how the distribution of oxi ne between aqueous and chloroform 
phas e would vary with t he number of ex tractions. 
From Figure 6· the separation of iron from vanadium 
at pH3 appeared to be a distinct possibility an~ from the 
fo llowing theoretical considerations, it appeared tha t it 
would be possible to remove the iron from the sample 
so l ution, while retaining 90% of the vanadium , by oxine 
extraction at this pH . 
The extraction proceeds by the following steps :-
\1 ) Oxine is transferred to the aqueous phase , 
the extvnt of this process being governed 
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by the distribution coefficient for oxine, 
[HOx]o = Kn ------------- (2.6) [HOx]w 
where HOx represen ts unionised oxine and 
subscr ipts "o" and "w" labe l the concentra-
tions in the organic and a~ueous phase 
respectively. 
(2) The oxine in the aqueous phase ionises 
HOx H+ + Ox-
In acid solution we a l so ge t 
HOx + H+ 
.... 
HOx . H+ 
We have thus: [H+] [Ox- ] t 
= 
R· 
[ HOx] w I ·-
[w] [HOx] II and = K· .l [HOx . H+""J I -
whence( 39 ) [Ox-] 2[HOx]w ------ (2 .7) 
= [H+] tH+] 
1 + -----=r- + - --
KIKr KI 
where L[HOx]w i s the total concentration of 
oxine in the aqueous phase in all its forms. 
At any chosen pH (2 . 7 ) becomes: 
[Ox-] = ,J HOx]w = i [HOx]w ----- (2 .8) 
constant KI 
(3) The oxinate is formed by associ~tion of metal 
and oxinate ions: 
Me n+ + nOx- =:=: MeO~ 
for which we have: 
[MeOxp]w = KA -------------- (2 . 9 ) 
[Men+] [Ox ]n 
(4) The metal oxinate is then transferred to the 
chloroform phase , a process governed by the 
distribution coefficient for the compl ex : 
i . e. [ MeOxnJ o = Kp -------------- ( 2 .10) 
[MeOxn] w 
From (2 . 9) and (2 . 10) v.'e get : 
[MeOxn]o = Kp . KA ----------- (2.11) 
[Men+] [ Ox_]n 
and from (2.8) and(2 .ll ) we ge t : 
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[ MeOxn] o _ KpKA '-
--= constant=K ----- (2 :12) [Men+] [ HOx1P- KI 
The total metal concentration in the aqueous phase 
is taken as =[Men+]. This simple treatment neglects the 
formation of intermediate oxinates and therefore cannot 
be expected to lead to accurate results. In addition, 
for simplicity, concentration is us~d instead of activity. 
Calculation on this basis for the extraction of 
iron (FeOx3) at pH3 ([MeO]nlo being obtained from Figure 6) 
gave K=l.3lxl09 for the single extraction and K=l.73xl09 on 
the basis of the double extraction. K for vanadium which 
is reported to form an oxine complex of formula VO(OH)Ox2 (39 ) 
was found to be l.96xl0~ calculated on the same basis from 
the value of 2.5% extraction read from the vanadium extract-
ion curve (Figure 6). 
If the sampl e solution wer e to contain 1000 pg of 
iron and 10 ug of vanadium, then the loss of oxine due to 
me tal complex forma tion can be regarded as neglible and,-
on the basis of the above theory, assuming K for iron to 
be l.5xlo9, if thr0e extractions were made with 10 ml. of 
1% oxine, 93.1% of the iron would be removed and 5.9% of 
t he vanadium, while four extractions vJOuld remove 99.1% of 
the iron and 10.5% of the vanadium. This result was borne 
our by later experiments. (III.A.3b). 
C. CUPFERRON 
(AtviNONIUM-N-NI TrtO.SOi:'HENYL-HYDROXYLAMINE) 
The Extraction of Titanium, Vanadium and 
Molybdenum 
( / · ·:-- w:·~ OH 
NO I 
" ...,_ __ _.. 
An examination of the literature l ed to the selection 
of cupferron as the r eagent mos t likely to gi ve quanti ta ti ve 
extr ac t ion of titanium , vanadi um and mo lybdenum f rom citrate 
solution. Thi s r eagent forms chloroform s olubl e chela te 
complexes in mineral acid s olution with a large number of 
e l ements ,but be comes mor e se l ective as the pH is r educ ed. 
The method used was based on that described by Piper 
and Beckwith (40) for the sepa r ati on of moly.bdenum. These 
authors indicated t ha t molybdenum was extracted quantitative ly 
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from 1 . 3% citrate solution at pH values below 1 . 0 . 
Meunier( 4l) has r ~ported that titaniu~ vanadium and 
molybdenum are precipitated by cupferron from solutions 
more acid than pH 1 . 8, but no de t a iled s tudy of tho 
chloroform extr~ction of th0 cupferron compl exes of 
these m~tals ha s been ruport ed . It w&s therefore 
desirable to a sc ertain the optimum pH for their 
extraction. 
Experimental 
The meta l sol utions wer e prepared for extraction 
exactly as described in the previous section. Thus 
each solution of total volume 100 ml. contained 50 pg of 
each of t ho three me t als, titanium, vanadium and molybdenum, 
8% a ... Hnonium ci tra t e and suff i cient hydrochloric acid to 
give the desired pH . To each solution was added l ml . 
of a fr eshly prepared and filt er ed 6% aque ous solution of 
cupferron . The cupferr~te s wor e then extracted by 
agita ting the solution for t wo minutes with 10 ml. of pure 
chloroform. The amount of each me tal in the extract was 
de t e r mined spectr obraphic~lly. 
Results 
The r esults of thi s i nvos t i 3ation a r e pre s ented 
graphically in Figure 9 . As r eported by Pipe r and Beckwith, 
t he efficie ncy of extraction of molybdenum wa s found to 
increas e with r eduction of pH be low 1 . The effici ency of 
extraction of titanium was f ound to increase less r apidly 
with decrea sE:; i n pH, while the extraction of vanadium f ell 
off below pH2 . On t he b~si s of the results it was decided 
t hat ti tanium, vanadium and molybdenum should be r emcved 
f r om the sample s olution by a double extra ction a t about 
pH2 and a furthe r double t.. Xtraction a t pH 0.5. 
D EXTRACTI ON METHOD 
In a r outine ana lysis m.; t hod in which a number of 
s olvent extr::w tions ha ve to be ca r r i ed out, it i s of 
advantage if mechanic a l agit~tion can be used, so t hat 
ba t ches of six or mor e s amples may be deal t with 
sirnul taneously . Mech;::~.ni cal sh:1.ker s h~.~.vc. ; ..... dvantages for 
c ertain extractions , but fuw produce. suffi ci ently intima t e 
a mixi ng of the s ol vent pha.ses to a llow of a r apid 
extraction. From a prac tical poi nt of vi~w a mechanica l 
s haker is inconveni en t because it ne cessi tates rep~at ed 
trans f er of t he f unne l f r om stand t o shaki ng ma chi ne . 
Cupferron Extract ion 
of Ti, V. Mo. 
Figure 9. 
Figure 10. 
Extraction 
Apparatus 
~ Mo 
-.6-V 
~ Ti 
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In addition, when a seri8s of extractions have to be made 
from the same solution, numerous additions and accurate 
pH adjustments ha ve to be made. 
For these reasons it w~s decided to investigate 
the possibility cf usin5 open-topped separatory funnels 
with mechanical stirrers to produce the mixing of the 
solvents. This systew was found to produce perfectly 
satisfactory extraction of the elements, while allowing 
easy access to the solution of pH meter electrodes and 
* an apJ)aratus wc...s constructed consistlncs of a bank of six 
electrically driven glass stirrers, for each of which 
there was a clam~ to hold the separatory funne l. The 
extraction apparatus is shown in Figure 10. 
* designed by the author and constructed in C. S .I.R. Workshop. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CtlEfvliCAL COr-iCEl~ TRATiuN AND SPECTROGRAPHIC 
DETERMINATION OF Zn, Co, Ni, Pb, Ti, V and Mo 
I N PLANT MATERIAL 
A. PREPARATION OF SAMPLE FOR S~~CTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS -
DEVELOPMENT OF HETHOD 
1. Preparation of Sample Solution 
The first step in the chemic a l prcpar~tion of the 
sample for 1n~lysis is to bring the trace elements into 
solution . Befor e this can be dcne organic matter has to 
be destroyed . This c...:~.n be accomplished either by dry 
ashing in a muffle furnace , cr by wet oxidation with nitric 
and p 0rchloric acid. 
The dry c..shing me thod has the ad van t :--3e of simpl icity 
and no re-.,.gents whi ch might contain trace impurities need 
to be added. Critics vf the method ( 42 ) C\..-·mplain that it 
is leng thy, tha t some elements can be lost by vola tilisation 
and tha t uth~rs a r8 lost by adsorption on the walls of the 
vessel and on the silica of the sample itself . 
Wet oxidatiun &...: thods h£.ve the ad van ta_;e of speed 
where small s ampl es .:-.r e used, vJhil e the danger of losses of 
mvt:J.ls due to adsorption and volatilisation is much r ~... duced. 
On the other hand . the purific~.tion of r eagents, pa rticularly 
pcrchloric acid , pre:se:n ts <.1 probleJJ whe n l a rge sa1uples have 
to be us <::d. It is for this rt- c.S vn th:_:. t Mitchell ( 4 3) pref ers 
the dry ~shin; method . 
It hr s be::vn found durine the work described in this 
thesis thr t we t oxia~tion meth\..,ds wLre very suitable for 
small aamples vf up tu twu g r <-..ms , but that the dry as~1ing 
we thod was more convenient when big'._;e r S. 'lllpl e s (5g - 20g) 
had to be used. A d ry c~s.i1i%· rue thcd w·:.s therE.. fore us ed 
for the prcp ;-_:~ra ticn 0f all s amples in the work described 
in this chapter . 
It has been fcund that , if the ashir16 is ca:cried out 
at t empera turGs a bove 450<c, thor -: is a .de.n,ser of losin~ 
zinc from the sampl e by vol~~tili s:..1.tiun, but at lower 
t emperatures nc losses vccur(?) . Ca r e was therefor e taken 
to ins ure th~t the muffle furnac e t empe r a ture never 
exceeded 450 !C during the ashing (; f the sc....mples . 
In the preli~inury ex~oriments the m~ thod of 
pr(:;par ation of the s:-:uupl e s ulution from the; ash wFts tha t 
originally descri bLd by Mitche ll( 3). I n thi s method the 
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n.shed sarn!)le is fused with 4 g rams of sudium carbonate and 
the melt taken up in hydrochl oric acid. This solution is 
then evaporated to dryness, taken up in 1:2 hydrochloric acid 
and filtered tL remove silica. 
Mitchell( 43)has since advocated a modified form of the 
above procedure in which the ashed sample is extracted with 
hydrochloric acid, the residue filtered off, reashed, fused 
with l gram of sodium carbonn.te in platinum and dissolved in 
hydrochloric acid, any silica remaininG being filtered off. 
This mudifiud procedure was adopted for l ater work and was 
used in the tests of the analysis method finally adopted . 
Alternative methods of treating the t1shed sample were 
compared with Mitchell 1 s ori0inal method in the Onderstepoort 
laboratory( 44 ). These included the method described by 
Piper( 45) i n wDich the ash is initially extr~ctod with 
hydrochloric acid and the rusidu.e treated with hydrofluoric 
and sulphuric .:~cids, and methods involving the treatment of 
the ash with p~rchloric and hydrofluoric acid , and perchloric, 
hydrofluoric and sulphuric acid . No significant difference 
was found on analysi~; sixteen sample sGlutions, four 
s·;.;lutions being prepared by e.::.ch of the above mo thods, for 
cobalt, mvlybdenum and zinc. 
2 . Study and Modification of the Chemicc-:1 Concentration 
Method of Ge:rbach and Pohl. 
Tho method for the c~ncentraticn of truce elements 
which was proposed by Gcrbach and Pohl(B) h~s been bri~fly 
described in Chapter l of this thesis . Al thoUGh it is 
long and somewhat c·-.:mplicated, its use for the analysis of 
plant mater i a l was shown by von Rooyen(lO)to be feasible 
and it was thEJrefore: proposed iuitially to make a study of 
this method , modi fyins it \vhere i111provemen t could be made . 
Only the elements zinc, cobalt , nickel , lead, titanium, 
vanadium, mclybdenum, t:.iangan-:- se and copper were considered . 
The method is described in some detail below and 
outlined in the form of a 11 fl ow diagram•• in Figure 11 . 
(i) Benzoate Precipitation 
To the hydruchloric acid solution of the sample 
prepared by acid extruction of the ash, add 10 ml. of 10% 
ammoniUlll ·~cet ~ .. tc and suffici.:;mt 10% <l!:J":oniur:J benzoate 
sc.,lutivu (20 ul :..l.r •:= equiV[Llcnt to 65 :J.; .Al und 125 mg. Fe .) 
Adjust the pH to 3 .8- 4.0 with 5N NH40H (drvpwise -
spotting on indic~tor paper ). Boil fvr two ,Jinutes. and 
fi l tor hot, washing with vJat~Jr containing 1% ailJmonium 
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benzoate ~nd qceti c acid . 
(ii) Separ ati vn of Iron 
Dissolve the benzoa te precipitate in a little warm 
hydrochloric r~cid and transfer the solution to a 100 ml . 
sepnratury funn~l , washing with hydrochloric acid , finally 
adding sufficL.mt cunc(.ntra ted hydrochloric £.cid to uakG the 
solution 6. 5 N with resp0ct to HCl (8N if isopropyl e ther 
is tube used) . Extract twice with 25 ml . of ethe r . 
EvaporLte the aqueuus ph~se ~ftar ether extr 2ction on a 
W~.t. tcr bc..th and tr2..ns f ·.: r the residue, with duuble dis tilled 
w~te~ to the filtr~te fruD the benzoate precipitation. 
(iii) Dithizone Extractiun 
To the move ::t..:n tiunad aqucuus su.nple solution from 
which iron ha.s been reraovcd , add. 10 - 20 ml. of 10% ammonium 
tartrc.te and 5N <tllJi'1oni a dropwise, until c- pH of 7 is r eached . 
(Broraothymol blue or indica tor paper ) . Extra ct with a n 
0 . 01% (weiGht tu vulume) chlor oform solutiun of dithizone 
repeatedly until the organic l.)ha se remains s r een. Incr a:...se 
t he pH to 9 by adding more a l,Ji.Jonia and extrac t [<_;2..in with 
dithizwnc . Finally ncidify thb solut ion rnd rcw~ve t he 
excess dithizune by e xtra ctiGn with pur~ chlor~furm . Re t~in 
the united extract for Sp~ctruGraphi c analysis . 
(iv) Destruction of Tartr~t e 
Trnnsfur the aque ous sulution a ft e r dithizone 
extr&cticn to a be~ker . Add cupric ions (3 ol . of 0 . 1% 
cupric chloride ) as ca talyst ~nd des troy tha t artra te by 
repeat ed oxidativn with 30% hydro6en peroxide . Bcil for 
fift e t-n winutes and r e turn tl- the S8par c.tory funnel . 
(v) Oxine Extr action 
Adjust th~ pH ef the s olution to 5 (indica t or p :'..p er) 
with 5.N ammonia and extr8.ct with oxinL. (0 . 1% solution i n 
chlorofurm) until the extr<.tct r emains c .:., l ourloss . Repeat 
a t pH6 . 5 . Ret c: .. in the uni ~..e d vxine extr :'l.c t fur 
spectrographic analysis . 
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FIGURE 11 
GR~HICAL OUTLINE OF TrlE CONCENTRATION 
METHOD OF GORBACH A~D POHL 
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i Spectro0raphic Ana lysis 
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(a) Modification of the Dithizone Extraction Procedure . 
One of the main criticisms of the method of Gorbach 
and Pohl is its length and the number of steps involved . 
A short cut which immediately su.c;6ested itself was to carry 
out the di thizone extraction at one optimum pH ins t ead of 
repeated extraction at pH7 and 9 . To test this possibility 
the investigation of the extraction of dithizonates from 
tartrate solution,described in Chapter II, was carried out. 
As a result of this work, the wethod was modified to include 
dithizone extrac tion at pH 9 . 5 only. 
(b) Removal of Iron by Direct Ether Extraction . 
One of the more serious criticishls of t he method of 
Gorbach and Pohl has to do with the benzoate precipitation 
and removal of iron. 
The benzoate precipitate of Fe , Al , Sn, Ti, V, etc. , 
was found to settle as a bulky gelatinous mass which was 
not easily separated even when a fil t er-stick was used, as 
proposed by Gorbach and Pohl. Precipitation, as a method 
for the separation of unwanted elements , is normally to be 
shunned in trace analysis and undoubtedly a large proportion 
of the wanted t race ele~ents are adsorbed on the precipitate . 
According to the description of th~ method , these are 
recovered afte r the ct11er extrac tion of the iron, but any 
molybdenum adsorbed on the precipitate.is liable to be 
quantitatively extracted with the iron, while traces of 
zinc and copper would probably be lost too . A trace of 
vanadiuEl is a l so lost durir16 the separation of iron . 
It appeared that the tue thod could be considerably 
shortened if, instead of precipitating with benzoate, iron 
was remuved directly by e ther extra.ction from the sawple 
solution as done by Perrin( 46)and the Q~tals coextracted 
(particularly Mo) recovered by use of some other suitable 
reagent. 
A sclution of a t~bacco l8af sample was therefore 
prepared in ccncentratcd hydrochloric acid (8 N) and 
extracted repeatedly with 20 ml. volu~es of isopropyl 
ether (Isoprupyl ether has bee n shown by Dodson, F0rney 
and Swift( 47)to be be tter thc:.n dicthyl ether fur the 
extraction cf iron) . The e the r extract was evaporated 
onto graphite and quali tatively analysed by a spvctro-
graphic 1:1ethod . 
Apart fro1J a large ar.10unt of iron, the e ther 
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extrac t was found to contain titanium, aluminium and a 
trace cf vanadium. Nc mulybdenum was f ·...,und, but it was 
uncertain whether thi::; was due to its not being extracted_<) 
or to its extremel y low concentration in the sampl e. 
The presence of titanium and aluminium was unexpected, as 
these a r e not extracted by diethyl other, and their 
presence must be attributed either to the difference in the 
extracting reagent cr to en traim::wnt elf some of the 
aqueous solut i on with the 2ther. 
Generally the method was found to be unsatisfactory. 
A rel atively lar~e volume (50 ml. ) of concentrated (ll N) 
hydrochloric acid had to b~ used to disso l ve t he sample, 
which would mean correspondingly large amounts of ammonia 
to n~utralise it before further extractions could be carried 
out. In addition, the ~ther extraction was found 
time-consurJing and ineffici ent due to the tendency 
an emul sion. Thi s line of research was therefore 
tc be 
to form 
dropped. 
(c) Oxinc Extraction of Ti taniw:~, Vanadi ur:1, Molybdenum and 
Manganese. 
Another rather t edious step in the original procedure 
is the destruction of t artrate before the oxine extraction. 
It is stated by Gorbach and Pohl that t ~rtrate hinders the 
fcruatiun of oxina tes of some of the rJE.. t als, while Gentry 
and Sherrington(3B) report that t &rtrate interferes with 
the extraction of rno lybdenwn. As the extent of the inter-
f erence was not known, it was decided to investigate the 
ext rae ti on of ti tani urn, vanadium and uolybdenwn from tar trate ~ 
solution. 1% oxine, as reco:t,lli.lended by Gentry and Sherrington, 
was used. 
From the results of this invusti~ation, re~orted 
in Chapter II, it was app,:;.rent that while Ti, V and Mn could 
be quantitatively extracted i n the presence of tartra t e, 
mo lybdenum could not . 
(d) An Initi a l Di thizone Extraction- The Use of Ammonium 
Citra t e . 
Since dithizone does net react with Ferric iron a nd 
almost all of the iron in the Sai;iple cuul d be expec t ed to 
be in the ferri c sta te, dithizone extraction of zinc , copper, 
cobalt, nickel and lead was a logical first step in the 
concentration procedure a nd would a vcid any losses of the se 
elerc1en ts duri ng the separation of iron . 
Preliminary experirnen ts s howed that 1% awl!1onium 
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tartrate in the solution,as used previously, was insufficient 
to prevent the precipitation of iron above pHS and that 
even in the presence of 6% of this complexing agent, 
precipitation took place at pH 8.5. Citrate was found 
to be mo r e efficient in retarding the pr0cipitation and 
it was found th a t, with 8% am:aoniur:1 citrate in the solution, 
!!10st sample s0lutions showed nc sign of precipitation up 
to pH 9.5. With some sauples, _a light precipitate began 
t~ settle out slowly at this pH,but this did not appear to 
interfere with the extraction. 
As a result of these observations, the dithizone 
extraction of Zn, Co, Ni, Pb and Cu fr~m 8% citrate 
solutions was investigated, as reported in Chapter II . 
(e) SeR&ration 0f Ir on by Oxine Extraction. 
It was apparent fr'-'1ii the observations reported above 
~nd the higher pH values necessary fer the dithizone 
extraction of some w~tals in its presence, that citrate had 
a strcn~er ccmplexing effect than tartrate. The possibility 
w _~s therefore cunsidered that 8% citrate would inhibit the 
oxine extraction of m~,lybdenum and vanadium suffici ently to 
a llow of a quantitative s eparation of iron from these netals. 
As a pre liminary test of this possibility, a sample 
solution prepared from 10 gm. of tobacco, to which was added 
20 ml. of 40% a w.Joni u11 citrate, was extracted first with 
0.02% chloroformic dithizone at pH 9, dUd then with 1% oxine 
a t pH 2.2, 3.2, 4.7 and 7.8. A qualitative spectro~raphic 
analysis was carried out on each of the extracts . The 
results of this analysis ar e shown in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
TRIAL EXTRACTION OF 0AL•1PLE SOLUTION 
Extractant ! Di thizonel Oxine 
·! 
pH 9 . 5 2 . 2 3 . 2 4 .7 7.8 
Zn Present 
Ni Strong * * * Trace Trace Trace 
Co Str ong 
Pb Strong i 
Ti I Strc,ng 
v I I Weak Mo I ' Weak ! I Mn lSl.Trace ! Trace Strong , , 
Fe ! Tr;:.:..ce iv.Strcng ' Trace I 
' 
* Probably due to incorJplcte extraction by dithizone , as 
this sa:Jple contained " C-o. very high concen tration of nickel. 
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The conclusions drawn from the results of t his 
experiment were:-
(i) Iron coul d be separated from titanium, 
vanadium and molyb denum by oxine 
extraction from citrate solution at 
about pH3. 
(ii) Manganese is not extrQcted by dithizone 
fro m s trong citrate solution at pH 9.5. 
This experiment lead to the full investigation 
of the _f)Ossibility of separat~ng iron by oxine extraction, 
which has nlre~dy been described. 
(f) Cupfe rron Extraction of Tit~niu~ , Vanadium and 
Molybd enum. 
As has already been descri bed, th~ a nswer to the 
problem of extra cting :uolybdenua1 and vanadiuo from ci trate 
solution w&s fo und in cupferron. The ex traction of 
molybdenum f r om citrate s olutions with this reagent hc..s 
been described by Pipe r and Beckwith( 40) an~ after an 
examin<:~t ion of the pH extraction r elationships for all 
three metal s , the mt:;thod was extended to i nclude titanium 
and vanadium. 
3. A Pro posed New Chemical Concentration Scheme. 
(a) Outline of Analysi s Scheme 
On the basis of the knowlcd~e gained of the 
rea0ents, a new concentr'·· tion scheme was propos ed. This 
consisted of ditaizone extraction a t pH 9 . 5 to separa te 
the dithizonates of zinc, cob.J.lt, nicke l and lead (R-nd 
copper\ followed by oxine extr action s t pH 3 to r emove 
iron and cupferron extraction at pH 2 ,:,_nd pH 0.5 to 
separate titanium,vanadium and molybdenum . 
As copper and uangan(')se can both be satisf ac torily 
deter wined directly on t he s awple ash , t hei r i nclusion 
in the concentrat ion scheme was rela tively unim~crtant , 
but nevertheless some at t ention was ~iven t o the 
possibility of determining the concentrations of these 
e l ewents :<.s p c-1rt of the t:sen~ral scheme . 
As s hown in Figure 4 , copper can be extr ac ted 
·.vi th dithizvne tot,\:Jthcr w.ith the oth<;r mE..t ' .l dithizona t cs 
at pH 9 . 5 . M[-mg 2ne s e , accordinJ' tu t {w tt.-St extr action 
of a saiilple solution descri b<:~ d '1bL V8 , is not extracted 
by dithizone frutn citra te Svl ution a t pH 9. 5, but can 
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be extracted with 0xine at pH 8. If c oncentrated to the 
same extent a s the ether elements, howev~r, both of th8se 
elements would be present at inconveniently high concentra-
tion levels in the fina l extract. In the c n.se of copper, 
the lines a t 3247A and 3274A wuuld both be too dense to 
allow of t heir measurement with those of the other clements 
c.nd there is no suitable weaker spectrum line. One of the 
we'l.kcr lines cf the man0 '8JH .. se spectrum could be used for 
tne deteri;Jination of this "Jet~ll, but the s c1uple spectrum 
wuuld be unnecessarily complic a ted by its presence in high 
cone en tr:t ti em. 
The ~1lt ern :\tive is tc extract these met a ls separa te-
ly, copj,)er boir15 sepc,n l t ed by an initial extractiun with 
di thi Z0ne a t pH 3, and uanga ne s e by oxine extrnc tiun at pH 8. 
A suitable aliquot uf e ach of their extr[ cts could then be 
add ed t o the combined extracts uf the other mot~ls, or 
alt orn~tive ly, their c oncentra tions in the extracts cculd 
be d e t e rwined by so~e other convenient method s uch as 
flame photometry. Both of the s e t echnique s wer e tri ed 
with some success in the case cf man.;an osc <:md quite 
satisfactori r c; sul ts were ub tc.1.incd in the flc-'.l--,:18 photc;me tric 
ana lysis fur coppor as pLrt of the scheme. 
The pro_pe,.sed n~Jw schm:1 e is outlined g r aphi cally 
be low. (Figure 12) 
(b) Expori iucm t a l Trial of the Cone en tra ti on Scheme. 
As a preliminary t e st of th0 concentr ~tion scheme~ 
a SlliJpl e cf lucerne wa s an2lyse d for zinc, nicke l, cobalt, 
lead, titanium, vanP.dium, L.J olybdcnum a nd IJJanga nes€ . (The 
fl Dllle photom~Jtric deter1nina tivn of copper wa.s introduc ed 
after this initial t est). 
Procedure 
The sru~le so l ution w~s prep~red b y ashing the 
sar.1p l e a t 450tc, sodium c a r bon ::.te fusion a nd s olutivn of 
the me lt i n hydrcchlori c a cid. (i . e . P..cc c, r ding t o t he 
uu thod orig i na l ly describe d by Mi t chell ( 3 )). 20 ml. of 
40% am~oniu~ citra te wer e then add ed and the pH adj us t e d 
t o 9 . 5 by the aJJi t ion of r edis till ed 1 :1 amnoni ul.J 
hydroxide solutiun. The follc,wi ng extra ctions were 
then made , further pH ~d jus twen t s bcin~ o a J e by t he 
a dui t ivn vf a...Jr.Jonia or hydrochloric ·1cid sv lu.t i on a s 
r e quir ed . 
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Flow- sheet Diagrc:u.u of the Concentration Me thod 
Sa~ple Solution 
I 
Add 40 nl 20% 
A~uonium Citrate 
Extrr ct with 
Dithiz~ne et pH3 Add Cd . int . std . 
f or separation cf Adjust pH - 9.5-10 
Cu and (if nec <:::s s - Ext.rr.c t with Ji thizone 
ary) Ag. l_ 
,--- ------- - - -· - - ---·-- ·--l 
Chloruform 
Zn, Co, Ni , Pb 
Aqueous Phase 
I 
Adjust pH to 2 . 9-3 
Extr: ~t with Oxine 
I r--------....L..- ----1 
Chlorcfor w Aqueous Phase 
Fe 
Discard 
Adjus t pH t o 1 . 5-2 
then 0.5 
I I Cupferron Extr~ction 
II I ~-------------· --, i I 
I Chloroforw Aqueous 1-----· Ti , V, Mo 
AJu. Ag dithizunate 
as intern2l standard 
Evapor~ t e 0xtracts 
on 100 rug gra.pnite . 
FIGURE 12 
' I 
Oxine Extr action 
at pH8 to obtain 
lYln. 
(i) Dithizone :. t pH 9 . 5. 
(ii) Oxinc a t pH 3 . 
(iii) Cupferrun :l t pH 2 u.nd 0 . 5 . 
(iv) Oxinc n t pH 8 . 
Twv or three extr;;.c ti ems were ,Jade with each 
reagent at the corr~spunding pH anU. the extracts wer e 
retained in sepo:.n:. t~ beakers. 
Extract (iv) which containvd the 2angunese was made 
up to 50 ml . with pure chlor of ur m .~nd 10 r.Jl . A.liqul..) ts 
taken f~r the spectrograJhic and flame photowctric 
deter.r::Jina tiun. The first a liquot of (iv) and o ·.ch of 
the ottler extracts wc·s then evapor a t ed on to gr aphite 
c c. ntuinirlcS int ernn.l str:.ncl[:~.rJs and analysed spectro.;:;r aph3:o-
ally . 
For the fla~e phc t ooc tric de t er uin .tion cf 
r;1a.nganese, t he 10 utl. aliq"'.lc t wr·s cvapor::~. ted on a wate;r 
bath c:nd the r esidue di gested with nitric and pt:rcllloric 
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(c) Analysis of Four ::ltandard .:5<:~mples Using the New 
Concentr~tion Scheme. 
As a further test of the propos~d scheme , four 
standard S2.1.!lples \·/ere an&lysed . [These Su.Dples , of 
which a numb·. r vJerc. re t e.ined in the laboratory , had 
been analysed previously by various methods , both 
spectrographic and ciwmical, in the C.S.I .R. and in 
other labor~torics(l)( 4 )] . I n the analysis of 
these samples, the flame photometric determination of 
copper and mange~nese was included. 
Procedure 
The procedure followed was similar to tha t 
described above , except tha t the copper was extracted 
from solution at pH 3 and the whole of this extract, 
after evaporation and di5estion with nitric ~nd 
perchloric acid , was t~ken up in dilute hydrochloric 
Rcid for the flawe photome tric analysis, measurements 
b~Jing made at 324 . 8 r!lU. Tho iron extr _1.c t was not 
analysed and the dithizone extract , the cupferron 
cxtr :,ct and an aliquot of the manganeslo extract were 
combined for the sp~ctroJr&phic analysis . 
Results 
Th~J rvsults of these analyses a re shown in 
Table IX. Th0 figur0s obt .lin0d nre compared with 
the m.:c:.ns of r,;sul ts uf previous an'ily::;c s. These 
mco.ns can be sowewhe. t ,[]is le-ading , but the ·-:.c tual 
figures obtained in previous an : lyses c.r e given for 
comparison in the Appendix to this th~sis (Pr,_;t; f 03). 
While tht.:S0 r c::oul ts demon~tratGd th'it the 
concen tra t i un m~: thod wc....s v1ork2.ble , they still left 
much to b~ desired , p2rticu1 ·rly in the cuse of zinc , 
l c..ad und titanium. This w~.s a ttributed to the 
spec troc,r .phic analysis i t self r.:1thc r than to the 
concentration method . At thi s stage the spectro-
~raphic :·:ic t i1od used by van Rooyen ( 10 ) was being us ed , 
with Cr filld Bi (for Pb ) a s internal standards, but 
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full attention was given to the spectrographic steps 
in the procedure after this . 
I ~ample! 
I I 4A 
p?each 
~eave s 
~4B ean Leaves 
i 
14C 
I
·Beet 
Lt::aves 
I 
4E 
t?lum 
TABLE IX 
Am.lysis of Four S tand2u-d Samples 
I ! ' . I I I I 
1 I 13 I 0 . 15 i 2.2 ! 2 .7! 161 .18 . 06 I 49 45 7 . 91 
I I I I I 
0.1 12-6 2.41 10 .24j .o7 1 47 1 'I 6 . o' 2 24 
1 60 
2 58 
l 13 . 5 
I 
2 I 22 
l 23 
I I : i 
0.261 
0 . 241 
i 
I 
I 
0 . 14 ! 
0 .25 
4.7! 4.4 
I 
5 . 7 j2 .9 
i 
I ~ 
4 . 0 1 . 9 I 
2.5 2 . 1 
i I I : 611 . 5312 . 3 48j38 ;11 . 5 
I ' . I ! i 
371 -7112.31 38 f12 . 1j 
i ! i 
I l -, I 
41 I . 5o 1 . 3 9116 o ! 120 1 9 . 1
1 I I ! ; I 
21! .49,1.23 l52j fl2 . 01 
! 1 I ! ~ I 
I 2. 5 1 13 ! . 21! . o5l 15ol111ool' 5 . 31 ' I . 48 ! l. 3 
I 'I I ' I I 
! I ' I I I I ! ;Leaves! 2 2 . 4 , 8.5 . 23. - 1 l25j l 6.5: 
'----~~--~--~--~--~----~--------~---J 
55 I I .64 1 . 4 
* l = R0sul t of descri bed an8.lysis . 
2 = Mean of Previous Results . (See A~pendix p . l03) 
(d) The Direct Flame 2hotometric Deter mina tion of Copper 
and Manganese in tho Organic Extract Sol ution. 
The flame photomGtric determina tion of copper 
and manganese r:\.S part of the analysis scheme has been 
shown, fror.J t he results r e_Jort ed above , to be a 
practical possibility . In a number of r ocent 
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publi cations , Dean ~nd others(4B)(49)(50)(5l) ha ve 
recow::::~ndcd the direct a tomisation of organic 
solutions of m'- tnl complexes i n fl an1e photometric 
analysis . As it :.pp ..  ar0d th: t this approa ch could 
easily be appli..;d t o the proposed .malysis scheme and 
woul d possibly snve tim..: by c. limin:~ ting the necessity 
for tho d~struction of th~ complexes, it was decided 
to t os t the we thod for chloroform solutions of 
copper dithizonate and ra.:..t.neanese oxinate . 
A preliillinary experiQcnt w~s carried out t o 
dv ter mine thu comp ~·1Tr.:. ti ve sensi ti vi ties with chloroforn 
sulutions of the organo-:.1J8tal co!,J_plex and with a queous 
solutions of th8 metals . It \v~s found that a 
chloroform copper dithizonate solution gave 3 . 1 times 
the scalu d~flection given by an aqueous solution 
containir1.0 the s a: . .ne concentration of copp~r , while 
the sensitivity ~ith a chloroform solution of 
LJanganese oxin,· tc, wa s 5. 3 ti1;1~s th.:.t with an aqueous 
solution . 
Stan<.lard curves wcr~ then drawn u_p in the 
fol l owing way : 
Mc<:"'.Surod volur:1cs of standard solutions of the 
~etals to be deturwincd w~rc run into scp~r~tory funnels , 
citrste nddLd , th0 pH adjusted (To 3 in t he case of 
copper , a nu 8 in ... he case o1 mang :..:m'--se ) 8.nd the -L tal 
ions extra.c ted with the appropri ''.. te co•CJplexing reagent 
(Di thizom.: in tilE.: cuse of copper and oxine in t he c a se 
of ..Janganese ) . Tho organic extr acts were t hen made up 
to 50 ml . with purv chloroform ~nJ portions of them 
a towiscd in to the fl c..mc dir\:: C tly, the pho tome tor rcFI.dings 
be ing recorded in e2.ch c .:-.s .__ . Pho tom8 tor r ce.U.ings 
were made at 403.3 illJl for mane5anGSe c:md 324 . 8 uu for 
0 • 
copper. 
The s tanu ~trd curves obtC'.incd c.rc shown in Figure 13 . 
Afte r this , five of the 11 s t c:nde.rd 11 plnn t samples 
wer e analysed , usirlJ' extr -~cts obtained v1hile working t hrough 
the \vhole concen tr-:.tion s cheme . The results , which are 
shown in Table X, wore not V8r':J S<:tisf:::.ctory tho~h the 
pr.ac ticabi li ty of the l<J... thod h us been proved . Difficulty 
was experi~nccd fro~ time to time , 8specially i n t he case 
of t he nung~nesc , uue to clogBinc of the burner , and where 
roo 
80 
" z -0 60 
< 
UJ 
a: 
UJ 40 
_J 
< ~ 
20 
Standard Curves for the Flame Photometric 
Determination of Mn and Cu in their Chloroform Extracts 
roo 
ro 20 30 
p.p.111. Mn 
"80 
z 
-0 
~60 
a: 
UJ 
_J 
~40 
u 
II) 
40 50 
F1gure 13. 
tt---fjrcx Tuite 
(I dla., 3" long-;) 
Evaporation of Chloroform 
Ex tracts. 
F1gure 14. 
2 3 .. 5 
P·P·"'· Cu 
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the results Qre in povr aJreem~nt it CRD be a ttributed to 
errati c beha viour of the burn~r . 
No furth0 r ~ttention was ~iven to the fl nme pho t o-
metric de t~...n.t.lin '· ticn Lf IJans ::.nesv ::.nd copper. There is 
no doubt th e;. t these ole. ,en ts cvuld. be de tenuined s a tisf .:.ct-
orily alvn<:S the lines S~<.:S;.,;stc..J , but as these elements can 
both be deter~ined satisfr ctvrily dir8c tly on the ash, 
there s;:;emed to be lit tl2 1Juin t in pur sui~ this line of 
investiJation any further . 
TABLE X 
Fla!Je PhctorJetric De::terhJinatiun of Copper and 
Mangane se in Five PLm t S8 ,Jf) l cs Usint~ their 
Org~nic-Chloroforru Extracts Diroctly . 
Sample 
l. 
I 4a 2 . 
l . 
4b 
2 . 
l . 
4c 
2 . 
l. 
4d 
2 . 
l . 
4e 
2 . 
Cu ( f la.rJe) 
ppr:l 
6.2 
6.4 
6.4 
6.6 
9 .0 
7 .8 
8 .1 
5 . 4 
Cu(std.)* 1 lvJ.n (Flane) Mn (std .) * 
ppr:J ppm ppm 
26 . 4 
6 . 7 51 
35 .5 
21 
12 . 0 42 
42 
100 
10 . 9 166 
11 . ·+ 95 
lll 
146 
5 . 4 136 
* = Mean of r c.;sults obtained by ether methorls at 
Onderstepovrt and in ~ . P . R . L . 
4 . Evapor~tion of the Chlorofuru Extrac tson to Graphite . 
The ev~por - tiun of thu chlorofor~ extracts on to 
graphite W<.s founu to present soiJJe 
ordinary circurust~nces the extract 
the sidGS of the vesse l fr0w which 
difficulty . UnJer 
t ends to "creep" up 
the chloroforr" is beirJ.6 
evaporated. This c:~n be ovcrc'-'tJe by allowing Sv.r.Je of the 
chloroform beinz distilled off to reflux dcwn the sides of 
the vessel . Wark( 2 ) ·.:.,ccvHl)lished this by plc· yine a jut 
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of air on the outside of the l ml . b~Qker in which the 
fin~l evaporation was carried out. This ~ethod was 
found to be soQewhat t edi ous as the extracts h~d to be 
first ev<..1_, or<:~ ted tv a Si,Jall vuluLJe .<:::.nd then transfe;rred 
to l uil. beaker, vlhile the last Stages e;f the eV'l.J:.!OrR tion 
required the constant attention of the analyst. 
In the prc;lit;~in::try experiments the co:GJbincd extracts 
were ev~~orated slowly in 50 ml . Phillips beakers and the 
0r~phite ~ddcd when only about 0 . 5 ml . of chlorofvrrn w~s 
left. This ne tholl WP.s found to be fairly satisfactory as 
the tall side~ b0nkers did c~usc the chlorofcrru to reflux 
to so1.;e extent, but i n uany c ases SG..:Je of the extract was 
left on the walls of the be'l.ker. 
Experi r:1en ts were carri od out with a nm!lber of other 
tJt. thods and fina lly the fc·llowint; uc thod , which was found 
to be very s c.tisfactory anJ well suited to a r outine :<.na lysis 
~ethod , was aJop t ed . 
The B.p~arP tus used consisted uf vn ..... inch Jir~meter , 
thick-wallGd pyrex test-tubes cut tc a lenoth of thr ee 
inches . Thes e we r e r10unted in a glass-trGugh water ba th 
as shown in Fig ure 14 . Thu chloruforw extracts (first 
t he dithizune extr~ct anJ then the cupferron extrc ct) were 
add ed bit by bit t o t hB tubes and the gra~hite (100 wg . ) 
added when thore wero only 3 f e w J rops of chloroform l eft. 
During the last s t a:;e s of t he e vr.:. .i)ora tion the tube was 
rai seJ s li._shtly frc !:. ti11e t G ti r:J~ to kucp the liquid l 8vel 
inside it sli]htly above t h:. t of the w::_t er outside it . 
If · .. t eny stn:je the ex trac t a1>)~ared to be adhering to the 
walls of the tube, a ll thGt w~s necess ary w~s to re~ove 
th~ tube fru m the wa t er ba th and hvld it in the ~ir or blow 
on it gently. The c r a,t)hi te plus ex trnct was ,lri ed first 
in the wa t er bat h , then in e:m oven at 100~ anLi finally 
pla ced in a rliuffle furnace c:. t 450~ for about t en ninutes 
tc.1 Jestroy the i,ictal couploxes . 
In the initial expcrirJcn ts the in tcrna l standard 
e l ements in the for~ uf oxide or s ~lts were wix2d with -
the g r aphite , but in l a t er work, t o r educ e err0rs Jue to 
the chloroforLJ extrac ts not ~ll beint:?; t aken up by the 
graphite , the intEJrnal standards were included as 
dithizona t es in the chloroform extract . 
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B. SPECTROGRAYHIC PROCEDURE 
DEVELO~WENT OF MBTHOD 
1 . The S~e c troJraph 
Sohle c f the prelimi nary experi~ents were carried 
out using a Jc..rrel Ash Co . Wadsworth gr ~· tin_:s spec trogr a::_Jh , 
but most of the work W[·s done usin_:: an old t:1ode l of the 
Hilger Lar 0e Quartz Spec tro_ir<' ph . This instrument differs 
from the newer ~oJels in that pris~ to Jlate distance , 
prism :tn;_;l e n.nd plate angle are o:tdjusted s eparate l y to 
predetermined settint.,;s , i nstead of bei~ controlled by a 
sin1~ le "wave lcn.~th JruL1 11 • ThL. principle of the ins truJJ.1ent 
i s , however , the sewe . 
A Jict;rxt~ of the optical arr:-:.n .. :e;:Jent is shvwn in 
Fi~ure 15 . Throe l ens0s wero used in the external optical 
sys teui. The first prud.uccd an enlar:.; .:;d iL.l<-'66 of the 
source 11 s 11 <;< t the di aphrag-::1 , "d 11 which hr.J the effect of 
elii1Jin: .. t irld the li0h t f r u1,1 the eloc tr00..:e tips . Tho second 
lens &ctcd as a ccn~.-1enser and w::"s placeu so as t o produce 
en i~rJe of the first l~ns on the third . The third l0ns, 
i~~edintely i n fron t of th0 spectro6raph slit , focussed an 
ima~c CJf the dia.t.-~hra}m c ~.p and he;.ace of the source i tsolf, 
on culli lJatvr lens, 11 4 11 of th.:; spectrocraph . The first 
l ens was protGcted fro u sputterin._; of the SCJurce by ha ving 
o.. plain quartz window im: ... edi ,J.tely in f r cn t of it. All the 
luns ?Ositit ns were c~lcul~t~J fGr a wnvolenJth of 3500A 
(a convcniE:n t in ten .... edi~·. t o w_-_v€len.::.;th for _:;encr c:l work in 
the ncr_r ul travi<..let) . 
2 . Excitation Scurce Conditions 
It is nurwal in d . c . nr c work to aJJ to the sruuple 
sume a lkc,li salt to e.c t a s buffer in:.:; agent c...nd to r 8duce 
the eQission CJf cyano~an bands . Lithiuu carbon2te was 
used for this ~urpose . The behaviuur of thv elewents in 
the ~rc is influenced by the proportivn of buffer in the 
sample , the type of arc used , the electrodes and the 
current . It is therefore i mpor t ant th ~ t these f a ctors 
be consiJ.ered befure adoy t in6 a p>-trticul ar method, and t he 
~ost suitabl e cCJnditions fJr the analysis selected . 
During the preli111inary inv .)S ti5:.:.. tion of the 
chehlical pre~~ratiun of the sampl e the spectroJra~hic 
analyses were c~rri~d out accor dinJ to the method used 
by van Rooyen(lO) . The chloroform extracts were evaporated 
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on to 100 itg . of e r a phi te containing the internal standard 
elements . After ashing the zr~~hite-extract mixture , it 
was carefully mixed with 33 wg. of lithium carbonate, 
loaded into the sa .. 1ple electrode which was burned as anode 
in a 10 amp d . c . arc. 
The elec trades used consisted of a gra1Jhi te sample 
electrode with an 8 mm. de~p sample cavity of internal 
diameter 2 mm . and external diameter 4 mm , s.nd a carbon 
counter-electrode with a rounded and undercut tip. The 
form of the electrodes is shown in FiJ ure 16 . This 
combination is one of those r ecomr.tiended by Strasheim and 
Keddy (l). 
Af ter the completion of the investi gation of the 
sample preparation met nod , attention was gi ven to the 
selection of t he mo~t suitable source conditions . Under 
optimum source conditions the rate of volatilisation and 
emission of ea ch element would be constant for the whole 
period of exposure . Vlhen thi s condition is attained, 
variation~ in exposure time and differences between analysis 
element and intcrw.l standard have little i nfluence on the 
results. The source conditions l i sted in Table XI were 
the r efore tea~ed by plotting, for each element, curves 
showing the varL~tion of intensity of spectrum l ine er;1ission 
with time durin6 the arcj_rlb of the sample . 
Experimental* 
(i) Source Units 
For t llG work with the d . c . arc a constant current , 
d .c . arc source unit, de s igned and buil t in the C. S.I .R. 
laboratori es by van der Walt(?2 ), was used . 
The interrupted arc source consisted of an a . c . Lrc 
source unit , us~d pr eviously for other analyses, which was 
wodified by the intr oduction of selenium rectifiers as 
shown in the circuit diagra . .:l (Fi gure l7a ) . The ar c is 
ignited once <.-Very cycle by a hit_Sh voltage , low energy 
spark . The phase of this spark is controll3d by a ro t ary 
gap in the s pa rk circuit . driv~.:n by a synchronous motor . 
The rotary control .:;ap w<ls s2t with the he lp of an 
os cilloscope so that the diacharge took pl ace at the peak 
potential (see Fic ure l7b) . 
*(This inv-Js tiga tion was carried out with the assistance 
of Miss E. C. Maskew , Sci entific Assis tant , who worked 
under the direction of the Author ) . 
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TABLE XI 
Source Condit ions Tested 
Sample Gr aphi te Elec-
Sour ce type Con- Elec- Buffer Current trode 
di tion trode * Mi xt ure Gap 
Cons t an t (i ) l 25% Li2co3 10 amp . 9mm . 
Current (ii ) l 42% Li2co3 10 amp. 9mm. 
d . c . arc (iii ) l 25% Li2Co3 5 amp . 9mm . 
d . c . arc with (i v) l 25% Li2CQ3 10 c:;.mp. 9mm . 
Stal l wo od 
air j et ( v) l 42% Li 2co3 5 amp . 9mm . 
Int errupted (vi) l I 42% Li2co3 3 amp . 4mm . 
d .c. arc (vii) l 42/o Li2co3 5 amp . 4mm . 
(viii) l 25i~ Li2co3 4 amp . 4mm . 
(ix) 2 42% Li2co3 3 amp . 4mm . 
* Sample electrodes 1. Cavity depth 8mm , internal diameter 
2mm , external diameter 4mm . 
2 . Cavity depth lmm , internal diameter 
4 . 5mm , ext ernal diame t er 6. 4mm . 
Figure 17. 
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(ii) Procedure 
To obtain the time-intensity curves, standard 
mixtures conto.ining all the elements of interest were 
arced under each of the selected conditions. The spectral 
emissions during suitable fractions of the total arcing 
time wero r ecorded consecutively in different positions 
on the photogravhic plate, the spoctrogra~h shutter being 
clos ed for five seconds each tima while the pla te was 
moved to a new position. The densiti e s of the recorded 
spectrum lines were 1Jeasured and the corres_t>onding relati vc 
intensity values (rc ls.ti ve to 70% trans :..Dission) calculated. 
These valu~ s were then plotted as the me~n relative 
intensity for each fr action of the arcing period. 
Results 
The results of thi s invcsti~ation ar e shown in 
Figures 1&3-26. 
Condition (i) (Fi,sure 18) 10 8.1Ilps d . c. arc, 25% lithium 
carbonate in buffer mixture, 9 mQ. arc g ap. 
Thi s wa s the source condition used in the prelimin-
cry work. It ce..n be seen from tho tirue-in t cmsi ty curves 
that the vola tile ele~Ent s such as Pb and Zn t end to be 
volatilis ed during the e arly part of the burn under these 
conditions and that the invola tile eleuents such as Ti, 
Mo and V, after bbing f airly strongly excited initially, 
show low line intensity in the l:Jid. dlc of thu &rcif16 period 
and u :it again ve ry strongly during the latte r part of it . 
Condition (ii) (Figure 19). 10 a mps d.c. arc, 42% li t hium 
carbon~_ t e , 9 n1.n . c~rc :_;ap. 
This condition was invus tig ~t cd in the hope tha t 
the extra lithium carbona te \>Jould hn.ve a gr eater buffe ring 
effect on a rc tomp~rnture a nd henc e produce g r ee t er 
cons t ancy of vola tili sation. The curves s how, howe ver, 
t i1a t only a s l i ght i1Jproveruent over condi t ion (i) was 
obt :::~.ined us f c.r as cvns t a ncy of vola tili s n tiori was concerned, 
wl1ilo t he gene r a l int ens ity l e vel was r educ ed (hence the 
lofl6 er oxy os ure p : r i ods ). 
Conditi on (iii) (Fi~,·ur e 2 0) . 
carbongte. 
5 amps d. c . a rc, 25% lithium 
It w~s t o be expec t ed t~1t a l ower arc current 
would mean lower arc t emperatures and he nc e more constant 
vol~tili sa ti on, particularly f or t he more vola tile e l eQents. 
This is born out by the curves obtained :for thi s s ourc e 
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condition, but the volatilisation n·te or r a t e of emission 
WC'S lo1,.. , so that exposure times of over five minutes would 
be required. In addition a tendency remains for the less 
volatile eleman ts to eALi t oore strongly towards the end of 
the arcing period . 
Condition (iv) (Figure 21). 10 amp . d . c. arc with Stallwood 
air jc.;t. 25% lithiuJ.I carbona te, 9 rJHJ . arc gap. 
For this condition n1~r jet of the type designed 
by Stallwood(53) was used . This consists of ~circular 
met;:.l jet which directs air upwards 2round the lower e l ectrode , 
which ht.s the effE:ct of reducing. wandering of the arc, and 
also cools the su~ple electrod~ to so~e extent. A jat with 
an 8 mm. diameter aperture was used, through which co~pre~sed 
air was blown at a rate of 8 litres per winute . 
This systew w~s found to produce a more constant 
vola tilis&tion of Qost of the elements , but the volatile 
elements, Zn and Pb behaved r~ther erratically as shown by 
the time- intensity curves . 
Condition (v) (Figure 22 ) . 5 MP d. c . arc vli th Stall wood 
air jet, 42% lithium crabonate . 
The corabined dcu"Jpening cffcc t of r educing the 
current c~.nd incre:a.sinJ the lithium carbonnte concentra tion, 
together with the uffect of the Stallwood uir jet, produced 
a f nir con:.:; tancy of vola tilis: ... tion and er.1ission with all 
the elcn~n ts, u.nu tholl6h it would mean r - t ther long exposur e 
times, (7 or 8 winutes) this condition would undoubtedly 
c.:,i ve good n;sul ts and v:ould be rccoL1Llended uhere only a 
d . c . sourc~ unit is avail~ble . 
Condition (vi) (Figure 23). In terrq_ptt.d d . c . ,-.:.rc, 
3 3.i:Jps . (R . M.S . ) , 42% li thi urn carbon. te, 4 rum . arc gap . 
(The interrupted arc does not r eadily strike across a wide 
_;ap ) • 
The interrupted or in ten:Ji t tc.n t arc ht:ts t he 
ad van t<.t,;e of producing a relatively high en~rgy of exci ta-
tion without excessive h~;;; :t ting of the electrodes . It is 
th8refore particularly suited to the detcruination of 
elements with low boilin~ point ~nd hi~h excitation energy 
such as zinc. 
The constancy of erJission with this source was 
found to be r eLwrkably g ood, but the rate of emissi on was 
inconveniently low . 
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Condition (vii) (Figure 24). Interrupted d .c. arc, 
5 amps . (R.M .S .), 42% lithium carbonc:tte , 4 mw . a rc gap. 
I ncreasing the current to 5 amps markedly increased 
the emission rate, but under these conditions differences 
in the volatility of the elements were once mor e strongly 
evident. 
Condition (viii ) (Figure 25 ). Interrup ted d . c . arc , 4 amps 
(R. M. S .) 25% lithium carbona te, 4 mo . arc gap . 
Reducing the current t o 4 arups and the lithium 
carbonate concentration to 25% produced a source condition , 
which gave very nearly constant volatilis <:~tion of all the 
elements concerned and a satisfactory hi gh rate of emission . 
Condition (ix) (Figure 26) . Interrupted d.c . arc , 3 amps 
(R .M. S .) 42% lithium carbonate , 4 mu . CJ.rc gap . 
Bro8d shallow sample electrode . 
As not all of the sample in the 8 mm . cavity 
electrode was consumed under conditions (vi) , (vii) and 
(viii), it was thought that an eff ec tively higher sensitiv-
ity mic:;h t be a t taincd by usin0 a broad shallovJ saiilple 
electrode (4 . 5 Qm . diruneter , 1 mm . deep). However , it 
was found that this was not the cr~.se and the emission bocame 
far wor e erratic due to thG \Jandering of the arc . 
Conclusion 
On the basis of these r esults , condition (viii ) 
was selected for the analysis . 
3 . Internal StandD.rds 
The se lect~on of internal standard elements, when 
a numb(_r of elements in the s :1mplc are to be determined 
toge t he r , normally presents some difficulty . Ahrens(54) 
has listed seve r a l f actors to be considored in the choice 
of ~n internal st~ndard . These are ::.s follows: -
Haior Factors : 
(i) If the internal standard is to be ~dded , it 
should be an element which has a negligibly 
small concentration in the analysis specimens . 
(ii) Thv r a tE::s 8. t which in tarna l s t and<·rd nnd 
analysis elemen t vola tilise shuuld be v~ry 
similar . 
(iii) Interna l s t andard and a nalysis lines should 
ha ve similar excita tion potenti~ls . 
(i v) The in t<.:rn.J.l s t::tnd,trd line should be fr ee 
frum self-absorption . 
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(v) Analysis and internal standard lines should 
have roughly the same wavelength, so as to 
reduce errors due to the photographic measure-
ment of radiant energy. 
(vi) If the int0rnal standard is added, it should be 
in a very high state of purity with r espect to 
the elements s ought . 
Factors usually of less i wportance: 
(vii) The element chosen as internal standard should, 
if pussible, be applicable to a r e l atively 
wide compositional variation , and consequently 
the presence of so-ca lled "extraneous elements" 
should not influence the intensity ratio of 
the analysis pair of lines. 
(viii) The ionisation putential of the internal 
standard element should be similar to that 
of the analysis element . 
(ix) The atomic weight of the internal standard 
e l ement should not differ much from the atomic 
weight of the analysis element if either is 
light. 
To these conditions should be added the condition 
tha t the internal standard element should nut have spectrum 
lines too close to the analysis element lines which are to 
be measured and,frvm this point of view,elements with 
siwple spectra are to be preferred. 
To fulfil all of these conditions for the seven 
elements s uught would mean , if it were possible, the . 
introductivn of a l arge numb8r of internal stand~rds , 
which would mean a considerable aillount .of extra work 
during standard and saropl e pr eparation, in measuring the 
spectrum line densities and in the calcula tion of r esults. 
A comprooise has the r ef or e to be made. 
Of the above factors (vi) and (vii) could be 
disre~arded fr om the point of view of the type of analysis 
considered . Specpure chemicals c ould nor mally be used 
and since the tra ce elements a r e separated fruill a ll 
major cvns tituents uf the s~ple, t he matrix eff~ct drops 
away. 
Informa t ion regarding some of the o ther f ac t ors is 
listed in Table XII fur the analysis elements and for Cr , 
Cd, Pd, Ag and Bi, elements which wer e considered as 
interna l s tandards . Of t he in t .:Jrnal standard e l ements 
consider ed, Ag has been used previously by Smit .and Smit(55) 
in the spectrographic analysi s of plants fo r Co, Mo and 
Cu; Cd has been used by a nmnbcr of authors( 6)(43) as 
interna l standard f or zinc and Bi h j s been s hown t o be 
a very s ._ tis f c..c tory internal s t and2.rd for lead . 
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Cr was used ?.S D.n in t:Jrnal s ta.ndard j_n soue of the 
prelimin~ry work but proved to be r~ther unsatisfe ctory . 
Sc,we experimcntc.l \-Jerk was carriud out, using Pd :-:-.s 
internal standard and this E::lemcn t proved to be quite 
satisfr:1.ctory , but h nd the s uric.,us disadvr.ntago thr-t it 
in terferod t0 sc,, .. H3 E::xten t wi til the Co line at 3405 .1 
particul~rly when the l ~tt~r ~lom~nt w;s pr esent in very 
low c vnccntr~tion . 
! 
TABLE XII 
Sv~e Physic~l Prc.,pcrties of the Analysis Ele~ents 
and .flossible Intcrn2..l Standards 
Element 
Anc..lysis 
Zn 
Co 
Ni 
Pb 
Ti 
v 
No 
Wave iExcit . l 
Length I Pot . . }.. I EV ( .. ) i 
I . 
I • 
EL.ments j 
I 
3345.0 AI 7 . 78 
3405 . 1 A {~ . 07 
3414 . 8 AI 3 . 65 
2833 . 1 A 4. 4 
' 3242.0 A! 3 . 83 
3185 . ,t A I 3 . 96 ! 
3170 . 3 1;.1 3 . 91 
. I I 
Iun 
Pot . 
eV 
9 . 39 
7.88 
7. 63 
7 . 38 
6 . fi34 
6 . 74-
7 . 38 I 
! 
At0mic 
Wt . 
65 . 38 
58.94 
58 . 69 
207 . 21 
/';. 7. 90 
50 . 95 
95 . 95 
M.Pt. 
IC 
419 
1480 
I 1453 
I 327 
1 H3oo 
! 1710 i 2622 
B. Pt • 
IC 
907 
3000 
2732 
1744 
';3000 
3000 
4804 
I Internal Stds . I 
I 
I 
l I 
1106 . 7 
I 
i Pd 4 •. 64 I 32·t2 . 7 AI I 3 404 . 6 A 4· . 4 6 I I Cr 3014 .9 Aj 
I I Bi 3067 . 7 A I I~ o 02 Cd 3261 .1 A I 3 . 80 I Ad 3280 .7 Aj 3 . 66 
I 3382 . 9 A I 3 . 78 
8 . 33 
6.74 
8 . 0 
8.99 
7 . 57 
52 . 01 
209 . 0 
112 . 41 
107 . 88 
! 1553 
I 
11615 
I 271 321 
I 960 
.1. 
I 
2200 
2200 
1 1.~ 70 
765 
2212 
An idee~ of the voLt tilis: ~ tivn r< :.tes uf these elt;;wonts 
can bu obtaine d fru~ the ti~e-intcnsity curves (Fi3ures 
18- 26) . It c ::'..Il be inferred fruw these curves th['.t the 
vol:.ctilis ··. tivn r a tes of .Pb, Zn , Bi and Cd urc simi l c...r under 
the s._.u.rcc Cl.ndi ti ons t~.::s ted . The volatilisnticn 
char; ·cteristics of coba lt, nickel , p&.ll<:!.diurJ ;:_mi tc SOi.ie 
extent van.::..di u:-.1, svcl tt.. be: intur;-:tJediate bctw8en those of_ 
the v, latile uleJ.Jcnts ,_.nd the hi .:;llly involatile ele;Jents , 
uolybdenuw and ti t a niu;..J, which show a tE::ndc.;ncy to be 
volatilised murc stru1c;ly tc,wnrds the end vf the burn 
\vi th all ths s~...:J.rce cundi tL.ms tested . Fro11  Figure 25b 
it w,. u.ld E~1)P- ar that si 1 vc::r is ~>,lso sor.lowhc-.t t in termedic:.te 
in ch;::.n.:.ctGr . 
Ca d) ·iiurJ and silv8r we;r8 E..VE.ntuo.lly selected as 
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internal standards , the f orme r for zi nc a nd l ead and t he 
latte r fo r the other ele~ents . The main rea s0n for the 
selection of th8se two eleJ:Jents was the f · ct that they beth 
for r-1 chlvrvfur. i suluble di thiz0nutes and c ~:m ther-.;fore be 
present i n the chlor( .. furlJ 0xtr . :~c t of the tr c,ce e lements 
befur e it is cv::'1..1Jurated . Cad111ium w2.s added to the sc:mple 
s~lution before extractiun nnd si l ver was added to the 
extract in the f~r~ of t n a liquot of a standard silver 
dithizvnate solution . 
Silver has the .:.dv-nte.ge , <'S intern.:!.l standard , of 
h . vin5 only two stror-10 spectrum lines i.n the spectr::.l r egion 
used :md vher efore is unlikely to interf..._re with any of the 
n.nalysis lin .... s . As CWl be seen from Table XII , the 
excitQtion p .... tential of each of the useful silver lines 
is sufficien tly siuiL.r to those of the analysis ele11ents 
to make it a suitable interna l standard . 
Sil v~r does h :•.ve the dis ad van ta_;e ,:ts an internal 
skndarJ. thr.t its cvncentrr-·. ticn i n biolog ical LJaterials 
way n.t times be hi(_;h cnoU{Sh tc interf0r0 with the deteruJina-
tion . Initi ~lly th0 co-extraction of silver with the 
other dithizvn &tes was net expected in view of the hi~h 
cvncen tro.ti 0ns of chloride ..nd 3-LJr.iunia pros ... m t . The 
inves ti.:;:··. ti un of si l vcr di thizvn .. te extraction described 
in Chaptt..r II shuwod, how~.... v ..... r, that s Ol.lG co-extraction 
could b0 expected . Tht.. concontr~tion of silver in ~ost 
plr nt mc.tc:ri :- ls is ~:-xtr~.Luely low . < . . 05 p . p . rJ . ) r.nd it 
wa~ nt.> t found nect..SS ~:·.ry tv reti.lcve it from :::-.ny of the 
standard s autple s analysed . Whi.. re the r e.Jc val of sil vcr 
is thuu_;ht to be necess:...ry , hoHc:vc; r , this could be ..;asily 
accOJ.:.lplished by an initial di thizonc extr.1.ction o.t pH3 in 
the presence or <:.:.uscnce of citrate , a separation which 
vJould b0 made in any c< se if cuppC;r were t o be deter .. ined 
as p&rt of the analysis scheme . 
Tho spectrum lint::s sel~....ctt..d for the analysis are 
listed in Table XIII below . Those --trE; lnrgely the s ~'ule 
as thes e li sted by Hitchell (..;.3) , but w:-:.ve>l.....:n.:.;ths much 
above 3400 wer~ avciued (Co 3405 and not 3453) : s the 
backgro~nd due to cyanogen b2.nds w. s fo·md to incro2.se 
r 8.pidly with wavelength above this. 
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TABLE XIII 
S:Qectrum Lines Used . 
,-·-· 
I 
i Eleu1ent Internal Std . I Zn 3345 . 0 A Cd 32 61 . 1 J:-1. 
I -~~ 3405 .1 A Ag 3280 . 7 A 
' 1 l 3Ltl4 ,8 A Ag 3280 . 7 A I 
! Pb 2833 . 1 A Cd 3261 . 1 A 
I Ti 3242 . 0 A Ag 3280 . 7 A 
! 
v 3185 . 4 A Ag 3280 . 7 A 
1'10 3170.3 1-1. Ag 3280 . 7 A 
Figure 26 shows the v<riation with arcing time of 
the intensity ratios of thu e lement-internal standard 
pairs . As can be seen from these curves the intensity 
ratios are reasonably constant for most of t he elements . 
4 . Pre:Qaration of Standards 
In the prelimin~ry work, standards wer~ mixed from 
spectrographically pure t£ra.3li tc and 11specpure'' oxides 
of the metals concerned . .Suitable dilutions of the oxides 
in graphite vJorc first prepared. t-1ixing was carried out 
in an agate mortar with a little pure methanol which was 
afterwards eva-i.1or~. t....:d by pl<:tcinQ" the mortar in a Jrying 
oven. From these mixtur~s a top standard composed of 
gra1)hi te, oxides of L:10 analysis ~lements and tne internal 
st·-.ndarcl c lements, was _prepured . This was dilutod in the 
ratio 3 . 16 : 10 and 1 : 10 with a ~r. :Jhite dilution Lixture 
cont...,ininci vh .:.. required concentrations of internal standards. 
The second of the diluted ~ixtur~s WJS tnen rcdilutcd in 
the s r ... me ratios and the dilution process repca ted three 
times to give a sui table ranQ"e of stan:lc..rds . Lithium 
carbon~te was fina lly mixed in the proportion 1 : 3 with 
all the standards . 
As it WetS f .:1 t that it could not be insured that 
the elements in the final conccntratod sa.rnple extract 
would be ill the sam ·~ form as in the standards mi xed in 
trw above .wanner , tr1is me thod was not used in the prepara-
tion of standards f or the analysis method as fina lly 
proposed . Instead st2ndards we r 8 prepared by extracting 
a synthetic s a.1:1r?le solution , prepar·~d from mE-a.sured 
volumes of st _ndard me t .: l solutions, wit11 dithizonc and 
cu_pfcrron ~nd tr~~ting the extrac t in the srunc way as 
in the c..;.ctu ~\.1 sample an.::tlysis . 
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C. RECOhDI~G AND INTLRPrtET~TION OF ~EECTRA 
l . Photographic Plates 
Ilford ordinary pl.qtes wert; us_;d throughout this 
part of ti1e work, tb~ main reason fer the choice being 
thdir hiJh sensitivity . hftcr 0x~osur0 th8 plates were 
dev0loped for 6~ minutes in 1:1 I .D. l3 at 1St. DevGlop-
m~nt was stopped in a stop bath of 5% acetic acid and the 
plates fixed in Kodak "Xray" fix~;:;r. An A.R.L . d~:::vclop-
ing machine was used f or the processing . Tll0 pl ;:ttos were 
washed first in r 11nning tap wat .._r , tr1t:m with U.istilled 
water and dried on an h.R . L. plate dryer . 
2 . Microphotometry 
Two microphotorn~tcrs were used for line density 
valuation in tht:: a11alyses rc_l)ortGd h-.Jrc . These we;re an 
Optica Milano double projector-microphotom0t~r , which h&d 
been modifie;d to somL extent in the C. S.I .R. laboratories 
to reduce stray li~ht 0rrors, and an ins trument of similar 
type , but irn~rovcd dcsicn , which had been designed and 
built in the C . ~ . I.R . 
3 . Emulsion Calibr~tion and the Calcul~tion of Results 
Quanti t <.:;. ti vo SJ?C C trogrc:"-:.'hY depends on the assumption 
tllut there is a simple rLL· tionship be tv:c ...: n the intensity 
of radiant emissi on at a pnrticular W3.ve lcn3th and the 
concentration in the 0xcitation source of th~ atoms which 
can producG it . In the idenl hypoth~tical ca se , when a 
st-te of thermal equilibrium exi~ts in th~ s ource at a 
particular tewpor ... ture , the numb e: r of ,-,toms in an ~xci ted 
st.::.te , etnd hGnc e tho numb~ r of emittin,; atoms , \-Jill be 
proportional to thG numb ~r of .::.toms in the g round state 
and very n ~arly proportion~! to th~ tot_l number of atoms 
pre~->ent. 
Hence wo can write 
I = K. C 
- --------- ---------- 3 .1 
wnere I = intendity of emitt-.;d radi ~·, tion . 
C = concentr~tion of ato~s in the source . 
K = proportion&lity constant . 
Taking logs, wc ill~Y write 
log I= log K + los C ---------- - 3 . 2 
In o thcr words plotting log I <'loi'.ins t log C should 
give a str~isnt lino of 45° slope . This is found to be 
aj)proxirm .. t e ly tru ·_ in prd..c tice but 3. truer expression is 
found to be 
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I = KCn ---- - - - ------------------- 3~3 
or log I = log K + n log C -·- ·- - - -------- - - - 3 . 4 
where n is normally equal to, or slightly less than unity. 
,I 
To minimise errors due to source condition 
variations, it is normal to deter1nine the ratio of the 
intensity of the element line to that of a spectrum line 
of an added internal standard . 
We 
IE 
Is 
then .have 
log = log ~~ + n log CE - n'log Cs 
i . e . n log CE = log IE+ n ' log Cs- log KE ------ 3.5 
Is Ks 
where subscripts E and S r e f er to analysis e l ement and 
internal standard respJctively 
Since n'log Cs 
log CE 
shou.ld be a constant 3 . 5 becomes 
= l log IE + K' - - - - ------- - - --- 3.6 
n I,s 
Thus standard calibrat ion curves are normally 
obtc.tined by plotting log . intctl.si ty r a tio against log 
concentration . 
Since concentration can be fairly s iQply related 
to spectrum line intensity , it is important to be able to 
relate the observed blackening of the photogra~hic 
emulsion to the. line intensity . Before discussing the 
various methods av~i lable , however , it is as well to 
define some of the t ~r ms used . 
It is ust1al to me -sure either the transmi~sion, T, 
the fra ction of l ight f allinJ on the plate which is trans-
mitted, the pcrci...:ntage t r ansmission, T% , \·.thi ch is the same 
fraction expr essed as a percentage , or thu densi ty which 
is D = log ~ • Exposure is definud as being the product 
of the intunsity of the ligh t fal l ing on the plate and the 
t ime for which it does so . i.e. E =It . 
(a) Emulsion Calibration 
(i) Emuls ion Cali bration Functions 
One of the earliest means of r €lating exposure 
to the density of t.w pho tot5 r a_t>hic image was discover ed 
by Hurte r and Driff i c ld( 56 ) in 1890 who plotted Density 
Q6ainst log Exposure ru1d obt ained a curve having the f orm 
shown in Fig ure 27 . Thi s curve , known as a Hand D 
curve , shows a strai~ht line r e l ationship bctw0en densi ty 
and lo6 expos ure over a fairly wide r ange of dens ity. 
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A simple variation of the donsity - log exposure 
plot , du8 to Scid2l , was rGported by Kaiser(57) . Instead 
of D=loe:; i , S=log(~ - 1) is plotted 2g2..inst log exposure 
and a curve is obtained (Figure 27) which is straight over 
a much wider ex_lJOSure rr--.ngc , the theory beint: that both -
log E r nd l og (~- l) approach - :<·as exposure is reduced, 
while log i appro ··.ches zero . It t.c1us only "corrects" 
(i. e . str~ightens) the low~r part of the curve . 
I n P..ctual fact the SeidGl system over 11 corrects 11 
tho lower p~rt of the curve and a slisht curve in tho 
opposito direction is oot2in0d . For this r~~son 
Kaiser (57 )( 5B)(59) introduc~d a furth~r v~ri~tion in which 
a function of T, which is a combim ... tion of the Seidel and 
H ~nd D functions , 
i. e . f(T) = k log(¥- 1) + (1 - k) Loc ~ - ----- 3.7 
is plot tod <:1..-"·.::.inst log E. "k" which is known as the 
"transform,:;.tion constant 11 is effectivel y the fraction of 
tho Seidbl function which must bo introduced with the 
H and D function to give a linea r plot and can be quit : 
simply c~lculuted from the s lope , at high and low density, 
of both the Hand D curve 3nd the Sei del curve . It is 
found that a iJlot of this function a:sainst log \.J X.i.Josure 
gives points vJhich vGry nearly lie on 3. str&ight line 
over a \vide range of exposures . In Fit:;urc 28 H- D, 
Seidel and Kaiser-typo functions h o.ve bc.;..;n plottc:d a.J:linst 
log expu0ure for tnc Cd 3261 A line photo$r~phed on an 
Ilfurd Ordin~ry pla te. 
A general function which , it is cl~imed , will 
give D. Straight -line C . .JUlsion C<.:.libration fur u1C:S t 
photu~raphic e~ulsions h~s boen proJOS8d by Hughes 3.nd 
Murphy(82 ) . This is 
f(T ) = log (l=T) - 0.4eT --- --------------- 3. 8 
A numbe r cf other functiuns have been pro1Josed 
for the prope.r~· ti on of emulsion calibr2tion curves , but 
only the H and D, Seidel and Kaiser functi ons are in 
general use . 
(ii) Pr~ctical Methods of ObtaininG Emulsion Calibr _-tion 
Curves . 
Bo th a stc J suctur and ~ step filt or w~re used 
a t different tinws durirlb thE.. work d0scrib t::d hGr e to 
~ive S)octrum-line steps of knuwn exposur e ratio for the 
calibratiun of the ewulsion . The step sector method has 
the r dvan tage c·f slmpli ci ty and cons tu.noy of the step 
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ratios over the whole wave l .o;11.3th range. In s)i t e of -
the findi~s of Schmidt , Manders and V<:".n Wij k ( 60 , however , 
the step sector cannut be used with i mpunity with an 
intermittent source [~d, ther ~foro, in the work with the 
interruptod arc a neutral step filter was used . This 
was nominally ~ !00% : 33% : 10% filter , but spectro~hoto­
me t er measure;.Jen ts showed th;i. t the transuis si on of each 
step v_T i ed with wu.velen::;th as ::;hown in Tu.ble XIV. In 
the c <,lculation , hvwov~r , it was assuoed th:..>. t th e numina l 
filter calibra tion w~s correct fur the first two steps 
which were us ed fo r th~ pre p :.. .. ration of the emulsion 
c~libration curvu , rccordi n~ to the pr~liwinary curve 
oo thod described below . 
TABLE XIV 
Variation of St~p Filte r Transmission 
With Wave l ength . 
\ Tl T2 T3 ,., / 
3 , 800 A 100% 29 . 9% 8 . 8% 
3 , 400 A 100% 31 . 6% 9 .1% 
3,100 A 100% 32 . 9% 9.3% 
2,800 .h. 100% 33 . 9% 9.5% 
(b) Calculati0n of Intensitv Ratios . 
The c ::. lculc::.ticn of intensity ratius frvr:! the 
we::.:.surec1 densi ti .:: s or transhii t tancies of the spec trULJ 
lines is often onu uf the wcru t e diuus steps in spectro-
,:s-raphic analysis, c.s is evidenced by the L ::.rge numb0r of 
public:~ t i ons wnich ha vo a 1>pon.red from tiiJE to time 
dcscribin _s jTaphicc:: l , u1ecn:;nic . . l ~· n .:J electrical ;ncthods 
f or shorteni~ 
Churchill( 6l) 
' Epstcin( 63 )]. 
the c :-1lculat ion . [~.._;<- ~:;X'll.ilples g iven by 
( 82) (62) Hu.:Shes :.nd t1urphy , Fn .. dericksGn 2.nd 
Two ioportant c cthods in ~unoral us e are 
th0 Bl<:;.ckenil\,~ Curve St;;pr.r.:.ti on l"lcthcd o.nd the Prc li11in.::;.ry 
Curve Methcd . 
( i ) The Blackunin;·s Curve Jcp ~.r< tion Mo thcd . 
The bl~ckvninJ curve scpuratiun method of 
cc:lcul . . tin s intensity ratius h a s bu.:n dcscribod by 
Mi tchcll ( 15 ) . In this 1:. ·~ thou curves t .r" plot ted of 
density ~:ainE t la~ r~l~tivo ~x~osurc (H :nd D curvo ) for 
the ::., teps cf o:.:tch spe c trUJil line . The: hcri ZGn tal J.is t ance 
(i.e . p~rallel t v 100 rcl tive cx¥o::;ure axis ) b e tween the 
curve f (;r tho nn .:..clysis ~C: leiJ~ n t anu for the in tern~ .. l 
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standard line gives the lo~ intensity r a tio of the two 
lines. The density at which the st:p:.rativn is measured 
is chosEn a s a convenient v&lue which f ~lls on the 
straight- line portion of the H ~nd D curve (0.4). 
There ?.re thec:rctica l <-'..nd practical advantages 
to obta.inin__. t .:-10 intensity ratio a.t 8. 1>'· rticula r plate 
density , bu t there ar...; s erivus disadvent~·es to this 
method. Sinc e cGch euulsi c.n c ~_li brc::~ tion curve ha s tv 
b~;:; obtained frc-rn readings wc.:.Je on 3. sin,:_,l <.:: sp<.::c trum lin3,. 
it is necessar y , when this ~cthod of calculation is used, 
to use a step sector with a lar ge nu~bcr of steps . 
(Mitchell( 43 )us ed a 6-step soctcr ). This ~cans th~t , 
unless extre1Je ly sh0rt s t c-ps nre used , fewer spec tro..;rruJs 
c an be r ec :..; rdeJ. un each pl_te than vJi th other methods . 
Repl~:.cing the stJp sec tor with n .. step filter wvuld further 
codplica te th\.. ld0 thvt.l , v.1hi ch is then. .. fore nc t well sui ted 
for use in corubina ti C;n \ ii th a n intermittent lig ht source. 
Even with th~ larg~ number of steps used, i t cannut be 
insurC:::d , particuL .. rly with l ow c l e :,1ent concentr<~ ti ons, 
the t puints vn ei th·_r si •Je ol th·J separa tion density will 
b u obt·· .. int.;d , 2.nd if n.ll th ..: 1Joints lie cff the str[~.ie;ht­
line por ti vn of the curvv, thE.:; c ;dcuL .. tiun b e e om0s 
extr eQely in~ ccur= te. The final ru s~lt i b very much 
dependent on indi vidu: ~l density ne :~surc. \·.nts even under 
ideal cvnditions . 
Thi s r1:0th"'d h r:.s be en iiJ_t-~roved by the use c f 
S::;i del d..;nsi ty sc lcs t" e;i vc.: C:t lc.n3er s t r c: i c_;ht line 
charac tGri s tic , c.s su_;u< .. ·~ ted by Blc-"ck ( 65) , anL't a sli de rule 
b ased 0n the principls of this method , h - s r ecvntly b~en 
dcscribed( 66 ) . 
(ii ) The Pre li cJin::;.ry Cur"& HethvJ . 
In the Prc limin~r~ Curve Method , which is 
des cribed by Churchill ( 61 , a sin~le e111Ulsi... .. n c ;,libr : t iun 
curve is prep.n.r ed fer int(.rnal st:mdn.rd 3.nd cle1ilent line 
for a nUlnb~;:;r vf spec trv..:;rr ~ .. s . A preliuin' ry curve for 
which the .lensi ty ;.; r tr:mslllissi .;n functivn for one step 
is plot ted .:,_: ·l.ins t tlL t f (:r thE.. ne;xt step , effectively 
av<:: r ages tiw re l l'~tionsnip between the cknsi ties uf pairs 
uf stops with the sat ie e xposure r ~t.tiu . The fin :1 
nccur n.te E;umlsivn C8.libra tiL·ll curve , giving the reL·.tion-
ship be tween Jensi ty ur transmission 2nd los r c L.ti ve 
exposure , is _p r .... p . . reel frvi.l tho pr s lirnim'._ry curve . Then 
if the lo_;; rcL. ti ve e....:posur0s ~re re r:.J fro111 the curve 
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for correspondinG steps of element and intcrnnl standard 
lines , their difference gi ves the log exposure ratio, 
and provided tht-re is no reciprocity fc:.iluru, this is 
equal to the log intensity ratio . 
This mGthod has the aJvantct.J'e over the blC' ckening 
curve sepur c:.:. tion 1!1(:, thod that l ess plot tints has t c. be dcne 
and since an intdnsity r a tio is obtained for each step 
of each spectruw, individual Qicrcphotcmetcr readings 
are lGss important. 
The prclirninery curve oethod was used fer the 
calculation of most Jf tho r Gsults r eported in this thesis. 
An A.R .L. calculuting board, fitted with Seidel trans-
mission scu.lc...s , was used ::md the proliuinnry curve was 
obtained by plottin~ the transmission values of the less 
dense step of a pai~ as abscissa,against that of the 
denser step as crdinat~ for element and internal standard 
lines of all the sp8ctrogr~~s on a pla te . In orJer to 
obtuin the fina l emulsion calibra tion curve it wcs 
assumed tn~t a transrnissi(n of 70% (density = 0.155) 
corresvonded to unit rela tive exposure which save the 
first point . For spectra photogr~phed with t he 1 : 2 
step-ratio s ector, further points were obtained from the 
prelimin~ry curve for r e l ative exposur8s oft, 2 , 4 , 8 , 
16 , etc ., and these points wore ~lotted opposite 
correspon<lin~~ v::tlues on a ru~vq,ble horizon tal lugr~ri thrJic 
scale. Intensity ratios were obtPin3d as Jescribed 
above , except th~t 1.0 of tho wuvable horizont a l sc~le 
was plc:-~ced opposite the in tarnal standard transmission 
on the curve and loc intensity r &tio r~~d Jir~ctly, 
opposite the transmission of thu eleuent line . 
(iii) Background Correction . 
Nach trieb ( 67 ) has s t c:. t ed th:... t background 
densities below 0.1 can normally be n~glocteJ . In trace 
an~.1.lysis , a background density as hig h as this would 
probnbly influence suu.w results appreciably , but, in 
tho analyses JescribeJ here , conditions were so chosen 
th<-~t the backgruund w::1-s always very tnuch below this l evel 
(norma lly , .04) . The necessity for the extra calcul ation 
work inv-vlvocl in r:uaking b·'tck;:;rsund corrections \vas thus _ 
avuideJ . Although no b:._.:cK0 ruunJ curruc tions were wade , 
the discussiun of calculGtion w~thods WLUld not be 
complete without s0we brief ~cntion of the principal 
me thocls us eLl , especially as the question of backgrcund 
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cor recti on effects the concral usefulness uf the sliJe 
rul e which will be Jescrib~J in the next section . 
Two v::cli._, lilt.:.. thuJs uf beck ... _;rounJ correction ~ppc.:c.r . 
tc be in c"',:.d<..m use . The first, Jescr ibcd by Nc=tchtrieb ( 67 ), 
consists of obt2inin~ rela~ivo intensities from Jensities 
by L:Jcn.ns of th8 ~ tnulsi un c :~libr tion curve, an· ..l subtractir16 
back~round relRtiv~ intensity from the relative intensi ty 
of line plus bC~.ck>:;;round . This ~n.::)tho ... l is SvunJ but c0uld 
prove toJious . 
If lo~ intensity rutios of line plus backGround 
to b , .ck..;round, r . .nd b1.1.ck::;rou.nd to backJround arc first 
L B 
calcul~te2 , we have 
LE +BE 
log 
BE 
lug s + s Bs 
BE 
and log B 
s 
where LE = element lin~ intensity . 
~ = e ler:.1ent line bro.ck,:;round intensity . 
Ls = intcrn2..l s tandarcl intensity . 
Bs = internal st,:mJarJ bc~.c.kJround intensity . 
Then 
When c:-lellLnt ~:~nd in t ornc:tl s t''.nJard line back3 round 
intensities c~~ be t 2kGn as equal, tho abov8 equation 
beCOiieS 
3 .9 
~ LE+ B. Ls+ B. 
log 18 = log(~B~- -1) - log( B -1) ---------- 3 .10 
The values cf log (L;B -1) c;;t,n be obtainc;d 
from loG (L;B) by usin,; t ..  :.bles vf sub tr::cti ve l06Rri t hws ( 68 ) . 
This is the bnsis of the method. for back3rcund 
correction J~scribed by Mitchell , Scott ~nJ Farmer( 69) 
and is p :.rticul;.-rly sui ted t o JSe with the blackening 
curve sepu.rc..tion uethod . 
(c) A New SliJe Rule for the Calc ul:-:. ticn of 
Spectrochemical Results . 
The pre limin<:.'.ry curve me t:·10d w· .s found to ci ve 
satisfactory results , but the c ~lculation of intensity 
r e .. tios rer.Jainod one of the iuorc t edious steps in the 
:'ln ~· lysis , Etrh.i sone thvu .... ht Wf. s ther efore ~-i veu to pvssible 
methods uf sh~rtcnin6 it . As ~ r 0sult , a spbci nl slide 
rule was Jcsi~neJ which h.s ~roved perfectly satisf: ctory 
in preliminary tests . 
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Th~ principle of this slide rule is t he appl ica-
tiun of t h e Kaisur function in order to obtain Q linear 
rclatiunshi p between spectrv~ram line density anJ relative 
exposure. Discussion with :tssocia tes vJho had used the 
Rt::spektr a Cr>.lcul<.t til'l;J Bo:trd ( 70 ) , ce;nfirr:Jed th . t cc= .. libra-
tion curves , obtained accorJin~ to the Kaiser method , 
were, fvr all pr .. cticJ l purpuscs , str aight l i nes and thnt 
t hey rema inLd virtun.lly ccnstunt for a particular type of 
pla te . 
(i) Descrintion of the Slide Rule 
The slide rule , with which the tests described 
here wer8 mr~de , vw.s desic;ned by the au thor and lJade in 
the C.S . I . R . Workshe p . It consists of three parts, as 
indica ted in Fi3ure 29 . A ~nd B have on them exa ctly 
similar scales which consist of a linear density scale 
at the tvp end a Svijel density scale at the bottom , 
corresJondin~ v&lues being joined by straieht lines . 
C is m0r c ly a blank white surfuce. The cursor consists 
of t wo p :-trts, the uain cursor which s l ides frum left to 
ri~ht , :illd a minor cursor which sliJes up anu down in 
t:ne main cursor. By means uf the .Jinor cursor , the 
scales A ::mu B c ;:· n be r~ad , at top <:>.nd but tum of the 
minor cursor, 2.t the sanJc Llistancv b....:twr:::en the nurr.JRl 
density 1:~nd Seidel sc2.les. The position of the minor 
cursor is Jotc)ruJincd by the tr a nsfvrrJ<.·.ticn constant and 
the cursur is LJ ~'rkcd acccrd in61Y fL•r vn. lues of k between 
0 and 1 . Th8 cursor h ·'!.s <ill ape rture cut in it ovc r C 
S (: that punci l mLrks c 2.n bc mFtdc on C opposite the 
cursor line . 
(ii) Me thods of Use 
Tho Trnnsfur r.;a tic,n Cuns tant 
The f irst s tep in the c~lculation is the 
detormin:. tion of the transform< tivn cuns t e.n t k in the 
Kaiser function . 
f(T) = k log (t- l) + (1-k) l os (~)----------- 3.7 
It c pn r o3.dily be snown( 67 )tnc.::.t 
k 
--- - - -------------- 3 . 10 
where · - ~H n.nd / \S r.re the differences in donsi ty function 
and SeiJ.c l fun<ntiGn (i . e . c.rdina t u dis t ance) for one 
pa ir of cx;)() s ur e s ;md ;.". ·H ' and /.\S 1 an~ the corre sponding 
THE SLIDE RULE. 
FIGURE 29. 
STANDARD CURVE FOR ZINC 
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differences for another pair of exposur es uf ~qual ratio 
to one <.~no ther . , __ ,H and -' .S _1.re thus exprussions of tho 
slope of the"H anJ D"··mJ Seidel curv0s, and intruduction 
of the; correct v:..lue vf k shculd hc-.vc the effect of 
n.n.king the slope of t ht.:- ..:;,.JUlsion cali br r.: tion cons t~.tnt . 
Tu find (LH - L.\H I) the ..:tensity vf one step of a 
pmr on sc ~-..le Al is pl< ',Cud opposite the uensit y uf the 
other step on scale Bl. The positivn of the zero of 
scnle B is then marked with a pencil un C. This is 
rep0a ted with a seccnl: pc:-~ir <._,f s tups r.n..-1 thv :..ifference 
between th~ new zero position of sc~le B and the previous 
position (11 e:.rked on C) is n;~d off un sc .-~le B1 . 
To find (t·S - ,:~- S 1 ) a si1Jil:-r prccedure is follow~d , 
but the Jonsity v~lues on sc2l~s A2 ~nd B2 are placed 
opposite and the zero differences a r o rc 2d fr0~ sca l e B1 
ns before. Havir1{; calcul:.: tell ( '\H - 1:. H 1 ) nnd (:-~,H - /~-H 1 )-
( -:S - -:8 1 )/k IiJi}Y be found by J ivision with ·:m urdinary 
slid~ rule . 
This m:-· y be rep~2- teJ en co or twice to ob t;~!in a 
~ean vnlue for k . 
An alterna tive "tria l and error" method for k 
was found to be both simpl er and quicker. In this method 
an arbitrary value of k is sel ected . The minor cursor 
is then se t for this transformation constant. The 
densiti es of two steps of a spectrum line near the lower 
end of the density scale are then placed opposi t e one 
another on those positions of the A and B scalE-s which 
fall under the extremities of the cursor line on t he 
minor cursor. The zero difference between scal es A1 and 
B1 is then read off on scale A1. This is repeat ed for 
a step pair near the higher end of the density scale. 
If the correct transformation constant has been chosen, 
the ze ro difference on sca le A1 should be the same as the 
previous setting . If it is JTuater, a grt:: c..ter transforma-
tion COHS tant i s indicb.ted ·Jld vice versa. 
As it i s found in practice that k varies with 
density, toe step pairs at upper and lower ends of the 
seal~ should have upproxim&tely the same densities for 
each calcul~tion of k a nd the lower step pairs should 
correspond, more or less, to th•) lowest donsi ty r eadings 
to bL used in the calculation . It is found tha t sin~le 
fi_3ur0 accuracy is t1ui t e sufficient in the de t e rmination 
of k . 
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After the determination of k the rest of the 
calculation can be carried out by either of two methods. 
The first of these corresponds in principle to the 
preliminary curve method and has only slightly fewer 
steps. The second me thod is much shorter. 
Hethod 1. 
The first step in this method is to determine the 
slope of the emulsion calibration . If the minor cursor 
h&s been set to the correct value of the transformation 
constant, the linear distance between density settings 
should be constant. In other words, for equal exposure 
steps, apart from minor errors in photometer readings, 
the zero differences read from scale A1 should be constant 
when the densities of successive steps are placed opposite 
on the selected density function sc&le (at top and bottom 
of the minor cursor). These minor errors in photomet er 
readings are eliminated by averaging . For each rule 
setting a pencil mark is made on C opposite the zero of 
scale B1 . This gives a series of pencil marks which 
look like this: 
I ~tJij l I 
The mean , as indicated by the dotted line can readily be 
judged by eye and with the cursor set opposite this 
mean position the corresponding mean value r ead off 
scale A1 . To get the slope of the calibration curve 
this value is divided by the log of the step exposure 
ratio (.301 for a normal step sector). 
This averaging procedure, to find the slope of the 
emulsion calibration curve, corresponds to the plotting 
of the preliminary curve in the Churchill method. 
To calculate the intensity ratio, the k f unction 
(the Kais e r function with the selected value of k) 
density difference is found by placing the density values 
for element and internal standard lines opposite one 
another at top and bottom of the minor cursor and the 
zero difference r ead from scale A1 . This value is 
divided by the slope of the characteristic curve, using 
an ordinary s l ide rule , to give the log of the intensity 
ratio. 
This r esult may be used directly t o give the 
concentration if the standards have been treated in the 
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same way and linear x log ~raph paper used to plot log 
in tcnsi ty n tio '-\.:,ains t concentration. 
Method 2. 
It is found in routine analysis work that the 
transformation constant dnd the slope of the characteristic 
curve do not vary appreciably bctw0en plates of the same 
emulsion type and batch (This variation is even less in 
the case of film) provided d_vclopm8nt conditions are 
carefully controll8d . It would, therefore , using 
Method l , only occasionally be n0cessRry to recalculate 
thcs~ values . Tho b8sis of the s e cond method is that, 
if the tn:.nsformatlon const ::tnt and characteristic curve 
slope do not vary, thoy noad not be taken into account. 
Th~ density values for Glc~~nt and internal standard 
line arc simply plac0d opposite one 2nother at top and 
bottom of the minor cursor c.wd the lin:...ar zero difference 
road on scale A1 . Concentretions ~re then read from a 
stand:-.:.ru calibration curve which is prepared by plotting 
density function seyLratiuns, obt['_invd ~~s aovve, against 
concentr r:. tion on lin...;ar x log ~r;_,ph paper . A standard 
curve for zinc obtained in this way is shown in Figure 30 . 
(iii) Theory of the Use of the Slide Rulo 
It is found th~ t, if the optimum transform~tion 
constant is used, the plot uf density (on the Kaiser 
function sc~le ) a~ainst loG rel~tive ex~osure is, for 
all practical pur~os0s , a strai~ht line uvLr a wide 
density r <"'-n..:e (D ·-.· 0 . 05 - D ;1. 4) . (See Fi;~ure 28) . 
If D::... and Db ar~ the density r ,,adinJS for one pair 
of spectrum steps E.t.t 8. high r 8l &tive expv.su.re , Dc .:md Dd 
are the density r e<~dings for ::mother pair of steps at 
low relative exposure , and 6E1 and 6E2 arE:: th0 co ~:rcsvond­
ing diffe rences in log relnti vr::: exposure (s ..) e Fi_; ure 31) 
tl1en, if the step rc.::.t i;__s arc ths SAme in each casE.:, 
6E1 = 6E2 and if; the correct trn.nsf..:rmc-·.tion c<..,nstant has 
boen sclectod,oD1 = 6D2 . 
This _;i ves the 11 trial ·md error 11 nk thod of finding 
k. 
The fcrrJul r~ for th-- first m'-- thod fvr the d e terruina-
tlon of k, ( :.-H-L H') 
k = (IJ.H- H') - ( ... s-':"s ' ) 
is ~iven by Anderson(?O). 
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The slope uf tho emulsi en chan.c teris tic is merely 
the avcr3be oD divided by oE. 
Method 1 c ~ nsists of finding oD fvr olument and 
in tern&l standard lines and di vidin_j by the; slope to ge-t 
t:w corresponding 6E. 
i.e. 6E = log 
=(log 
= log 
ex~osure 1 - log exposure 2. 
intensity lxtime) - ( log intensity 
intonsi ty 1 
intcnsi ty 2 
(since time vf exposure is the s ~ mo for element and 
internal st&nd~rd). 
In Method 2 it is simply assu~ed that 6D is 
proportional to 6E. 
(iv ) Back;r~und Ccrrccti cn Using the Slide Rule 
2xtime) 
Eithe r ~f the tw0 basic methods for b a cki round 
corr~ction a lruady described could b e us e d in conjunction 
wi t!1 the slide rul e . 
The first me thod WGu l d involve obt ~~nin; the 
reL. tivc inLensiti E::o s c qui vaL.:nt tc the nJe ::::.sured densities . 
To de this the dens ity v&lu6 (of line or backg round) 
should be pla ced oppo s itb the t op of the line 0n the 
LJincr cursor <....nd the corresfivndin~ vc:~luc res.d fro m 
Divis ion cf thi s n ;adin.3' by the chara cteristic 
slope and l Loking up the c-.ntil:.. .; of the r esult , (jives a 
rel~ tive int ensity v~lue . Rcl~tive intensity of b a ck-
$ round c c.: .n tr1on b e sub t r :::tc t .:; d fr v 1 r c l t i ve int ensity 
of line plus background. 
For the <l..J?pli c ··· ti on of th,_ s c c -.; nd b r~ck._:; round 
ccrrection i.E. thod, lin0 plus b .·_ ckJ r....,unJ t0 b:::.ck~ruund, 
intensity rr tics c r~ b a c~lcult t 0d ~s described under 
Sliu e Rule Method 1. Then , since th~ rel2 tionship 
bctw( en ddlsi ty and Se idel d cnsi ty sc ::l e s is the sc::.me 
as bc tvh;en lo.:sar ithm a nd s.ub t r c::.cti ve lo0ari thm, if the 
cur s or i s se t t o lo : L;B vn A2 the corr es p cn ding valu~ 
r e ad fr cm A1 wi 11 b e l og :!:. • Di vis i c n w,_.uld the n 
B (.',· i vc log LI; 
Ls 
Whe r e t h e s l op G of the e muls i un c~ librat i on d0 o s 
not d ovi c:,.te v r.:Jry :Juc h fr ow uni t y ( c-1s i s <·f ten the c ·t.se ), 
a ~hort e r ba ck,bJTound corr ·.:: cti un c uu l d prob ~~bly be u a de 
alo~J..; t he l i n(:S c f t he Slid e Rule h e: t hod 2 and the 
s e c c n d bu.c~ruund c~.-rr ._ ctivn .. ,K t hcd wi th ou t inc u .. : r ing 
a~pr e c i ~b le orr 0r s . 
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(v) rlesults Obtained Usin, the SliJe Rule 
In order to test the slide rule, a numb er of 
analysis results which had been previo~sly obtained 
usin3 the pre liminary curve method of Chur Ghill , were 
recc:..lcula ted usins both th ·...; first me tnod and the second 
method described a uove . In Table XV n series of 
analysis r esults for le ad in plant s2~ple~ calculated 
by both slide r ule methods, ar e compared with t he 
results obtained by the Churchill method. 
Sampl e 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE XV 
Comparison of Results Calcula ted 
by the Churchill dethod and with 
the Slide Hule 
A B c 
Churchill Slide Rule l Sl ide Rule 
tvlethod 
(p.p. m. Pb) (p .p.m . Pb ) (p.p.m. Pb) 
1.70 l. 72 1 . 76 
3-13 3 .14 3 . 40 
3.25 3 .17 3 . 46 
0 .93 0 . 96 0.91 
3.50 ') . 55 3 . 65 
2.18 2 . 22 2 .38 
2.40 2.45 2 . 65 
2.15 2 . 13 2 .29 
2 . 20 2 .18 2 . 35 
2 
The difference be tween the results obtained by 
the Churchill m .' thod and by f'llethod l ·.:i th the slide rul e 
are insiznificant . The results obtained by Method 2 
are significantly different, but it must be emphasis ed 
that t1'1e s am e s t:-tndard curve wc:1.s used in A a nd B, but 
a ne \·1 st o..ndard curve had to be dr ~ ·.wn up to ge t the 
re sult s reJ:-iorted under C. The differenc es s hown by C 
therefore inc orpor :1t e .tJ0 :1 s ible differences in the s t and2.rd 
ca libration curve . 
In order to ~et an i J ea of the c omp~rative 
accuracy of the sec ond slide r ule method and the 
Churchi ll ~ ~ thod, s ome analysi s results were calculated 
with the slide rule cmd three times usinc the Churchill 
method. These r esult s a r e shown in Table XVI . The 
s lide r ul 3 calcul[.ti ons wer e carri ed out by t he author, 
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while tLe three sets of calculations by the Churchill 
method wcr·E- carried out by an assistant. For the first 
two sets of figur es obtainc;d by the Churc11ill 1n0 thod, 
the same stand ~rd curv~s WGLe used , but a period of 
about six months el~psed between the two suts of 
calculations . For tllC third set of f i.;ures obtained 
by the Churchill m~..- t!lod, s tand2.rcls were recalculated and 
now st...ndard cc::.librution curves dr ' ,wn up . These rE:;sults 
sug~cst that the error involved in usilli~ the slide rule 
by thE: second m _ t!1od is no gr c" ter tJ1an the error 
involved norro:--.lly in 6raphic;'.l me thods of calcul a ti on. 
In the r esults r eported at the end . 
of this chapter, which we r e obtained in the t es ts of 
the accurncy of th~ propos~d analysis m~thod, figures 
obtaino.; d l'or zinc , molybuenum r:.nd cob2~ t are compared 
with figures ob ~ained by the second s lide r ule me thod . 
These sho':1 no significant diffe r ence . 
TABLE XVI 
Further Comparison of Culculation Methods 
Slide Rule Churchill l i Churchill 2i I Churchill 3: I Sample (Metnod 2 ) i (new std . 
I curve) . I 
· ( p . p . m. Zn) (p . p . Pl. Zn) ! (p . p .m. Zn) (p . p .m. Zn) ~ 
14 . 6 13 .8 14.3 14 . 2 
A 14 . 4 13.6 14 . 7 14 . 5 
14 . 2 13 . 7 14.7 14 . 6 
13 . 4 12 . 5 lj . 6 13 . 4 
B 12 . 8 13.0 1'3 . 8 13 . 5 
13 . 2 11.3 13 . 4 13 . 3 
32 . 4- 31 . 7 33 . 2 34 . 2 
c 35 . 6 36 .o 37 . 2 38 . 2 
30 .1 29 . 8 31 .4 32 . 3 
41 . 8 40 . 9 42 . 2 41 . 6 
D 46 . 4 45 . 1 48 . 0 46 . 6 
43.0 42 . 2 44 . 2 43 . 6 
25 . 0 25 . 5 25 . 6 25 . 8 
E 23 . 6 23 . 2 23 . 2 23 . 6 
30 .1 31 . 3 33 . 2 33 . 8 
13 . 6 13 . 0 13 . 4 13 . 9 
F 13 . 2 13 . 2 13 . 7 14 . 0 
12 . 8 13 . 1 13 . 1 13 . 6 
36 . 4 36 . 0 38 . 6 37 . 4 
G 38 . 6 38 .0 ~0 . 2 3] . 9 
40 . 8 40 .8 43 . 4 43 . 1 
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D . THE PROPO~BD ANALYSI S M~THOD 
The fina ings m~de in th0 pr~liminary investigations 
described above w0re finally consolidated in the proposed 
,·.nalysis method des cribed below 1.11d t os t analyses \vere 
made to assess the precision a nd accur~cy of analysi s . 
* 1 . Experimental 
( a ) App2 .. r r t u s 
The app:·.r atus used h · .s been fully described in 
preceding sections . 
(b ) Repgents 
Al l the reagents used \Jere tne purest av;:ilc~ble . 
Acids a nd .1rumonic were redisti l l e d in glass . Distilled 
water w ~ .. s further purified by passagG t hrough an ion 
exch ·-nge colu"lln . ( Aruberli to 1'1. B. 3 ) 
All aqueous solutions were stored in polythene 
bottles . 
Dithizone 
0 . 02% ( w,.Jigh t t o vo l ume ) prep - ~red by di ssolving 
Eastmc. .n Kod,_k Dithizone in redist i lled chlor oform . 
Oxine 
1% Analytical Grade 8-hydroxy <~uino line dissolved 
in redistilled chloroform . 
Cupferron 
A 6% . queous solution was prepared fresh for 
e:1ch set of ·.:nalys.Js by wei.;hing· the ··~ppropri<:i te quantity 
in to 2 b0aker, c.dding the req_ui r e d volume of V"'' ter and 
filtering off the i nsoluble portion . 
A1mnonium Ci trc te Solution 
400 gms o1 2mmonium citrut e we re dissolv~d in l 
li tr(; of water , ammoni rt c::dded to give prl=9 d.nd the 
solution extr~c ted with dithizone . 
added to make 2 litres . 
Finally wat e r was 
Zinc . 
Cobc. lt . 
Standard Solutions 
100 ppm . Pre_pa rccl by dissolving "Specpure " 
zinc oxid0 in a li ttle dilute HCl 
and diluti ng . 
200 ppm . Prcpar~d from anc>.lytica l g r a d e cabal t 
chloride . 
* During the oxpt.:ri·1cnt a l ·,;\) rk to test the proclslon and 
a ccur.:' CY cf the pr-. pos 2<1 ; :"' thod , the a.uthor was 
assi s t ed with par ts c f the an l yses by Miss E .C . Maskew , 
Scientific Assist~nt . 
Nickel . 
Lead . 
·ri tanium. 
Vanadium . 
Molybdenum . 
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1000 ppm . Prepared from ~nalytical grade 
nicke l chloride . 
100 ppm . Erepar ·Jd from "Specpure " load 
nitrate . 
100 ppm . Prepared from analytical grade 
potassium t i tanium oxalate . 
500 p,tJm . Prepared by dissolving "Specpure 11 
vanadium oxide in dilute sodium 
hydroxide , the solution being 
m8.du slichtly acid by addition 
of dilute hydrochloric acid . 
100 pp...u . t1oo3 dis sol v(jd in dilute sodi urn hydroxide and solution made 
slightly acid with dilute; HCl. 
Portions of these solutions were mixed and suitably 
diluted ju5t before runnlng a series of standards to give 
a solution containing 10 ppm . ln , 0 . 2 pprd . Co, 2 ppm . ih , 
1 p~m . Pb, 0 . 5 ppm . Mo , 10 ppm . Ti , 0 . 5 ppm . V. Suitable 
volumes of the l~tt~r s olution wore then tr~ated in the 
same way as the sample solution. 
Internal Standards Solutions . 
Cadmium. 20 ppm . prep~red by diluting a 500 ppm . 
solution prepared from "Specpure 11 cr· dmium 
sul~:-1ha te . 
Silver. 1 ppm . in Chloroform: 
A 20 ppm . solution was prepa r ed from "Sp8cpure 11 
silver nitrat~ . 5 ml . of this solution was dilut~d , 
acidified slightly with sul~huric acid and cxtr2cted 
with dithizone . The Extract w~s diluted to 100 ml . 
(c) Proc ·::.. dure 
(i) s~mple Solution 
Weigh 5 grams of dried and powdcr(;d plant 
material into a silica basin and ash in a muffle furnace 
at 450rc overnight . After alloHin.z the ash0d sa;nple to 
cool , add a little watGr and 5 ml . of redistilled 1:1 
hydrochloric acid and cover with a wr.t tch g lass . When 
the initial reaction has subsiJ.ad , wash down the watch 
glassand add rJorE:: hydrochloric acid , •lro p by drop , until 
there is no furtner effervEscence . Filter off the 
r esidue and ash the filter 0apor und r~sidue in a 
platinum crucible . Fuse this ash ~tJi th l grciLil of 
s odium carbonate and , af t er coolitlJ' t he fusiou mL. turc , 
dissolv~ it in 1 : 1 redistilled hydrochloric acid . 
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Filter the- n-::sulting solution to r 0move silica , the 
residue buing washed with hot wa tcr containing a little 
hydrochloric acid, and add it to the first filtrate . 
(ii) Dithizone Extraction 
Transfsr th~ solution to a 250 ml. open-topped 
separatory funnel and add 40 ml . of 20% ammonium citrate 
and 5 ml . of standard cadmium solution . Adjust thb pH 
to P. i)out 9.5 by the; addition of ammonia (redistilled 1:1) . 
Add 20 :c1l . of 0 . 02% dithizone solution and a.gitaLe the 
mixture with the mechanical stirrer for two minutes . 
Run t ho extract into a bcak~r and re- oxtrac t the solution 
with 5 !~;1 . of eli thizonc and finally with 5 ml. of pure 
chloro form . If the l atter extract is pure g r een , the 
ex t raction can be r egarded as complete . Oth~rwise repeat 
the ex t r action with 10 ml. of the dithizone solution. 
(iii) Oxine Extraction (Removal of Iron) 
Next adjust the pH of the solution to 2.9-3 . 0 
by the addi t ion of 5N hydrochloric acid and extract with 
20 ml . portions of the oxine solution. The e xtraction 
should be r epeated (normally thrdc or four times) until 
th~ chloroforn phuse is only sli5htly coloured . Discard 
this extract . 
(iv) Cupfcrr on Extraction 
Reduce the pH of the solution furth er t o about 2 
by the addition of hydrochloric acid and add 2 ml . of 
freshly pr~pared 6% cupferron solution . Tht.n extract 
twice with 10 wl . voluwes ci 2ure chloroforw. 
extr ac tion aft~r ruducing th~ pH to about 0 . 5 . 
(v) Preparation of the Extracts for Arcing . 
RGpcat this 
Adda5 ml . aliy_uot of th6 standard silver di thi zon-
ate solution to t he dithizone c.;xtract . Evapor ate the 
di thizone and cupferron extracts in turn on to 100 mg . of 
graphite by the lucthod dcscri bud . Aftor drying and 
ashing the ..:;rai:)hite-concentrat e mixtur e , add 33 m:5 . of 
lithium c·.:1rbona te and J.Jix thoroughly . Load portions 
of the mixture into 2 s araple eh,ctrodes . [Using the 
"Elpac " electrode packing mo.chi ne (l3)] 
(vi) Spectrographic Step . 
Burneach 3l cctr odc as anode in an interrupted 
d. c . arc a t 4 arJJps , a llowinG a "pre-burn 11 of 30 seconds 
and an eXljOSUrc of two J:iinutes. .f>hotobrapn th;) 
spectrum on an Ilford Ordinary plate , duplicat e spectra 
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being recorded for each sample . 
(vii) .Standard Calibration Curve:.s . 
Standard calibration curves were prepared by 
working through the ~b ov8 procedure , using measured 
volumes of the standard solution instead of the sample . 
Standard curves obt ained by this method aru shown i n 
Fi~ure 32. 
2. Analysis Results 
(~) Precision of the Method . 
In order to insure that the coefficients of 
varia tion obtain0d were a reflection of the ~recision 
of tho analysis method alone and unaffected by inhomogeneity 
of the sample mntGrial , the reproducibility test was 
c.qrri€-d out by rep ..;;c:~ ted analysis of <tliquo ts of a so.mple 
svluti on rather than a number of samples . A solution 
of 100 grDiliS of plant material w:1s prepE·.rt:d and sixteen 
ali quo ts , ec;~ch oqui vcden t to 5 grams of samp l e , were 
analysed . The r esults ~re snown in Table XVII . 
TABLE XVII 
HESULTS OF A1~'ALYSIS OF SIXTEEN ALIQUOTS 
OF A .t>LAN'l' SA£.1PL.8 :.,()LUTI ON 
(:t;ach Aliquot Equivalent to 5 gws . of S<Jiilple) 
i • 
I I ' I Co Ni Pb Ti v I f Zn I 
I ! :Mean Result I l 0 . 65 j(p . p . m.) :30 . 4 2 . 08 2 . 2 11.0 :0 . 32 
lstd. Dev. . 
l 
1 0 . 09 ! :(p.p . m.) 1.1 . 13 0 . 5 I 0 . 13 10.04 , I 
I 
1 ! 
i I 
lcoeff . 
' i 
cf : j 
* !Var. 3 . 6%i 14 . 5% I 6.4% 22% 11.6% 
1
11% 
* The l~st 4 aliquots seem to h~vo bec~me slightly 
con t C.:lJina ted . 
Ho 
0.97 
0.10 
11% 
- std devi c:. tion for Pb on first 12 analyses = 0 . 3 p .p . w. 
or 16 . 4% . 
(b) Cowparison of Analysis Resul ts with those 
obt~ined by other Me thods . 
In order to get an idea of the accuracy of t he 
method , eight standard salllplcs which had bt::en analysed 
previously by other ~ethcds were r e-analysed and the 
Th8se results are shown in 
Table XVIII . 
STANDARD CALl BRATtON CURVES 
0 Co Zn 1-
Ill MoN! Mo 
_J V T1 
< Pb z 
IX 
... 
1-
~ 0'3,30 Nl 
i> 
z 
w 
::!: 
UJ 
.J p .. UJ 
0 
i= 
<( 
a: 
>-
1-
-
Pb/Cd iii 
-
Zn/Cd 
z o- CD/Ag w 
-
Mo/Nj 1-
~ -()3,03 --6-- Nl/~ ~ V/Ag 
-o- TI/Ag 
I<> 3 10 30 100 Co, Ni ,Pit,V,Mo. 
10 30 100 300 1000 Zn, Ti. 
ELEMENT CONCENTRATION (}I g. in Sompl&) 
FIGURE 32. 
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TABLE XVIII 
Comparison of Analysis Results 
I I . i Element Concentrations (p.p . m. ) . 
!Sm11ple j ; --·zn--l-c~-T-Ni--1-Pt-:--Ti. * - :--v--··-,---M·;--; 
I 4A 
I 
:Peach 
1* 1 21 
I 
**I 
0 .10 4 . 3 2 . 9 7.8 0.26 i<0 . 2 
!Leaves 2 ! 24 0 .1 2.6 2 . 4 10 0 . 24 0 . 07• I ; 
0 ! 
4B 
1Beo..n i 
1 50 0.18 7-3 4 . 6 28.9 0.47 1 . 811 
! 
LeLvos 2 I 58 I 0 . 24 5 -7 2.9 i 37 I 0 . 71 .2 .3 i I i ! I i I 
' 
I 
I I I I I 
11 I 
I I I I I 0. 74~ 4C 25 0 . 27 2 . 8 2 . 3 19 . 2 I 0.40 i I i I I I Beet I i I I I ! ! I I I Leaves 2 ! 22 i 0.25 2 . 5 i 2 . 1 121 0 . 49 1.23; I I ; ; I f I 
I i 
I I 
i 
4D 1 55 0.50 3 . 2 2 . 3 127 . 9 0 . 40 i 2 .10! I I Gem I i I !Leaves !2 I 48 0.31 3 -3 4 . 0 41 0 . 92 3 . 98; I ! ; I I 
I 4E 11 I I I I 49 0 . 46 1 . 4 3 . 5 6 . 8 0 . 29 <0.2 
0 
1 
I I I ' I I I I ! I IPlurJ i I Leaves I 2 55 0.64 1 . 4 I 2 . 4 i 8 . 5 ! 0 . 23 
- i ! I I ~ 0 I ! I I I 
11 
I I I I ·:. 0.2 ! 4G I 2 . 2 111 . 6 I 0 . 39 30 0 . 73 1.9 I I I I !27 l Bush 12 I 30 I 0 . 41 4 . 4 1 . 2 1 o. 70 I I I I i I ; : 
I 
11 I I I 118 . 3 I 4H 34 i 0 . 84 8 . 7 1 . 7 I 0 . 57 <,0.2 i I I I I I I I ! 
,Tobacco, 2 
I I 
. . 
34 0 . 92 8 . 2 1 . 1 117 
; 
0 . 39 
; 
I 41 11 
!Tobacco: 2 
I 
50 
54 
1.95 115 . 2 
I 
2 .16 ! 13 . 3 
i 
0 . 9 180 . 8 
1 . 5 174 
2 .18 ~. 2 
2.38 
* 1 . Results obtained by the method described . 
** 2. Avert~e value for r esults obtainud by various 
other methods (SGe Appendix p.l03). 
(c) Discussion of Results 
The precision of the method , as indicated by the 
coeffici ents of vari a tion , is very good in the case of 
zinc and q_ui te adet1uatc for nutritional studies in the 
cas e of the other el~~ents, wi t h the pos sible excep tion 
of lead . It is evident frvLl previously reported results 
that analysis for the l a tter elel!JCnt pr esents peculiar 
diffi culties , pos.3ibly duo to r e::agent cont aminution . 
According t·,.~ the criteria of a ccuracy suggested 
by Ahrens (7l)for rock and soil analysis , the precision 
of the zinc determin . ti on ~ay be classed as very good , 
I 
0 
.. 
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that for nickel as :::;ood and that fur the other clements 
as fair to good. Except in the case of zinc the 
procisicm corapares rr:ther unfavourably with that reported 
·by Ml. tch,-,11( 43). H t' ,. t d b hl- m ~ owsver, ae 11gures rcpor e y 
have avparently bc_en c . .1.lculatod fGr repe,ated arcing of 
the s ~rne concentrate and douot rcpres~nt the ov~rall 
pr ;cision of ths ~nalysis method. The actual element 
concentration in the :.1 rc o:::d rnaterial i::> :...lso considerably 
high~ r th~n th~t vbtaincd here. 
D:1e to poor agreement, in ";iGS t cases, be tween 
tlw _prE:;vious analyses of th..:; 11 stand c:::rd 11 sawples , it is 
difficult to draw dc.finite conclusions PS to the abso lute 
accuracy of tho method. In Elo~ t c a ses , howe. ver, the 
figures ob tainod sho\v the S:-lEJe trends as the means of 
previous results and in <.. ft:w cases the agreeti1C:mt is vrc;ry 
good . In general it can be concluded that th0 accuracy 
co~p-res well with th ~t of other methods . 
The sensitivity in the case of mo lybdenum is 
not as hi~h as wight be desired. This difficulty could 
undcubtedly be ov:JrCvr:le by using ::.:.. ten gn:-uu sa 1ple 
ins tec.d of five 0 ra;.,s (a s was done in the preliminc-:xy 
tcs ts) , or by evc:..i.porc:. ting the Stl:Jple on to 50 lJg. of 
g r rphite ins tead of 100 wg . 
Conclusions. 
The concentration ucthod describ2d is buth 
r~pid and suitable for routine us e . With t he extr~cticn 
appar :-;, tus usud it was f ..:...,und pc...ssiblo to work thrvUt:Sh the 
cunccn tr ~1tiun pr..._;cedur<::, fer six s:::trJples toc;vther, in 
about twa and ~ half hours. The precision and 
accuracy of tho ~~thod shvuld ~rove ~dequat e for most 
trc,ce olcmunt nutriti vna l studies . 
(d) Slide Rul e Cc:, lcuL.• t ed H.esul ts for Zn , Co, 
and Mo . 
In order to obtain a furth er indic ~· ti on of the 
r eli ~bility of r esults ca lcula t ed with the he lp of the 
propos ed s l ide rule the fi5ur es for zinc , cob alt and 
molybdenum , obtainEd in the ana lys i s of oight of the 
st ;:mdrr d s ::·.:ap l e s , we r e r cca lcuL .. :ted using the s econd s lide 
r ule ine thod. The r Gsults obtai ned a r e co. Jpu.r ed in 
Table XIX # i th f i 5 ures t ak en from Table XVIII (C alcula t ed 
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by thu Churchill Method) . 
TABLE XIX 
Comparison of Results Calcul ~ted With 
Slide Rule . 
Zn (p .p.m.) 
' I i Sauple ;Slide ~~Churchill ! 'Rule I 1 
I 4A 20 I 21 I 4B 51 I 50 
I. 4C 25 j 25 
I ~~ ~: I ~~ 
4G 29 I 
4H 33 · 
41 50 
30 
34 
50 
Co (p.p.1J.) I 
' Slide 
Rule ~hurchilli I ' 
0.08 0.10 
0.13 0.18 
0.24 0.27 
O.L'~2 0.50 
0.43 0 . 46 
0.62 0.73 
0.81 0 . 84 
l. 99 l. 95 
i1o (p.p.m.) 
Slide :churchill Rule : 
1.54 1.81 
0.64- 0.74 
1 .72 2.10 
While the figures obt ~~n~d ar~ not identical with 
tiws...; obt <. ined pr8viously, the differences Dre certn.inly 
uuch s .Jnller than the expected anc:lys is error and ther e are 
indic ations that they nre no greater th~B the error 
normally incurr t.: d in the g r .- ~hic -· 1 c:=t lcuL·.tion. 
"'0 
=r 
0 
,.. 
0 
3 
c )> "T1 
1./1 ,.. 
_, 
CJt (£) 
~"0 c 
3 .., 
f3' ~ ~ 
-
.., 
'< w 0 w j . 
a. 
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X 
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CHAPTER IV 
DIRECT READING SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF 
PLANT MATLRIAL 
In the introductory chapter , tho advantages of 
direct re:ading spec trcl.JG tric 1no thods have been briefly 
discussed . These advantages over the mo re c0nventional 
photogr~phi c fu~thuds uf emissi on spectroch0mical 
analysis are generally rccugnisoJ ~nd the scope vf 
direct readin5 spectr om€try is being r apidly widened 
to include sru..1ples of greater variety and complexity . 
Direct r oading uJCthuds for th(_ detcr .. lination of trace 
met;:;.l s in plant material are thercfvre highly dusirable .. 
For reasons already Qcntiuned , if direct r eading 
me:thods are t u be used to the best adv::mtage , each step 
in the analys is procedur~ must be c~refully considered . 
Since the instrument used was of a I.Jt.:dium dispersion 
type wit h rel~tively wide entrance and exit slits , the 
development of a suitable excitativn source which would 
~reduce siQple spectra free from excessive background , 
r ecei vod particular at t,:m tion . 
The limitations un the proximi ty of tho exit 
slits would huve made it difficult to an~lyse for a 
larg~ group of elements ~nd it was decided initially 
to develop a me thod for zinc, luad and copper only . 
The e:xpe ri~cntal wor k described in this ch~pter , although 
it only deals with thQ deter~inL ticn of this small grcup 
of e l cr.oen ts , h;· s cs t.:Ab lished the applicu.bili ty of Jirec t 
reading sp£; ctrvmc try t o the analysis vf pl::m t material . 
A. APPARATUS 
The spe ctrometric equipwon t used consists of 
a Hilger Medium Quart z Spcctrogr2.ph with a direct reading 
attachment built in the laboratory . The photowultiplier 
unit , which is moun t ed in place of the pl~te holder of 
the spl:;c trograph , consists of six movable E. M . I . hcf' .. d-
on- type phvtoruultiplier tubes hlounted in the manner 
shown in Figure 33 . The light from the spectrum line 
to be r.1casured pusses tr1ruugh a slit :::tttr.tch8d tu ~Jach 
photoLml tipli e r ass011bly :md is reflected by a small 
wirr0r into the phutoruultipl ier itself. The position 
of each tube can be accurately adjusted by m8ans of the 
microwe ter scru1.1/S shown in t he; photogn.t[lh . ThG mounting 
is so rrangod tlu· t the slit Gf ci the r tube 3 or 4 C clll 
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be placed as close as is desired to t lm t of tube 5 or 6 , 
or on the same lin~ if necessary. The same conditions 
npply as regards the sct tir1b of oi t her tube 5 or 6 with 
rel,~ti on to the pos .i tions of tub os 3 or 4. The neares t 
possible ::1.ppro.:1ch of exit slits in t he same bank is, 
howevcJr, about 10 mru . Tubes 1 and 2 are intend ed for 
use i n the weak f ar-ultraviolet region 1nd their sli ts are 
designed and set to include.. the \vhole spectrum ima5e. 
Durine t ;le e xpo sure t he current 1)roduced by th'"' 
photomultipli~rs is us~d to ch~ rJe condE..ns~ rs . An 
e lectronic measurin~ system consisting of 2 modified 
Naish-Ramsden( 72 )circui t with a servo mechanism , is used 
to indicate the ch~rge on the condensers -fter the 
exposure h.~ been made . 
The spcctrogr r"'ph i s inclos ed in a wooden case lined 
with slag wool ,md the wholt: a ppa r '•.tus is housed in ''· 
temper :-.ture 8.J.ld hul'··idi ty con tr ollt;d room . Th<::se 
precautions are t <:,ken to <~void posi ti o.nu.l c h.:mges in the 
spec t rura uue to terJperc.t. ture vc..riation , e.nd vr-~riation in 
e l ec tronic we:·· sur .in.; circuit due to humidi t y . 
Slit Wid ths : Entr3.nce slit , 0 . 04 nn::1 .; Exit 0 . 06 mr-· . 
Externa l Optics : The <::xt crw 1 o~ tical arra~err;ent was 
si11ilar t o th ·. t used .·i th the Lr: .. rge Hilger Spectros r aph , 
an imo~e of t l1e source bcin~~ foc ussed first on a diaphr:..-, J]jl 
nnd then on th0 collim·:tor of the s~cctrograph. 
Source Units : A 11 ~mltisourc..:; 11 unit, built in the 
l abor .... tory , was us r.;d in some of the prelilllinc:.ry \vork and 
for providin,:_; the .S.t> rk source which w .. s used in setting 
the posi tions of th<:: exit slits. 
Auxiliary Sp0ctrograph: A Fue ss m~dium dispersion 
s~~ctrogra~h wns usad fro 1 time to tiue during the 
preliminary d8velopillcnt work . 
B. DEVELOPMENT O:F METHOD 
1 . Excitation Source Conditions 
For direct r~ading spec trometric ~nalysis i t is 
desirable to h.:1ve an excit .:1t ion ~ourcc for which t he 
emission of t he various elowents is constant , or nearly 
· c onstant , f or the whole per lad of tht- exposure. The 
r eason for this is thc:. t exposures ha ve to be ~ade for 
constant periods i n or der that correction cen be made 
for the; electronic background noise . In addition, 
sinc8 rel dtiv~ly lnr~e entr: nce ~nd exit slits are used, 
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it is essential to have a s0urce wnich will provide a 
simple spectrum , free from excessive background. 
Spark sources are usually suitable for direc t 
rea<.ling work , but they do not normally give sufficiently 
high sen5itivity for trace e l ewent ana.lysis . As the 
rotating platform electrode with an interrupted d.c . 
arc had been used successfully in the laboratory for 
the a11alys i s of mi neral oils , it was decided to try this 
ty~e of source for the analysis of the dithizone extract 
of a solution of plar1t ~aterial. ~ortions of such 
extracts were eva_porated o.1 to rotating platform 
electrodes and subjected to an interrupted d . c. arc 
of 5 ruaps (R.M.S . ). The spectra , photographed with 
a medium dispersion spectrogr3.f>h , indicated that strong 
spectrum lines could be obtained for zinc , copper and 
lead for concentrations equivalen t to less than a gram 
of plant material . 
A number of further exycriments were carried 
out with this type of source, but the evaporation of the 
extracts un to the electrode lJrovod to be a somewhat 
tedious step in the analysis and attention was t herefore 
given to the possi bility of using a source into which 
the s;;xtract solution could be introduced directly . 
The first method tried consisted of spraying 
the extract solution into an A.C. arc between two 
horizontal graphite electrodes. A Beckr11an atomis2r-
burner was used to spray the solution between the 
electrodes, compressed air at 10 lbs/sq . inch pressure 
buing connected to the oxygen inl.Jt . Thi::; foriJ of 
~ource was tri ed in various ways with Jifferent 
positions of e l ectrodes and atomisdr , but no satisfact-
ory results were obtaintd . Svrong band spectra were 
produced and the Zn and Pb lines were only weakly 
emitted. Aluminium electrodes were tried in an attempt 
to r educe the background, but this was only partially 
successful . No improvement in sensitivity was 
observed when the horizontal arc was us ed in conjunction 
with an oxy-acetylen~ flame. 
A type of source cow;.1only used for spark analysis 
of s olutions takes tho3 fon~.~ of a rota tincs disc elec trode 
v.,rhicJ.1 dips into the sample solution . This method was 
tried with the interrupted arc . an aqueous standard 
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solution was used ct first , but this was found to give 
str ong OH bands in the spectrUln . A chloroform solution 
of metal dithizonates was founu to g ive satisfa ctory 
exci ta ti on, spec trUu! lin es of Zn , Cu , Cd and Pb being 
clearly vi s.ible in the .sp.:;ctrog r am , while the baclq'round 
wr .. s consid.erably less than \vi th the aqueous solution . 
Only a sh ort ex~osure was 9.ossible , howGver , due to the 
fact that the hGut produced caused the chloroform to 
boil . 
To overcOJ,lc this di.1.'ficul ty i t was decided to t ry 
spraying the srunple solution on t o the disc with a 
Bcckrrtan atomiser as shovm in Fit.Sure 34 . This proved 
to b~ s~tisf~ctory as far as the production of Zn , Cu , 
Cd a.nd Pb lines was concc:rn..;d , but t he baclqround 
pro·juced was r&~. tn _ r strong . Use of an alumini urn 
coQnter blectrode with the disc as cathode was found 
to reduc e the bacl:..;round a little. Next a pure 
a l vtminium di:::;c was prepared and used in place of the 
grE..tphi te disc . This syste:.J r educed the CN band 
ba(~kground to a very low lc ve l , bu t tho background due 
tr.; t he aluminium i tsclf bccaoe incollvuni ently strong . 
Finally discs p r eparud fr o·n a :,Jixture of sodium 
carbonate and 11 S.P . l 11 graphite WGre tried . These 
proved t o be very suitable . Th~ eleillent lin~s were 
produced with sufficiGnt strenoth , while the backt;round 
was he 1<1 to a L inihJUtJ . Tests showed that a 4 : 1 
mixture Oi graphite and sodium cPrbona te wa s ..Jost 
sui table . The discs vc r u prc1)C'.rcd by coopressing 
4 ~ra.,JS of tho 3ra11hi to-sodium carbon:. te mixture in 
a sp,; c i ally uJade mould in an A .R . 1. brique t ting press . 
The would was so constructed as to produce a one i nch 
diame t e r disc with a hole in its centre so that i t 
would f it on to the spindl e above the atowiscr . 
For the an alysis the ciisc vr,s placed on the 
spindle \'hich was conllc c t :::d by a flexi blc drive b. 
piece of pr•_ssure tubint;) to <~ vari able-spe(jd electric 
1110 tor • 
It WL.s found that 10 lbs/sq . inch was the most 
sui table pressure f' or tiw ' '· toLJise r G_t>ray , both hit5hcr 
and lower pr e ssures b 0ing found to 6ivc weaker spectrun 
lines . 
Experiment sho1.ve:d tha t ttw sar:'lple sprayed on to 
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the disc was not im~ediate ly burned away , so t hat a new 
disc was necessary for e ach sampl e , but i t was evi dent 
tha t a ce r tain awount of c ontrol over the vaporisation 
rates could be exercised by varyi ng the disc rotation 
speed . The results of an experiDont to deterwine the 
effec t of disc rota tion spGed are shown i n Figure 35 . 
To obtain t he se ourves~ ch l oroform solutions of the 
dithizonatos of zinc, copper , lead and cadhiium wer e 
s prayed on to the di s c . Thu plate holder on the Fucss 
spectr ogr aph , which was u .Jed for this work , was ,_JOved 
on every ten seconds of the exposure tiwe. The 
r e l a t ive intensity of each line was than deternined 
and plotted ageinst exposure time . A unidirectional 
interrupted arc was used with the disc as anode , the 
currun t be ing as ind.ic .J.ted . 
It was apparent that the volatilisation and 
excitation of the el0ments becawe more constan t as the 
r o t at i on speed and current were reduced . The rotation 
speed was not reduced belo'"' 6 revolutions per winute , 
however , as it was fe l t that there would no t be an 
effective r andvm sa.upling of the disc surface a t lower 
speeds . As can be seen , the tLue- eiJission curves are 
virtually paral lel wi th the ti:c.Je axis fvr the ccndi tion 
3 . 5 amps and 6 revolutions p t.: r .... 1inu te , while the 
inten.Jity r atios arc also n~arly constant fur these 
conditions . On the busis of these curves it w~s 
decided tu expose fr~~ the 20th tv the 60th seccnd of 
the arc . 
The cxcit~tiun source finally used thus consisted 
of an interrupted d . c . arc sLruck at mains frequency 
(50 cycles per .Jecond ) be tween a 6 raphite counter 
elcc trode (cathode) ~md a r o t:t ting graphi t8- St.,dium 
carbonate disc (anode ) , ~n to whicn the chloroforQ 
solution of the extrac t ed metal di thizvnates was sprayed 
with ~ flame phctomctor atcmiser. It was f0und 
ne cess< .. ry tv con t rul c:""t .. ir pr e:ssurc and r ate of r c vc·lvttion 
of the disc very carefully for reproJucible results . 
2 . Chc:.Jica l Pr8pa r r.:.ti cn of tha Sa.m}Jle . 
(a ) Preparation of Sawple So lutiun 
As the excita ticn s~urce developed was sensitive 
enough t v a llow the use of l ess than a graw of sawple, 
it was convenient to use a we t-oxidation ;ilethod fur the 
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prep.: .ration of the sample solution. The possible 
danger of the loss oi zinc when the sample is dry-
ashed vJ .s thus avoided, ·..;hile the method is much 
quicker. The procedure followed was that descrj_bed 
by Verdi er, Steyn and Eve(?3 ). 
(b) Dithizone Extraction of Zinc , Lead, Copper Rnd 
Cod.tlium . 
bince only 1 g . of swnple was used , it was not 
necessary to have such a high concentration of citrate 
as formerly. The extr act of the wctals in question 
from a 1% aHnnonium ci tn" te solution was therefore 
inves tiga teu . On the basis of the r esults of this 
investig.~ tion , which a re r e_t?orted in Chapter I, a pH 
of 8 .5-9 W3S selecteG for the extraction which wa s 
made v.;i th 0. 02% Di thi zone in the apparatus previously 
described . 
3 . Internal Standard 
Cadl:Ji !lill was selected as internal standar d element , 
~~ it does not occur in a~preciable concentrations in 
plant ma t Jrial and can readily be extracted as a 
di thizone com.t; l ex toe-ether · . .Jith zinc , copper ~nd l ead , 
t hus providing a s tL~nd2,rdin - tlon of the chemical 
extrac tion ste~ QS well as the spectrome tric p~r t of 
the procedtlre. I t has in :1ddi tion been shown to be 
a mos t ::;ui t able internal stand3.rd for zinc . 
4 . Spectrum Lines Used . 
Since , with tlw i ns trudcn t usc..J , no more than t wo 
s li ts Cc.n be pl aced ne r· rer thr-~n about 10 iil!n . ap&rt , the 
choice of spectrum lines , e ven for tnis sillall g roup of 
e l e1Jen ts, was severely liEli ted . The following 
spec trm!l lines were used in tnc an..tlysi s : 
Zn 2138 .6 A, photolilul tiplier (1) 
Pb 2833 . 1 A, photomultiplier (3) 
Cu 3247 . 5 A, photomultiplier (4 ) 
Cd 32 61 .1 r~. , pho tomult i plier ( 5 ) 
In .i.-,osi tioning the cxi t sli ts use was r!lelJe of 
the fact th~t, f or e~ch of the ~rc spectrum lines used , 
ther ~ wc..s a corresponding stronJ' line in the spark 
spect rum of the el~mL nt . A Fcussner-type spar~ s truck 
be twe0n electr odes of th3 mLtal concerned, w2s used to 
~"rovide a constr:nt r eferenc e sp(]ctrur.1 while the exit-slit-
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photomulti plier assemblies were ooved into position . Each 
exit slit was first set to approxiLia.tely the correct position 
to receive the light from the selected spectrum line . Then , 
with the spc:..rk source in operation , the exit-slit- photo 
multiplier asseubly was moved s lowly across the spectrum 
line with the corresponding micrometer screw. heanwhile 
the ratio of the moving photouultiplier tube signal to that 
of one of the other stationary tubes v1as plot ted on an 
auto.uL.tic rccorder r-nd th8 exit slit was fin:J.lly set on 
the position corresl)Ondirl6 to the uaximum of the recorded 
curve . (comwonly known as the spectrum-line profile) . 
5 . Sel f Absorption of the ~iDe Line 
From the s tc.ndarcl curves sho\·:n in .Fi.:;ure 36, it is 
evident tha t the zinc line r· t 2138 . 6 A s ,lows marked self 
absorption ~t the higher concentr~tions. This means that 
the zinc concentr · .tion tLJUSt be kept low and the conditions 
must be kept as constant as possible if this line is to be 
used . The line a t 3345 A \•ould prob8.bly have proved more 
satisfactory had it b een possible to position the exit slits 
for this purpose . 
C. THE ANALYS.IS A;_;THOD 
1. i"le thad 
(a) Solutions a11d Re<::.gen ts 
t;1os t of the solutions u.:,0d were prep.::.red ::~nd 
purified in the 11ann er described in the previous chap ter . 
Stand ::-.rd solutions of zinc, copper , lead a nd cad1tiiur:~ 
were prepared fran spectrographically pure salts of these 
me t ~~ls. 
5fo AmLoniuc Citrate Solution : This w~s prepared 
by dissol vin_; c: •. na lyti cal ,:;r ude :J. r.~. :ani u:o ci tre .. te ( di basic) 
in ha lf tho requ.irod '-i_Uanti ty of \'late r. A!Dmonia solution 
'·L'..S then added to brin:.:; the pH to abo ut 9 ::...nd the solution 
extracted repe~t odly with small voluo~ s of dithi zone 
so lu t ion un t .il these rema ined t:;re e n. The solution w<-.s 
then m~. cle up to th<:: requir ed volumE.. . 
nedistillcd ni tric acid ::md a na lytical grade 
pcrchloric acid were ust:d for the ·.wt-oxidation of the 
sa1.1ple . 
(b) Procedure 
W_;igh be; t\:een 0. 5 and l e; rc-:;,ru of finely g round 
dry plant 1.1H.terial into a wid<.;-necked 150 ml. conical 
flask. Add a mi~~ture con t ainint3 10 ml . of r edis tilled 
nitric acid plus ~bout 2 wl . of perchloric acid and , 
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a fter pLtcin_; c.... reflux cover on the fl .~ sk, w: .r m the 
c ontents ~ ently on ~ s and on th . After the initial 
vigorous r ~E ctiun h~s S11bsided ~oil the ~ixture 
g entl y until 8. clc.:..r solution is outained. Fim:.lly 
re, iove the co vc r a nd e v::.por r' tc. the con t ents of the 
fl a sk t u ,.tb out 0 . 5 tJl. TR.ke up th\j residue in dilute 
HCl :t.nJ filter thrcugh a Wh·· t r:~P.n No . 40 filt e r p ~.!per to 
r e .:Jc: ve s ili c ·.t . 
Brinl, the pH of the s~ ... lli le solu t ion to 8.5- 9 
with rc~istilleJ u~oni~ s olu t i on a ft e r the adJ ition 
of 40 r,11. of 5% a.J!iloniwn citra t e s o lution a nd 5 1nl . 
of ::.. t anda rd 10 p:;_:>. cc d!Jium svlu ti on _n.J transfe r it to 
a s<:;p ·.r 'J. t ory f unne l . Next agi t -~ t 2 the solution with 
l ? 1111. of an 0 . 02% chlorof ur.,1 Su l u ti cn of eli thi zon e f or 
two l.Ji nut<.;s a nd scpa r '"'. t e thE: c hlorul orru ph <: ...; c.; . Repe::~.t 
the ..:xtr .:..cti on a f tor r.J~..1ing 5 :Jl. 0f J i thizone s ol ution 
~- nd. 5 Till. of J)Uro chl1... r 0fGr, 1. Evapor:-' t c the extra ct 
pn.rtially on a ru oder :• t e- tempe r . ture s end b a th, tr :·.nsfe r 
t ~..o n 25 1:11. vvlum c tric fl a s k .-.nd :.:1 ~ke up to vJlu. 1e with 
J Ure chlorofor m. 
Portions 0f thi s solution sho ~ld. now b e pour 8d 
into 5 1•1. b e ak .:; rs t u bo spr a y cc1 .:. n t o the: ru t a ting 
di s c f(..~ r th0 0Xj_.lusure , two e x1Jusurcs be iDG ,;,ade f or 
e ~·.ch s : . .J1Jlc. c.n J t he L1d.n in tc.nsi ty r . tic t r.kcn. 
Calcul~ to the intensity r ~ tiu cf c leme nt line to 
internc.l s k,nd ::-.rd line and r co.d th . c'-•n con t.. r ·:t tion frum 
The proccJ ure fc llcwe d f or the s t . nJPrds is 
CX<:tctl~r t rw sn.."e , excep t th <::. t, i n pL·.c e vf the s ample 
su lutic n, s ui tabl e V(.• lUri!L.S '-f :: .. st~ndnrd. s o lution 
c un t;.ining 5 p_t> .a . zinc, l ppm . c op,_>e r a nd 0 . 5 1) p _l . l e:-Ld 
.,_re used. ( Ono or t\,ro of t h e s t cmdar ds should be 
r e - a r ce:J e vc· r y dny s~... th.::·.t c orrecti C: n c ~· n b e 11a.d e f or 
c h, - 11;~ .JS i n the ins truru ::nt) . 
2 . Anr.lys i s Results 
( a) Re produc ibi lity Tes t 
To tes t thG repr 0Juci bi l ity c f the mJ thod 10 
:~ liquots of ~ so l u ti on p r cparec1 f r u11 20 .~;n:c.l S uf p l a n t 
lJ, .. tE:ri~~l we r e :=m n.l;ys.d . Th ~ rcsul t s of these anolyses 
a r e s!.1own i n Tc,ble XX. The st :-md <.1.r J J e vi::.tti ons were 
cal.cul~' ted f or eac h e l er,cnt 2.nJ f uunJ t o b e 5 .1% in the 
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case of zinc , 7 . 3% f or cop~er and 6.1% for lead . 
TABLE XX 
Results of Anal ysis of Aliquo t s of Sample 
Sol ution 
Aliquot. 
I 
Elei>Ient Ccncen tr::. ti ons (ppm) i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
He an 
II Standard 
1 
Devinti on 
1 (ppm) 
% Standt:trd 
Dcvic.tion 
Zn . 
33 . 3 
32 . 4 
33 . 3 
31.5 
32 . 0 
34 . 6 
32 . 8 
30 . 0 
29 . 5 
34 .1 
32 . 35 
1 . 66 
5.1 
Cu . 
8 . 9 
7 . 6 
9 . 3 
8 . 0 
8 . 9 
9 . 7 
8 . 9 
7 . 6 
8 . 4 
9 . 2 
8 . 65 
0 . 63 
7 . 3 
(b) Comparison of Ana lysis R~sults 
! 
Pb . 
12 . 2 
10 . 9 
12 . 9 
12 . 9 
12 . 8 
12.0 
12 . 5 
12 . 8 
12 . 0 
11 . 0 
12 . 20 
0 . 75 
6 .1 
As a furthe r t est of the method. , six 11st:mdard" 
plent sa.ii}Jle s Hhich had been ana lysed by other mL thods , 
wer e a na lysed usin~ the pr0~osed me thod and the results 
are g i von in Table XXI. 
In the ce so uf l ead. it W3S found necessary to 
m<.,ke a blank currec ti on for contauiin, .. tion vlhich took 
place during t he we t oxida tion s t(.;p ( a bc. ut 1 ug .) . 
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'f1-~.lJLE XXI 
Coraparison of Anc:..lysis Results 
Sat:!ple Anal ys i s Elehlent Cc, nc en tr ~'-ti on (p . p . r.J .) 
Zn Pb Cu 
I 4A l 24 2 . 3 8 . 5 
Peach 2 20 1 . 0 9 .1 
Leaves :tvlean 22 (1 . 7 ) 8 .8 
* Std . 24 2 . 4 6. 0 
i 4B l 69 5 . 3 12 . 5 
I 
l Bvnn 
i 
2 59 4 . 0 12 . 8 
I 
I 
: Le:n.ves Mean 64 4 . 7 12 .7 
I 
Std . 58 2 . 9 12 .1 
I .1C l 21 1 . 0 16 . 0 
! Bee; t 
i 
2 34 2 .1 10. 2 
! LC:lVOS He an 27 ( l . 6) 13 .1 I 
Std . 22 2 .1 12 . 0 
4D l 53 1 . 5 12 . 4 
Gen 2 56 2 .1 11.7 
Le::Lves M0an 55 1 . 8 12 .1 
Std . <t8 tl.O 11 . 9 
4E l 47 2 .0 8 .5 
! Plum 2 53 2 . 5 10 . 3 
I Hu :.m 50 2 . 3 9 . 4 ; Le aves 
! 
Std . 55 2 . 4 6 -5 
I 
' 4G l 26 0 .7 12 . 4 I I Bush 2 30 2 . 0 11 . 7 
i 
1'1een 28 (1. 4 ) 12 .0 
Std . 30 1 . 2 
* Std . = Mec-...n of rc-~ sul t s of other 8c thods . (see Appendix p . l 03) . 
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(c) Discussion vf Hcsults 
Ti1e rvsul ts vf t~~e r eproducibility t es t indicate 
th,. t thE. p r ucision cf/r.Je thod is cuod for a ll three metals. 
It should be noted, hvvever , tha t the lead c0ncentration 
in tho sulution used for this set ,.Jf analyses w~ 1J.nusually 
high. The pr~cision o f the zinc analysis wculd undoubted-
ly ~H:Ve bc:en be tter h r:.d n non-revors:-.:.lline b_en used fur 
the Jetoruin· ticn 0f this cl<:-went . 
In th:..:: cvulparisun of the an.~lysis results with 
tho~e ubtaincd by other wethods, (see ~lsu A9pendix p.l03) 
the figures for Cv.tJper shew fairly 600U agree:,1ent with 
cne anothur ~nd with _c)rcvicus analys~s . The zinc results 
2-r<.; not always in gcvJ a.gr .::E:i.lent with vne another , but in 
·- 'ner ~ 1 agr ee fairly well with the results obtained by 
o th.:;r t:1r::;th0~..is . The l cc>.d r osul ts are not in 1jood agree-
:1cnt but t~1 i s is t~ be ex1Jected with the blank correction 
gen0rr lly uf :.1. siutil:·.~r orJer tv the analysis result ( 1 pg) . 
f._ c c.-J1J;lrisc.n of the figur es f0r lead gi Vt!n in the 
r _·.t)'':ndix (p.l03), shows that ::.tn .. 'ly::::;is for this eler:Jent 
is je:.merally troublesur.1e, .tJrvbably due tu SOLW forl!l of 
:::· ~· C\5 ::. n t cun t : :nin; . ti un . 
In gone; r al it c;~.l1 be cuncluded th<.>.t the prvposed 
uethod 3ivos results at lcc.st as reliable as thos cbtein<.;d 
by <? ny cf the L thE..r ,Jo th~.,;ds with which comparis:...n has been 
i.la.Je and th :. t precision is good , while the speed of 
c:•ualysi s is G.mch _sr a t ~r than cc..n b~.:; at t :::..ined by most 
othor Llethods . 'vii til an instrur.J ~..:nt of gro;;.ter dispsL;ion 
~..ore ele1:0nts cuuld un.JcubteJly be Jeterr:Jined at the sane 
ti;:Jo ·nd the zinc results i r:rtlrcved by usir1u another !·aore 
suit~ble s~octruw lin~ . The t echniqu~ far the introJuct-
ion of the s .. tiUple extr · .. ct into the source cuuld probubly 
be usel with or~anic extracts of ether elements . 
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CHAPTER V 
THE S.P:bCTROJRii..PHIC DETERHINATION 
USING THE 2138 . 6 A SPECTRUM 
OF ZINC 
LINE* 
Zinc is generally r ecogni sed as one of the oore 
i mpor t Qnt trace el,;ti1en ts for pl .-:nt nutrition and 
sym~tOL1S uf dr.;ficiency of this eler.wnt in v.:trious types 
of cr0~s ~re cumwunly obs~rveJ in Suuth africa. 
Rapid, reliC' ble r.J~ thoJs for the ,lc teru:iin:-;;. tion of this 
eleQGnt are therefore es~ecially Jesirnble. 
In r.1os t of tnc cur;monly used IJGtllods f<.,r the 
spec trogr .·yhic dt.. t er .rlin,·· tion of zinc in plant rJat(:)rial 
it is nec ess ~~Y t0 c ~rry out a proli~in.· ry cherJica l 
.SC:,tJ'J.ra tion and cuncen tn~ tion of this o le!":JGn t. A.n 
al t ernative is tu use tho verv sensitive spc ctruQ line 
at 2138 . 6 A, when the ructc:.l can be; Jet0r •. !ined directly in 
the ashell sa1.J11l e without further chemic<:.tl treatLi0nt. 
Metho2s of this type were Jescribed by ~ nuQb~r of 
author s (74)(75 )(?6)(??) ~.1ore th::m a Jecade D.50 . Sinc.e 
then spectrochemical analytical t e chnique has improved 
considerably ~nJ new typ~s of photogra~hic plates for 
the far ul traviolct have become available . A critical 
re-evaluation of the possibilities of the s.i?ectrogn·_!Jhic 
.1ethcd for the determinaticn uf zinc in pl::mt tnF~ teri:.:tls 
usinc the line at 2138 a thus scewed worthwhile . 
Rog~rs and Gall(? 5)found, with the procedure 
which they describe , the mean of 5 a rcings being tnken 
for eac.t1 result, th :.~t the prob c~ble error varied from 
3% to 17% anJ they attribute t~u erro r s to one or m0re 
of five J:lOSsi ble Ct.lUSes , which they listed c..s -follows:-
(l) Contar.Jin~ tion f r o·:1 the internal st:::mdarJ 
ar frum the gra~hite electrodes; 
(2) Non- unifvr .. l distribution of the interna l 
standa rd throu~hout the sampl e; 
(3 ) Vari[·.tion 0f exposure conc1itions (wandering 
of tht~ . . rc, ch.·tl"4)C cf line vultage , e tc.); 
Ct ) Influ:.::nce uf v~trying t:1ajor cunsti tuents of 
the _ .. sh en the vola tility a nd 11 excitibility 
uf the zinc a toms; 
( 5) Pho te:u:K: tri c 3rr ors . 
* A l~rge prop~rtian of the practical work described 
in this chapter was Jane by sci0ntific assistants , 
Miss G. BehrJan (Dec . 1957 to Feb . 1958) and 
Miss ~.C. Ma skew (Feb. 1958 to June 1959) und8r 
direction of the author. 
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O'Connor( 76 ) used the 2138.6 A line in the 
analysis of f ertilizers for zinc . He c:1rricd out 
ei ght r~plicate analyses to test the pr ec ision of the 
~e thod ~nd the standard deviation calculated from his 
results is 11.7% 
Eastwond and Williams( 77) found that self 
2..bsorption caused errors, especirlly 2. t higher 
concentrations rnd th ·. y recommend~d the use of line 
vJiJth ;.:JoasureJJ(mts as a ueasure of zinc conc-:;ntration . 
T11e st:mC:b.rd deviation of their UJethoJ was given as 
10- 14%. 
In the investig ... tion describt..d it wr .. s found 
l)ossible to rt]duce the errors due to the v<rious causes 
listed ab ove . To accouplish this each part of the 
an~lysis procedure was carefully consiJered . 
A. DEVELOPMENT OF MBTHOD 
1 . Spectrography in the 2100A Region 
Spectrocrn~hy in the far ultraviolet region of 
the cpcctrum presents ~~culi~r diffi culties . Below 
2500h the absor~tion of light by quartz optics becomes 
2ppreci abl8 r~nd vrdinary phctograiJhic emulsi ons tE:.nd to 
become insensitive Jue to the absorption of the light 
by the gelatin . The initi~l task, therefore, was to 
establish thn t the 2138 . 6A Zn line cuuld be 1Jhotographed 
wit~ sufficient sensitivity for the an2.lysis . 
(a) Optics 
The spectrograph used for this project was the 
same as tha t des cribed in Chapter III . As this is a 
very old instrument it was felt to oe unlikely that the 
silvering on the back of the prism would be suitable for 
use in the spectral r egion re~uired . The prism was 
therefore removed from tde instrument, cleaned and the 
back surface alumini sed in the Optics l abor atory of the 
C.S.I . R. After this , as the instrument had not been 
used in this low wavelength reg1on before, it was 
necess hry to focus it for the 2100A- 2200A region . 
Focus plc... tes \vere ti1erefore taken with va rying prism 
position and plate angle . Ilford thin-film half- tone 
pla t es were used for tnis work and a copper globule 
arc provided the spectrum source . (An iron globule 
is normally used .ior the focu::;sing of a ~pectrograph , 
but copper 6ives a mor e suitable spectrum in this 
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wavelength region) . 
The external optical system used initially was 
simil&r to that used for the analyses described in 
Chapter III (Figur ~ 15). The focal l6ngths of the 
lenses were calcu.l c... ted for a wavelength of 2 ,200A and 
their posi t.ion ad jus t ed acc ordingly. As the sensi ti vi ty 
a1Jpeared to be rath t)r low, however, t he trrmsmi ttanc i es 
of these lenses were measured with the aid of the 
Beckman D.U . E:pectrophotometer at :1 number of wave-
l engths w.1.:.m it was found that ap~'Jr8ciuble amounts of 
l ight were being lost by absorption (The results of 
t .wse tneasuremt..n ts are s11own in Table XXIII) . The 
original external optical system was ther0fore replaced 
by a siinpler single lens s~rstem in which Pn i mage of the 
source is focussGd on the collimator by ~ lens placed in 
front of the slit ( as sllown in FiGure 37) . This was done 
at first using lens 3 of the original system , the r el~tive 
i.>OSi tions of luns :.md source being a dju!::i t ed so that 
imQ~e of the central 4 rn.m . of the arc column would fill 
thG colliuJator aperture . Since, under this sys tern, a 
certain ?mount of liJht from e l ectrode tips do~s pass 
tbrc UJ'h tht:: sli t, non-rcfloc ti vc black paper wP.S placed 
around the collim-St tor in oruer tu reduce backe:;rou.nd due 
t o stray reflections . This change in the externa l 
op tical system w~s fuund tu bring nbout a marked impr ove-
ment in sensi ti vi ty and c... further imprcV()Inent was obtained 
by using a 11 suprasil'' 1-ms instead of the qu::: rtz l ens . 
( 11 Suprasil'' is cl ·.imed by th~ manufu.ctur ers to exhibit 
nr;.3li..;i ble absorption down to l800A) . 
T.h.BLE XXIII 
Light 'l'ransmi tt~d by External Optics at 
Variuus Wavelengths 
! Wavelength R~rc_~;;, tage _ ~r r.:..ns.~issi __ on _____________ .Lens l Lens 2 LLns 3 
3500A 
3000A 
2560A 
2140A 
2050A 
100% 100% 95% 
100% 100% 94% 
100~ 98% 93% 
70% 86% 90% 
62% 77% 88% 
Tho tr ans mi tt .' ncy of th~: C}_u ··,,~t;~ ·.;indo\v in fr ont of lt:ns 1 
was found to drop from 95% at 3500 to 84% at 2140. 
50 .5% of l ight transmitt0d by external optics a t 
3500A is trensrnittcd at 2140A. 
Opt1cal 
Using 
A rrang~m(lnt 
the 2138·6 A 
for Zn Analysis 
Spectrum Line 
F1 gure 37. 
Sa mpl(l Electrode 
---.. ------:r-· 
. --~J~· 6mm. 
-·---····-----*--
---6·35mm. 
F1gure 38. 
--
--
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(b) ~huto~raphic Pl2tes 
Of th3 photographic plates commonly used in the 
laboratory , Ilford thin-film half-tone plat&s were found 
to rive the b0st r esults but these wore insufficiently 
'-' 
sensitive c:tnd vr.riuus JIJuthods fur SE.:nsi tising plates for 
use in the far ultra- violet were therufu r e investige t8d. 
Prepar~tiun uf plates fvr use in this spectral 
rcjion ca n be dune by either 0f two methods : the 
pla te mr.1y be coated with a subst~>..nce which fluuresces in 
the visible r 0gion of the spectr um und~r the acticn of 
ul traviulJ t li0ht , or th0 ;-,mount of Je la tin in the 
emulsion c::..n be reduc~;d t c a minimum. 
Sensitizati on by cuatinc the plate s with a thin 
layer of min8r 81 ci l wa s first tried 2s p r opused by 
Hnrrisvn (78 ). Tests were m.::-1.de with two light lubrica ting 
uils and with paraffin . The method c unsisted of 
submere-;ing the pl ~:• tc in the l,il a nd l eaving i t tc drain 
fvr a 0cut ten minutes in the d~rkru _m before exp~sure. 
Aft.__r Gxposur~.J it w2.s n8cessary to reruvve the cil so 
that it wvuld nc t in t;:;rfcre with the deve loping . This 
w ~,·.s dune by imm E:: rsint£ th e pL1. t e in .·.cetc ne . This 
technique w.1s f ound t o be sumcwh~.t tedious and the 
results '- btain\:.!d were n o t appn:ciably better than these 
with untr~at ed pla tes . 
Co t' ting with kod ak ul trc...violct sonsi tizing 
s o luti on w~s triud ne xt . This gave only a sliJhtly 
irrqr ov0d sunsi ti vi ty "~.nd w<u:> f~.:und t c pruduc~ patchy 
s .. 'ectrv,:.;rr·ms ·.·Jhich would be unsuita ble f er quantiti'.tive 
work . 
The me thod described by All en and Frnnkli~?9) w.as 
nex t cunside red . ·.rwu c f the fluoresc ent compounds 
vJhich they exmuin2d itlcre tE.: s ted , n~ ... Ii!ely amino G ac id 
(2-nap thyl ~ mine -6 : 8-disulphonic acid ) rmd Tobias Acid 
(2-nap thyla mine-1-s ulphonic Ll.Cid) . The l a ttGr was 
found tu ~i ve some iillpruvement with I lford thin-film 
h~~lf- t~.~ne pla t a s and quite a 1na rkc:.d increase in 
sensi ti vi ty with I lf vrd Ordinary pl<. tes . These 
sensi ti ~ing corn11ounds he:~ VE: the ad van t ::!~ e of bt:ing 
'·"' t c r s0lublo ::,nd a r e t:nus .:::asily remov~:;d be f ore 
de veloping . 
A v e ry thi n emulsiGn can be produc0d by the (80) 
method of Duc l ['.UX and Jea n t e t ln \•thi ch mv.; t of the 
-
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.;<:-l~:t tin is rc..JJuved by imme r sing tho plat~:- in cvnccntra ted 
sul~huric acid. This muthvd was tried but was fuund to 
be most inconvenient . Thin emulsion plat~s fer use in 
the ultra vivlet r~gion ~r~ , huw~ver , avail~ble ccmmerci : l-
ly B.nd some uf these \vtre o b tnined . Ilford "Q" pL~ t c s, 
which were the typo usGd , are producGd in throcl diff~rent 
s_p.,ed gr: des , "Ql" , "Q2" and "Q3". Of these the 11 Ql" 
plates were fcJ.nd t0 be most sui t r,.blt: , the f :- s ter "Q2 11 
and "Q3 11 plates h ... vin3 t oo l~~rge a grain si ZG fer 
accurate density mcasurew6nts . Fer econvmy th0se 
plates we re cut into 2 in . x 4 in. piecus :illd plac~G in 
th-.; pL: .. te holde-r Sv as to re:ccrd the zinc spectrum line 
nec:~r the centre:. 
2. Source Conditions 
(a) Source Unit 
D. C. arc excitat ion vas us ed for all the work 
described in thi.s chapter . The electrodes were arced 
CL t 10 amps, current being drawn from a constant current 
a rc source. The use of this source unit , to 'lhich 
reference hus Rlreacly b~en m~de in Chapter III(52 ) , 
should have countered to a large degree the third 
source af error listed by Ro0 ers and Gall . 
(b) Elec trod~s 
The deep, narrow cavity sample electrodes whi ch 
were used in the m~thod described in Chapter III w~re 
found to be unsuitable for tht. zinc analysis dS the 
background emi::,vion from them \'_.s found to be high, and 
insuffici E:nt sn...Jpll;} \v::..s consumed <lur lng their urcirl.; . 
A wide , shallow cavity el.;;:ctrode , for which cutting 
tools wore available in the laoor~tory , wa3 therefore 
tried . This was found to produce much irnnrove:..d r esults 
J nd undercutting the cavity was found to improve the 
r esults even further . 
In the analysis , ther "fore , thrJ anode consisted 
of a 6 . 4 mm . ( J;4 11 ) diam3 t e r gra_t>hi tc rod having a 4 . 7 mm . 
dee~ 4 . 5 mm . diameter sample cavity . This eloctroJe 
was undercut to a depth of 1 rom . at a distance of 6 mm . 
from the top (see Fi~ure 38) . An undercut carbon 
counter e lectrode , as described in Chapter III(l)S cl'ved 
as the ca thode . 
The arc gap in a ll tho analyses relJOrted here 
was 9 mm. , the central 4mm. of the arc column being 
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(c) Buffer 
In order to eliillinate the fourth source of error 
listed by Ro5ers and Gall , namely the influence of 
varying major constituents of the sample , it was 
decided to mix only a s~~ll proportion of the ash~d 
SWt1J?lG \vi th a dilution IJixture contcining the int;:;rnal 
st~nd~rd and buffer. In order to ~scGrtain the b0st 
r ... nalysis conditions, experimental <"'..rcings were, made with 
a numbe r of different buffer mixtures containing sui te.ble 
concentra tions of zinc oxide . 
(i) 10% CaC03 in ~raphite . 
(ii) 20% CaC03 in draphite . 
(iii) 35% CaC03 in gra~hite. 
(i v) 50;b CaC03 in graphite. 
(v) 75% CaC03 in graphite . 
(vi) 90% CaC03 in graphite . 
(vii) 33% Na2C03 in grafJhi t e . 
(viii) 33% Al2C03 in gr. ~phi te. 
(i x) 33% K2C03 in graphite . 
(x) 33% Ag powder in graphite . 
(xi) 33% Ag Powder + 33% CaC03 in Braphite . 
(xii) 33% ~~co~ in graphite . 
(xiii) 33% K2S04 in graphite. 
(xiv) 10% K2S04 in graphite. 
It was found that the nl.kali carbon<J.tes and 
potassium so.l}lhE~te reduced ti1e background emission most 
effuc ti ve ly, but ·: t the same time.. wC:.Jre found to reduce 
the intensity of th0 zinc line . 10% K2so4 was found 
to be butt~...r thci.n 33~~ K2so4 in this respect and was 
used in some of the preliminary ~nulyses . Calcium 
C <.~rbon•.- t ..; w,1s found to produce the high3S t line to 
backJroimd ratio and of tlE concentr::ttions tried , 50%. 
was found to be tho bust . With this buffer, how~ver , 
t.lc b~ ckground remP..in~ d r<:~ ther hi gher t hr:•n th8.t obsurved 
~lth th~ alk~li salts. 
(d) R8versal of the Zinc Lin2 - The Stallwood Air Jet 
In the preliminary analyses carried out usin-; a 
10~ K2so4 buff8~ the results were found to be in poor 
a~reement with those obteinud by oth~r me thods and the 
urror r; wen.: :1ttributcd to poor lmffbring action and 
cons0quent maj or-element-v_..ria ti on c..ffec ts . Somewha t 
improved r~...sul ts were oiJ t::'..in~; d with 50% Caco3 , but the 
sto.ndard curve wA.s unusu~'lly fl ~·.t and curved until 
n8 ".rly horizontal a t Lhc hi _,h concentrP.tions, indicr..ting 
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marked self absorption of the zinc line. 
Attempts wure mad8 to combnt self absorption in 
e numb-.or of ways. First<- buffcr J.JJiYture containing 
both calci urn carbon .. tte c:~nd po tassi urn sulphate was used, 
the pota:.:>sium sulph;:!.te beinb' added to r,·.:ducc and control 
the vaporisation r ;: tu of th13 zinc 10ore s tronJly . 
Vaporisation curv~s recorded under the arc conditions 
finally used, confirmed th~t this buff~r mixture was 
vr;ry sui table and considerably bu ttcr tn~-n the c8.lcium 
carbon~ te alone (soe Fi~ure 39 ). 
As a further means of rcducil16 the amount of zinc 
vapour in tho arc c..t any time, sc..wplc electrodes with c.. 
de<:: _I:) n::.trrow cavity (2 m:.1 . dLtmeter x 8 mm . dt:ep ) were 
tried. This did rc;du.ce self absorption to soue extent , 
but the line intonsi ty was found to be i nconvenL:mtly 
lO\/ even when two ol(:;c trades were burn~;;d <:: t each pl ate 
}Osition. 
It was eventually found yossible to r 0duce self 
absorvtion considerably by blowing an air str~am ~round 
the s~mple cltctrodo . This h ::A.cl the effect of removing 
sowe of thE- absorbin.!, v<-pour from the outer portion of 
the ~rc column . An 8 ~m . wide air jtt of the type 
described by Stall wood (53 ) wr·.s used. This W"tS se;t 
8.pproximately 6 L.Jm . b8low the to_l; of the eloJctrode and 
compres sed air wr.s caus ed to flO\·' throu..;h it at a r 2. te 
of 8 litrc s per minute . 
Th8 reduction of self ;:J.bsorption by ti1e use of 
nnrrow ele ctrodes anJ tho air jet is illustrated in 
Fi~ure 40 which shows stnndard curves produ.ced under 
three differen t conditions , 4.5 Ll1J. (::L..: ctrode.s without 
nir j ~t , 2 mm . electrodes Qnd 4 . 5 mm . ul0ctrodes with 
air j e t. 
The P.rc conditions fine lly s elected therefore 
cor.sis t :J d of burni110 tho 4 . 5 lirm . electrodes vii th the 
~1 ir j ·_; t nci. usLl..J c.-:. buffer dilution hlixture containing 
40% c . ..tlciu.m ca rbonate and 10% potr~.ssiuw sul.t)hate with 
whi cr1 the S31Il_t>le w ..tS :..1ixed in the proper ti on 1 : 9 . 
Ti~u-inten~ity curves w~rc r0cordcd according to the 
method describud in Chc.pter III for both tho above 
buff~r ruixturL ~nd the 55~ c lciuru c~rbonate mixture. 
Th~ s c cu.rves, shown in Figure 39, demonstra te the 
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s uitabili ty of the buffe r mixtur e finally used . 
3 . Interpre tation of Spectra 
(a) I n tcrnal Sta ntl . .trd 
Tellurium w&s used as int0rnal stand2rd by Rogor~75 ) 
e"nd W''S found to be perfectly satisfa c t ory in the vJOrk 
JcscribE-d he re . It has 0 . stro~:; S_t> E:: ctrurn line close to 
t he: zinc line (Te 2142 .SA) c.nd i s unlikely t o occur i n 
c;ppreciable quanti ties in p lc:!n t rna tc;rial . The boilinc 
l)Olnt of t e llurium ( l 390CC) is som ewha t hiGh..Jr thc.: n t hat 
of zinc (907CC) , but its other physical prop~rties a re sui tabl e 
(Excit ·'.. tion potunti2.l ; Zn 2138 . 6 , 5 . 8 c V; Te2142 . 8 , 
5 . 8 eV . Ionisation ~otential : Zn 9 . 392 cV , Te 9 . 007 eV). 
In addi t i on , as c c-·n be s een from Fi6ure 3 g, t~w 
va.t)oris t i on r n. t(;S of the two eleme nts in t ho a rc a r e 
f airl y similP.r . 
(b) Pla te Calibra tion 
The s_pc c truro lines pho to_;r a1)hcd were found to be 
of uneven density along their l erlbth , probably due to 
smuc OJ tic r~.l L npc rfoction of the spcctro,_:;rc~ph b..;coming 
wor(.; marked ~ - t thu l ow wa ve l e n0 th us ed . For thi s rec .... son 
un ordin .,ry step sec tor could not be usud to obtain a 
reli::tble pl2.tc calibr -•tion for th8 sample spectrum . The 
_-t~o ssibili ty of using the two-line m ,~ tnod w: .. s cunsidcred , 
<.S it ap1Jec.:..re d th<~ t the 214 7 A 'l'e line was f a irly strongly 
GJ:li t t ..__ d froj ,J the source , but the in tcnsi ty r a tio of t he so 
t \!O Te lin e;s w<:.s fuund t o vary considerably . Evon tually 
e .. two-~ t t-p sec tor v/ _ .. s .ilade s o th,_ t spectrum line s could 
be ')hoto:sra_phed in two l onts s t ...:_p~ on t::ach c. f which a 
nlli.·roer .,.f ,Jc .~.:'>u.r c~!.J c..nts cvulJ. b8 .rl::-.t.dE:; . In urder t o 
obt r·_in a wid <:: r[.:.nco of uonsi ti cs , two cu1;per globule a rc 
spectre wtrc photudr·~hcd on each pl~te with diff erent 
ex~osure timos . The pruli~innry curve me thod was then 
used to o b t nin the eruulsiun cali br ... tion curve . The 
step s0ctor was not used when photo0r!1_phing the sampl e 
spcctro .. Ins t e :l.d five r'lic ro.t)ho toueter r c<:-.dings were 
made flr ~nch lin~ a nd the mean used in th0 calcul~ tion 
of in Lcns i ty r a tios . Incre c .sing thi_, S.tJCC t r o::;r aJh slit 
width fr0m 0 . 015 ww . to 0 . 030 ww . w~s found to incr~ase 
l ine J ensi ty a lit tlc c::.nd to faclli L.v te thG density 
measurement . 
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(c) CalcuL .. tion 
Intensity r atios were obtained '-~ra.phically by 
t hv preliminary curve rnethod ~md concentrations read 
from a stand~rd c ~libration curve . 
(cl) Sthnuo.rds 
8tand:-'.rds were prev· red from s_tJecpurL ~inc oxide 
and S .P. 2 ... J~-J'hi ta, lo,,·er co:1cen tra ti ons b8ing obtained 
from ;·.n originu.l top st< nd;,.rJ by dil\J.ting with grajJhi te. 
Suita ol8 quantitias cf the stanuRrds were mixed in the 
r atio 1:9 with the c~co3/K2S04/Graphite dilution Mixture 
~nd :-:.re ed in tilt- S£ ... ~ way :.--:.s the s~.D_tiles. 
B. THE ANALYSIS MLTHOD 
1. Procedur e 
Weigh about one gr~a of dry powdered plant 
material into a clean platinum crucible and ash over-
night 3t a temperature of 450~. Woi~h the crucible 
ac ain after the ashing tO detE::rmine the 11 aSh faCtOr 11 
(ratio of wei~ht of ash to weight of dry plant material ). 
Mix the ash well and dilute a suitable portion 1:9 with 
the buff~r-dilution mixture . Load throe sample 
elec trades with the diluted sarn1)le and burn these in 
thl.l d .c. arc with air jot. Make the exposure for 
53/4 minutes fro m the striking of tne arc. 
2~ Analysis Results 
(a) Precision of the Analysis Method 
In order to t ~st the precision of the method 
lOg . of plant rna terial were ashed and , after mi xing \vi th 
buff ,r, load0d into 30 electrodes which were then burn~d 
accordil16 to the Hk thod described. The rcsul ts of 
this s0ries of analyseG are 6iven in Table XXIV. 
The stanuard deviation calculated from these 
results is 5 . 48 ppm . which is equivalent to a coefficient 
of variation of 9. 3 ·;~ on indi vidu1.l arcings . On this 
basis the coefficient of variation on the means of three 
arcings for each s~mple should be 5 . 4% wnich i~ quite 
adequate for plan t nutritional studies . 
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TABLE XXIV 
Results of Repeated Arcin~ of Plant Ash 
Arci ng Zn Arcing Zn Arcing Zn 
No. p.p. rn . No p .p. rn . 1~ 0 p . p . rn . 
' 1 67. 3 11 54 .4 21 52 . 3 
2 68.1 12 51 .8 22 57 .3 
3 63 .3 13 54 .0 23 60 . 5 
4 66 . 4 14 54 .7 24 69 . 6 
5 54 . 5 15 51 .1 25 58 .9 
6 53 .1 16 58 . 5 26 63 . 3 
7 55 . 5 17 54 . 5 27 54 . 5 
8 68 .1 18 59 .8 28 63.7 
9 57. 8 19 58 . 5 29 60 .8 
10 65.1 20 62 . 4 30 54 . 5 
He an = 59 . 1 p .p . ru . 
Std . De viation = 5 . 48 p . p . o . 
11 Std . Deviation= 9 . 3% 
(b) Com~arison of Analysis Hesults with those Obtained 
by Oth8r Hethods 
In order to assess the accuracy of the m~ thod 
nine of the 11 standard 11 S<.~m~les were analysed as described . 
The results obtained are coup <.:tred in Table XXV \vi th the 
results ob tai ned by other analysis methods . 
It is difficult to obtain any defini t e idea of 
the accuracy of the analysis rn8 thod from the figures . 
compared in the; table , but for the first few samples , 
r'or which previous results show fai r C\,Sreemen t , the 
accuracy seems good with perhavs a sli.~ht tendency 
for the results to be low . In general the results 
show the same trends anJ it ca n be assumed that the 
analysis me thod described here will give as reliable 
r esults ~~ any of the other methods with which 
comparison is made . 
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TABLE XXV 
Comparison of Analysis Results with those of 
Other Methods 
j Zn Concentr~t_io_~_:p __ :;P_·~-·. r----· , - ------ - ~ 
Sample I .. "4-A"·--;- -413 - . ·-,fc _____ f:D ·· 1 4E 1 4G ·l 4H ! 4J ! 4K i 
~~A--na_l_y_s_i_s_4~-1-9-.-2-+-.1! 60 . 5 i 17 . 1 59 . 4 13 7 . 9 . 21 . 3 ~- 2 6. 9 17 5 . l! 40 · 61 jR e s u l t s i 19 . 4 53 . 2 : l 7 . 1 6 5 . 5 I 3 6 . 4 2 2 • 5 , 2 6 • 9 l6 9 • l i 4 5 . 51 I :19 . 4
1
57 .8:18.7 ?9 -1 ~40 .4 123 .3:23 . 2 j72 -4 47 . 0
1 
I * IResul ts l 
'Obtain- 2 
!ed by 3 
i Other '~ 
i IMethous 5 ; 
f'.-lean 
28 
22 
21 
26 
(10) 
24 
60 
60 
60 
56 
54 
22 
18 
30 
23 
58 I 22 
59 
39 
60 
38 
48 
48 
64 
93 
52 
30 
35 
55 
25 
28 
26 
41 
28 
28 
50 
43 
21 
34 
* See full list of analysis r esults a nd laborPtori es 
in Appendix (p.l03) 
3 . Conclusion 
48 
76 
45 
60 
42 
54 
The method described h~ simple and , apart from the 
tim~) required for the ashi110 , relatively fa.3t . It should 
be particularly suited for use in a laboratory where oth~r 
elements are de t e r111incd sp0 c tro :;raphically <::tft&r ashing 
27 
28 
40 
18 
28 
the sample . From th E; point of vie w of a ccuracy and 
precision the method cornp~res well with other spcctrocheoi-
cal me thods . 
C. Dirl~CT HiADING ~~~CTriuMETRIC D~TER~INATION 
QF ~INC IN PLANT ASH 
In t ~lG m~ thod described above one of t he main 
sources of error lay in the evalua tion of the zinc 
concentrations from ..~.easurements wade on the photo.:;raphic 
plate . As was to b ..; expec ted a t such a low wavelength , 
the slope of the ewulsio~ ~h~r ~ cteris tic, or garuoa was 
very low whic h m..;ant a rela t ive ly small v&riation in 
density with line intensity . In a.J.dition the r e were 
indic<' tions the- t the eJ.Julsion propt~rties were not as 
constant froui plate to :1; late , or e ven from one part of 
a plate to ano the r , with the Q pl ates as for more common 
photogr8 . .i:>hic emulsions . It was ther efore fe lt that 
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som8 advantage mi~ht be gained by transferring t he method to 
a 0irec t reading spectrome t er . It was hoped to bb able 
tC' do this with a minimum of chang0 in the procedure . 
Some ~odifications had to be made,howeve~ and an account 
of these 2nd the results obtained is given be low 
1. Adapting the Method to Direct He adinp; Spectrometr y 
(a) Internal Standard Line 
The limitations of the instrument with regard to 
dispersion and the relative positioninG of the exit 
slits wade it impossible to us~ the 2142.8A Te line as 
internal stendard . The 2383 . 3A Te lin~ was therefore 
used . 
(b) Setting the Exit Slit Positions 
The exit slit posi tions were set using the:: same 
tl"3Cl!nique as described in thu previous chapter , namely 
b' adjustint; the slit to the position whi ch gave a 
r.mximum sie;nG:.l with a source consisting of a spark 
bctllcen electrodes of the m(.tals concerned . A Te 
e lee tro,!c was prepared by forming ::t brique tte c f pure 
TG powd~r in the A.R.L . pr ess . 
(c) Exposure Time 
::iince the sensitivity at tainP blt: with the photo-
rml tipliers of th8 direct rc;ading in...; trUJ,Jen t was much 
hi _;hvr than cou.ld b~ achi Gved photo_;ruphically , it was 
only necessary to ex~ose for a fr Action of the ti~e 
useJ previously . It was d~cid Jd to ~~ke a rel ~tivelj 
short CXlJOsure a. uinute after strikin_s the arc , thus 
allowinJ ti~o for the arc to achi0v0 some ~tability , 
aild t .Jr. .. inatin..; the exposur e bofore tiw b ~~ck;;-round 
e\cJission, which norrua lly beca.Lc wore pronounced tovJards 
the .:nd of the arcing t i 1ne, had increaseJ sufficicn tly 
to interfere with the analysis . 
Two different methods we r e tried with exposure 
tL.;cs of 30 sec onJs and 60 SE-conds r espectively . 
1\.;sults obtained by both methods are r eported below . 
(d) Standards 
Standards were pr t::parcd in exactly th-=J sa.:.ue way 
::ts for th~ pho tocru~hic procedure . A numb er of extra 
e l ectrodes wer e ptck_d with the top standard ~nd these 
Here used for prc liuinary r 03.di ngs '·lhilc the sensi ti vi ty 
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settings on the instrument were adjusted. Tho s t ~ndard 
curves obtGinGd by each of ths two w~thods are shown in 
Fi~urc 41 . 
2. Analysis R~sults 
(a) First Method (Preburn 60 seconds , exposur0 30 seconds) 
Th'"' precision of this muti10J. was tustcd by carry-
ing out rept:~'.tcd ana lyses on thE: ash of "standard" sample 
4B. The results ~re shown in Table XXVI . 
TABLE XXVI 
Reproducibility T~ st on First Me thod 
I A . I Zn ; I i I ! rcJ.ng Arcing Zn Arcing i Zn i No i p.p.Lt., No p. p . lD . No I p .p . r:1 . ! 
! I I j 1 44 . 4 10 38 .1 19 54 . 4 
2 ! 49.5 I 11 46 .8 20 44 .4 I I i 3 38 .2 I 12 48 . 8 21 .+4.9 I I I I 4 I 54.5 13 54 . 9 ' 22 47 .7 I 
! 5 43 .2 14 44.7 23 45 .7 i 
I 6 48 . 6 15 48.8 24 i 50 . 2 
I 7 37 .8 16 .~6 . 7 25 I 59.8 
I 8 50 . 6 17 32 .2 26 I 45 .9 I I I 9 I 43 .8 I 18 50 . 5 I I I I ! ! ; 
Mean 46 .8 p.p.m. 
Standard Devia tion = 5.90 p.p.m. 
Coeffi ci ent of V~ri 2 tion = 12 . 6% 
The precision indica t ed by the r osults of these 
a na lyse s cornp~·rEl S ra th0r unfavourab l y with that oi the 
~hotographic me thod . It i s als o notaworthy that the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
1 
mGan r esult i s sit5nific:atnly diff~rent from t hPt obtainGd 
for this S[l..."'lple by the 1)hotograv1lic method . The second 
Illethod in which a longer E.. xposure is made , W<•S therefor e 
tri ed in the hopo t nt: t by usi ng a lonc er exposure thG 
influence of rando1n fluctua tions of the .rc would be 
r educ ed . 
(b) 3<.-conu l•i.J thod (Pr e burn 60 seconds , cxpc., s ure 60 s ecvnds) 
Bi6ht c) l e e tro d~.; S we r l- burnt r s a pr e liitlinary t us t 
of the pre cision of this me thod . The co bffi cient of 
v~riatiun for thE..se analyses was found t o be 4 . 8% , which 
indicat ud t hat be tte r reproducibility oight be expected . 
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Seven of tho 11 s tandr ... rd" s.llilples were thE...roupon analysed 
usin.:; the method . It was apparent, however , from these 
r<:Jsults , Shi..:Wn in Ta blE; XXVI , that the precision and 
accunNcy was much less than th:-:,t of the photographic 
methcd ~nd a further tust ~f the reproduci bility was 
EJade by the Cillalysis of seventeen portions of the ash of 
4B . These c.nalysis results, wnich a r e snown i n Tabl e 
XXVII, gave a co8fficient uf var iati on 0f 14 . 8~ i n 
cuillplote disagrce~,un t with the fisure cnl cul<.:. ted for 
the i niti al ui~ht an~lyses. 
TABLE XXVII 
Resul t s of Analysi s of Standar d Sar.rples 
Sample 4A 4H I 4C 
I 
4D I 4E I 4G 
·----------------~----~-----r----~----~-----7----_, 
!Analysis ! 11 . 7 24.4 31 . 4 J 51 . 5 130 .5 134 . 0 j 
jttesul t s ! 19 . 5 11 . 7 37 .7 ! 59. 5 j 35 . 8 134 . 6 
1
. 
I 1 13 . 9 119 .1 42 . 6 35. 3 !26 . 9 j26 .9 
1--------,.-----.----'-----!----:---------;----, 
Mean 15 . 0 J 52 . 9 , 18 . 4 ; 37 . 2148 . 8 , 31 . 1 )31 . 8 
I 
1Nean Resul t! 
,by Photo-
1
. 
lgraphic 
. t I I I 
19.3 57.2 17.6 i 61 . 4 38 . 2 22 . 4 j25 . 71 
jMethod i i l 
* See Table XXVIII for inui vidual analysis results . 
TABLE XXVIII 
Reproducibility Test on Second Method 
Arcing j' Zn Arcing 
No ~ p . p . rn . ~o 
Zn Arcing 
p . p . I:l . No 
1 48 . 3 7 52 . 2 13 
2 48 . 9 8 47 . 6 14 
3 46 . 3 9 47 . 6 15 
4 53 . 2 10 43 . 7 16 
5 49 -3 11 43 . 7 17 
6 58 . 2 12 66 . 1 
ME...an = 52 . 9 p . p .m. 
Standard deviation= 7 . 82 p .p . m. 
Perc en t at._je stand s.rd de via ti on = 14 . 8% 
Zn 
p . p . rn . 
53 . 6 
62 .2 
71 . 4 
48 . 9 
57 . 5 
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As a final t est the spectrometer settings , 
incluJi~ exi t slit positions, were checked thoroughly 
and twenty nine analyses carri ed out on another sample 
of plant ash . The results of these analyses are shown 
in Table XliX. The precision attained in these a nalyses 
at;)_t>ears fror:J tho rssults to be even worse than indicated 
by the previous test . 
TABLE XXIX 
Final .KcQroducibility Test 
; Arcing Zn Arcing Zn 
No p.p .m. No p .p. w. 
1 31.1 ll 37 . 7 
2 29 . 8 12 46.4 
3 37.3 13 35 .7 
4 35 .4 14 32 . 4 
5 50 . 3 15 35 .7 
6 40. 3 16 28 .6 
7 41 .0 17 33 . 7 
8 37 .7 18 49 . 9 
9 36. 4 19 32 . 3 
10 32 . 0 20 33 . 1 
Mean = 35 . 2 p . p . m. 
Standard Jeviation = 5 . 84 p . p . m. 
Percentage stanllard deviation= 16 . 6% 
3. Conclusion 
Arcing Zn 
No p . p .m. 
21 36 . 4 
22 36 .1 
23 30.7 
24 31 .7 
25 33 . 7 
26 31 .1 
27 28 . 8 
28 29 . 8 
29 27 . 5 
It was appD.rent at tnis stage that the method wa s 
not usable in its pre~ent form in conjunction with a 
direct readin.:_; spectrometer . Major errors were apparent-
ly introduced due to variation in background , wandering 
of the a rc and inconsta ncy of emission and it was plain 
that a further full sc hle investigation of each step in 
the procedure would be necessary be for e satisfactory 
result s could be obtained. Therefore , in vie w of the 
success which h~d been achieved with other methods , no 
further work was done on this pro jec t . 
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CHAPTER VI 
COHCLUSION. 
In the work that has been described in the last 
four chapt~rs , many of the problems involved in the 
spectrochemical deter11in· tion of trace element s in plant 
mat erial have been st~Jiod frofu different points of view 
and, while it cannot b0 cl~~mod that this thesis represents 
a final an~wer to all the difficulties of the analyst 
en..saged in t!-:ts type of work , some very war thwhi le 
advances hav~ be ~n made, sowe new ground has been broken 
and a fr~sh approach has b~en mad€ to some old problemst 
At all times durin6 the pro~ress of the work describ~d, 
the needs of an agricultural r·Jsearch labor a tory , where 
a large number of analyses have to be carried out, have 
been kept in mind and simplt.: rapid tec.imiques hc:...ve been 
favoured . 
The study which has boen made of the properties 
of the three organic r88.0ents used has shown how the 
selectivity of reagents of this type can effectively be 
incrcasdd by th~ use of s uit~ble concentrations of other 
complexing c...t;ents and control of pH, to suit the n~..:eds 
of a par ticular analysis . The m~in vurpose of a large 
part of this study was the ra~id ~nd Jffcctive sep~ration 
of iron from th~ other ~l0ment~ but the knowledge cained 
could bd used in thE.. prc pr~ra tio.1 of al tl;rna ti ve analysis 
schemes , particularly thos0 which involve smaller groups 
of th0 0lcm~nts studied . 
In the develo~m~nt of the spcctro s raphic m8thod 
describ~d in Ch~pter III impurtant obsarvations ha ve been 
mad e on th~ eff oc t of vari !.:.tion in sour ce parame t ers . 
Tht. problem of e vapora ting :' chloroform extract on to 
.;ra_,;>hi t e h i..lS b .:;e;n tackled in a simple but effective 
manner a nd the technique pr oposed should prove useful to 
any ;:malys t con tl.,mpla ting using a spec tro.;5raphic method 
in conjunction with solvent extraction . 
Ths calculation of results has long proved one of 
trK more tedious steps in spt. c troc ra1)hic analysis . 
Further work wus t b~ done with the proposed slide rule 
bl.,fore its g~neral ~pplicability C' n be cla imed , but it 
hRs been shown to be p~rfectly satisfactory for us e in 
conjunction with the prOJ.)OSed spectroe, r a l.)hic method and 
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its use promises a considerable shortening of the work 
involved in spectrographic analysis. 
The succ..;ssf u l apylicE~tion of dirGct r eading 
spectrome try to th~ analysis of plant material for zinc, 
lead and copper has further demonstrated the wide 
possibilities of this pow8rful technique . The direct introduct-
ion of trace eleoent ~xtrac t into the excita tion source 
in combination wi tD dir~ct reading spectrometry is l ikely 
to provide an important chal lenge to oth€r m~ thods of 
tr~ce analysis . For this r~as on solution mGthods of 
spectroc.he;mica l analysis undoubtedly warr~nt further 
at t ention. 
Although a good c~se cannot normally be made for 
t tle use of :t spectrographic method for the determination 
of a siU5l e elem8nt, the study of the dete rminat ion of 
zinc using the 2138 . 6A s~0ctrum lin~ has b0en well worth-
while . The proposed method has the adv::..ntage of speed 
and simplicity and would probably prove mos t useful in 
labora tories wher e major cons tituents of plant ash are 
determin0d by simil~r techni~ues . 
The subjec t of spectroc~eroi cal de t e rmina tion of 
trace e lemi:mts in plants and r<:.lated biological materials 
is one which is lik~ly to occupy an·: l ytical rese-arch 
worke::rs for many y....:ars to come . A large part of their 
resE;arch will undoubtedl y have to do \vi th diract ro8ding 
spectrometric methods, ·md tho us<:: of X- ray fluorescence 
for this typo of analysi s is r cce:;iving increasing 
attention . ThG first pC:Lpcr dealing with the application 
of atomic E'.bs orrti on spectroscopy to chemical analysis 
in the l abor.'ltory (Sl) 8.ppeared during the .Jrogress of the 
work describ~d here and the phenomenal development of 
this technique during the p~~s t few years has opened up a 
whole new fi eld to the spectra-analyst . 
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A P P E N D I X 
RESULTS OF A1~h.LYSIS OF STaiWh.RD 
I ; I i Snrp1e jHcthod* j 
I ! .. 
I f : 
4A I ~ \ 
I 3 
4B 
4C 
· 4D 
4E 
I 4 
I ~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
SaMPLES BY OTHBR M~THODS 
!! E1erJcnt CJtlct-ntr. ·ticns (p . p . m. ) .. 
Zn i CO 1 Ni 
1
, Pb Ti 1 V tvlo tvln Cu :: 
' i I ' I 
60 ! -0 . 1 14- . (j i 3 . 3 
6o I o .16
1 
6 . 4 1 . 9 
60 1 o . 3 6!6 . 6 3 . o 
561 0 . 3 
1
o.5 1 
5410 . 28 5.013 . 9 
! 0 1 I 
22 i-o : 3 12 . 2 
1
1 . 3 
18 ! 0 . 2113 . 3 1 . 2 
30!0 . 3712 . 0 16 .0 
23 II 0 . 1 ,2 . 5 I 
19 I o . 3112 •. ~ ,1 . 3 
! I I 
I 
i 42 i 0 . 5l ! 
1 32 i o. 78! 
l4o- a2j1 . o I 
• I I 
I I 
o. 56 1 
I 
I 
i 22 l 0 . 40: 
. I I 
l
i 20 ! 0 . 45! 
I ' 
24- 39!0 . 701 
I 0 . 4 ! I 
i : 59 l (Q . 3 13 • 0 
39 I 0 .1!)h . 3 
60 I 0 . 3 3 I 4- • 0 
38 ; 0. 5 13 .0 
48 0 . ~ 5 , 3 .1 
42 ! 0 . 9 
3 . 8 40 11. 0 
5 . 5 4 5-7 '~ 11 . 1 
I ! 
: I 
1
2 . 0 I 
1
0 . 7 
I ' I 
' . I 
2 . 0 : 41 ' 13 . 8 : 
i i i 
1. 7 : I I 
I I 
1 . 7 i 53 i 12 . 9, 
3 . 5117 I; 12 
2 . 5 ' 37 
: 42 19 ~ 6 i 
! I 
: . ! 
0 . 85~ 1621' 13 . 9: 
i I 
o. 671 1 : 
0 . 85! l821! 10 . 6l 
I I 2 . 7 : 69 ; 15 I 
1 .1 l 168! I' 
i I l 1791 s . t~ : 
' ' 
' I 
5 . 3 ~ 86! 13 . 6~ 
. I , 
3 .9 I j i 
I I I I I I 3 . 3 :109 . 10 . 51 
5 . 5 ; 26 14 ; 
I 5 . 3 : 84 
!101 I 9. 5i 
, I 
64 io . 49l1 . 51 2 .2j 
93 0 . 54 !2.1 o .8 I 
52 o. 16 i 1. s 15 . 5 I 
30 0 . 8 0 .191 1 
35 0.61 1 . 33 13 . 0 
9 . 3 , 0 . 28 i D .1 i29 . 
I , 
1 . 1 : o .13 1 < o . 051 ! 
6 . 8! 
! 
5 . 81 
' 
9-131 o . 3 1 o .o5l141 i 
1 I 
I I 1 . 5 I 60 I 
I 
I I I o. 2 0.03!145 
1 I 
1 
,150 ; 
9 I 
I 
4 . 51 
I .. I Sample I Me thud* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
l 
4H 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
l 
4I 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
4K 2 
3 
4 
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Elern\.;n t 
Zn 1 Co i Ni 1 Eb : Ti 
I 25 10 -37,;2 . 5 ! 1 .7 i 23 
28 ,0.35 4 . 5 ,
1 
0.1 : 31 
26 '!0 . 63 jt .l . i22-30 
I 41 o.3o !6.5 1 I 
! I : I 
i 
I I I 
i I I 
i 28 
I 0 . 8819 .9 10 . 6 16 
I 28 0 .8317 . 0 0 . 5 18 
I I 50 1 . 20 jl 2 . 5 2 .0 18- 62 
4 3 o. a 12 . 1 1 , 
I 21 I 0 . 91 I:J. 7 i l. 2 I 
! I I i I 
. : I 
48 11 .7 4- 111. 6! 1 . 3 : 83 
76 1 . 91 12 . 1 ~·0.7 65 
. 45 2 .90 17 .0 2 . 0 ,34- 84 
I 
60 2 . 2 13 . 3 
42 ' 2 . 03 il2 . 3 
i 
I 
1 . 8! 
I 
I 
lo.72 <0 .1 I 
io .6s 1{0.o3j 
I I ' 
:o .7 !B .o 1 
I I 
' 1 . 5 I I 
I 
i0 . 25 ' 0.1 ! 68 l I 
,0 . 46 
I 
I 
0 . 47 
~vQ . 04! 
i 0 . 1 i 62 
0 . 2 
0 . 1 
,1 . 53 i/0 . 3 172 
, 2 . 0 j<,P . 05, 
1+ . 0 0 . 18 1 50 
I 0 . 5 j45 
2 . 0 0.13 .76 
! I I I 
i I i I I 
!100 
l 
! : 
i. 0 . 3 ! 
I I 127 ,0 . 66 i 2 . 5 11. 6! 51 ,1 . 2 
i2s !0 . 64I3 · 5i l . o, 43 11 . 5 
40 ,1 . 1 ! 3 .8!2 . 0 !47-66 12 . 2 
18 i o . 9 i 3 . 81 ; 
i ; I 
I 
1 o .18
1 
1 o .r~o· 
i 1 . o I 
! 
* 1 = C.S . I . R . .M.nodc (Str c:t.shei:..1 + C.~;J,J i.>rer( 4 )), (Cu , Hn , 
Strash~im + heddy(l~ . 
2 = c . ;::; . I.R . C<~tl'lvde (.Str &.sheilu + Car.1Lrcr). 
3 = MacD.Ul<:;,y Ins ti tu t e ( C:.::. thode l Qyer l·K. thud ) . 
I I I I 
I ' i I 
I 
I 
I o j l7 .o; 
i i 
117 1 
122 
' i 
i 12 .61 
I 
4 = Che:uical .Services , Dept. J~ricul ture . (Chemical methcd ). 
5 = C.S . I.H . (Str r,sheim , .:.:;ve z· nd Fourie( 7 )) . 
6 = Onderstepoort L~boratory , Dept . hJriculture 
(Spec trogrn.phic) • 
Note : For Pb land 2 are each the me a n of two r esults . 
_ .... ~---
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THE SPECTROGRAPHIC DETERMINATION OF ZINC IN PLANT 
MATERIAL ASH USING THE 2138·6 A. SPECTRUM LINE 
by 
A. STRASHEIM and D. J. EVE 
OPSOMMING 
7 
'n Metode word beskryf vir die spektrografiese ontleding van plantmaterialas vir sink deur 
gebruik te maak van die spektrumlyn te 2138·6 A. Ilford .. Ql" ultravioletgevoelige plate is gebruik 
om die spektrum vas te !e. 'n Stallwood-tipe lugtregter is om die boog gebruik om die moeilikheid 
van selfabsorpsie te oorkom. Vir dertig herontledings van een monster is 'n standaard afwyking 
van 9·3% bereken. 'n Reeks standaard monsters is volgens die metode ontleed en die resultate 
met die van ander metodes verge1yk. 
SUMMARY 
A method is described for the spectrographic analysis of plant material ash for zinc using the 
spectrum line at 2138·6 A. Ilford "Q1" ultraviolet-sensitive p lates were used for recording the 
spectrum. A Stallwood-type air jet was used round the arc to overcome the difficulty of self ab-
sorption. The standard deviation of the method was calculated to be 9·3% from 30 replicate 
analyses of one sample. A series of standard samples was analysed and the results arc compared 
with those obtained by other methods. 
INTRODUCTION 
Zinc in plant materials can be determined spectrographically either directly on 
the plant ash 1• 2• 3• 4, or after carrying out a preliminary chemical separation and 
concentration of this element 5• 6• 
The direct determination of zinc in the plant ash has certain advantages such as: 
(1) less manipulation of the sample compared to the concentration methods 
and thus the possibility of loss of zinc is diminished; 
(2) shorter lapse of time before results are available; 
(3) larger volume of samples, which is of value in many fruit culture problems 
where only zinc is of importance. 
Most spectrographic methods based on analysis of the ash, without a preliminary 
chemical separation, were reported in the literature more than a decade ago. Since 
then the spectrochemical analytical technique has improved considerably and new 
types of pHotographic plates for the far ultraviolet have become available. A critical 
re-evaluation of the possibilities of the spectrograRhic method for the determination 
of zinc in plant materials using the line at 2138·6 A. thus seems long overdue. 
Rogers and Gall 2 found that, with the mean of five arcings taken for each 
result, their probable error varied from 3% to 17% and they attributed the error to 
one or more of five possible causes, viz.: 
(1) contamination from the internal standard or from the graphite electrodes; 
(2) non-uniform distribution of the internal standard throughout the sample; 
(3) variation of exposure conditions (wandering of the arc, change of line 
voltage, etc.); 
8 ]OERNAAL VAN DIE SUID-AFRIKAANSE CHEMIESE INSTITUUT 1960, Deel XIII 
(4} influence of varying major constituents of the ash on volatility and "excit-
ability" of the zinc atoms; 
(5) photometric errors. 
O'Connor 3 used the 2138 A line in his analysis of fertilisers for zinc. He carried 
our eight replicate analyses to test the precision of the method and the percentage 
standard deviation calculated from these results is 11·7~0 . 
Eastmond and Williams 4 found that self absorption caused errors, Farticularly 
at higher concentrations, and recommended the use of line-width measurements for 
determining the zinc content. The fercentage standard deviation of their methods 
was given as 10-I4%. 
In the method described in this paper the precision has been improved by over-
coming to some extent tbe errors caused by self absorption, variation of source con-
ditions and variation of the major constituents. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Spectrograph. Hilger Large Littrow with quartz optical system. 
Source unit. Constant current source unit 7• 
External optics. As it was found that the quartz lenses normally used in the ex-
ternal optical system of the spectrograph absorbed a large proportion of the radiation 
between 2100 and 2200 A, these were replaced by a single "suprasil" lens (high trans-
mittancy down to 1800 A) which focussed an image of the source on to the collimator 
of the spectrograph. This lens was placed so that an image of the central 4 mm of 
the arc column filled the 5 em collimator aperture which was surrounded by non-
reflective material. 
Plates. Ordinary photographic emulsions are not very sensitive to radiation 
below 2500 A. To overcome this difficulty experiments were carried out with various 
types of plates and a number of ultraviolet sensitizing agents. It was found that, 
while these materials gave increased sensitivity in the ultraviolet, they often gave 
rise to "patchy" spectrograms which were unsuitable for quantitative density 
measurements. Experiments with thin emulsion plates proved more successful and 
Ilford "QI " plates were finally selected as being the most suitable. These were cut 
into pieces 2 inches by 4 inches, one being used for each exposure with its centre 
at about 2140 A. The plates were developed at I8° C for 6¥ minutes in I :I J.D. 13 
and fixed in Kodak X-ray fixer. Development was stopped in a stop bath of 5% 
acetic acid. 
Excitation conditions. By using a constant current source 7 variations in emis-
sion due to current fluctuations were reduced to a minimum. Anode excitation was 
used and the arc burned at IO amps. 
To reduce background and increase sensitivity a relatively wide and shallow 
sample cavity in the anode was used. The sample electrode consisted of a 4·7 mm 
deep 4·5 mm diameter cavity cut into a 6·35 mm (!inch) diameter graphite rod. The 
electrode was undercut to a depth of I mm at a distance of 6 mm from the top. 
An undercut carbon counter-electrode as described by Strasheim and Keddy 8 
served as cathode. 
It was evident from the slope and curvature of the first standard curves obtained 
that self-absorption was affecting the results (Fig. 1}. Some improvement was ob-
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tained by using a deeper narrower sample electrode (8.0 mm deep, 2 mm diameter 
cavity) but the spectrum density was inconveniently low even when two electrodes 
were burned at each plate position. As shown in Fig. 1, however, the effect of self-
absorption was greatly reduced by blowing an air stream upwards around the sample 
electrode. This had the effect of removing some of the absorbing vapour from the 
outer portion of the arc column. An 8 mm wide air jet of the type described by Stall-
wood 9 was used. In addition to reducing the influence of self absorption this was 
found to give a much steadier arc. The excitation conditions finally selected are given 
in Table I. 
1·01 
·3 
0 
~ ·2 
>-,... 
~ ·9 
"' 
,... 
~ 
CONDITION l: 
ANODE: 
DEPTH 4-7mm 
'DIAM 4 ·5mm 
8·0mm 
2·0mm 
CONDITION m 
ANODE: 
DEPTH 4·7mm 
DIAI\4 4 ·5 mm 
BURNED WITH STALLWOOD • 
TYPE AIR JET 
Zn CONCENTRATION IN ppm 
FIG. I.-Standard calibration curves for zinc obtained under different excitation conditions 
Light source 
Upper electrode 
Sample eletrode 
J et 
E lectrode gap 
TABLE I 
Standa1'd Excitation Conditions 
Positive direct current arc of 10 amp at 230 volts 
(constant current unit supplying the E.M.F.) 
Carbon electrode of 5 mm diameter with undercut 
rounded end. 
Graphite electrode of 6·35 mm diameter. The 
electrode crates were 4·7 mm deep and 4·5 mm in 
diameter. The electrodes were also undercut to a 
depth of 1 mm at a distance of 6 mm from the top. 
A jet with an 8 mm orifice was placed 1 mm below 
the undercut of the sample-holding electrode. 
A gap of 8 mm was maintained throughout the 
exposure. T he central 4 mm portion of this gap 
was photographed. 
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Buffer mixture. The mixture of potassium sulphate, calcium carbonate and 
graphite was selected after experiments had been carried out'with a number of differ-
ent mixtures. A 1 :10 potassium sulphate, graphite mixture was found to give a good 
line to back-ground ratio, but was found to give inconsistent results. A mixture of 
55%calcium carbonate in graphite was used with some success, but a mixture of 
10% potassium sulphate and 40% calcium carbonate in graphite was found to give a 
more constant emission (Fig. 2). By diluting the sample 1 :9 with this buffer mixture 
the influence of variation in the major constituents of the sample was greatly reduced. 
Internal standard. Tellurium, previously used by Rogers 1, was selected as internal 
standard element. It has a strong spectrum line (2142·8 A) close to the zinc line, 
is unlikely to occur in plant materials and it has suitable physical properties. (Excita-
tion potential : Zn 2138·6 A, 5·8 eV; Te 2142·8 A, 5·8 eV. Ionisation potential: Zn 
9·392 eV, Te 9.007 eV). In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 2, the vaporisation rates 
of tellurium and zinc are similar under the arc conditions. One per cent of tellurium 
oxide was added to the buffer mixture to give a suitable constant concentration oi 
tellurium. 
10 
5 
2 
1.0 
.s 
·2 
0·1 
2 
1·0 
.s 
·2 
0 ·1 
0 
® 
50 ISO 
Te 2142·8· 
Zn 
lC 
Zn 2138. 6 
250 350 SECONDS 
@BUFFER' ss7,CaCQ, @ BIJF~ER' 40'/.CaCO, 
10'/. K,so. 
FIG. 2.-Time/intensity curves for: 
(1) Zn 2138·6 A 
(2) Te 2142·8 A 
(3) Zn 2138·6 A/Te 2142·8 A (intensity ratio) 
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Plate calibration and calculation of intensity ratios. The spectrum lines were ob-
served to be unevenly illuminated. This was attributed to some optical imperfection 
of the spectrograph becoming more marked at low wavelengths. For this reason no 
step sector or filter was used while recording the sample spectra and the mean of five 
transmission readings was taken for each line. For the emulsion calibration a number 
of copper spectra, obtained by burning a globule arc for varying periods with a two-
step sector, were used to give a wide range of densities for the emulsion calibration. 
An A.R.L. calculating board fitted with seidel scales was used for the calcula-
tion of intensity ratios according to the preliminary curve method described by 
Churchill 1 0• 
Standards. Standards were prepared from "Specpure" zinc oxide and S.P.2 
graphite to give concentrations ranging from 10 to 200 p.p.m. These standards were 
then mixed with the buffer-internal standard mixture in the same proportion as the 
samples. 
Procedure. About one gram of plant material was weighed into a clean platinum 
crucible and ashed overnight at 450°C. The ash factor (ratio of ash: dry plant material) 
was determined by reweighing the crucible after ashing. The ash was well mixed 
and a suitable portion diluted 1:9 with the buffer. The diluted sample was then 
loaded into three electrodes and burned in the d. c. arc with air jet. The exposure was 
made for 5~· minutes from the striking of the arc. Two or three copper spectra, ob-
tained from a globule arc burned for different periods with a two step rotating sector, 
were recorded on the same plate. 
RESULTS 
To tests the precision of the method 10 grams of plant mat erial were ashed and 
the ash, after mixing with buffer, loaded into 30 electrodes which were then burned 
according to the method described. The results of this series of analyses are given in 
Table II. 
Nine standard plant samples, which had been analysed a number of times 
previously by chemical and spectrographic methods by the Macaulay Institute for 
Soil Research, by the Division of Chemical Services of the South African Department 
of Agriculture and in the C.S.I.R., were analysed using the method described. The 
results are shown in Table III. 
TABLE II 
R esults of repeated arcing of plant ash 
Arcing Zn Arcing 
No. p .p.in. No. 
1 67·3 11 
2 68·1 12 
3 63·3 13 
4 66·4 14 
5 54·5 15 
6 53·1 16 
7 55·5 17 
8 68·1 18 
9 57·8 19 
10 65·1 20 
Mean= 59·1 p .p.m. 
Std. deviation= 5·48 p.p.m. 
% Std. deviation= 9·3 %. 
Zn Arcing 
p.p.m. No. 
54·4 21 
51·8 22 
54·0 23 
54·7 24 
51-1 25 
58·5 26 
54·5 27 
59·8 28 
58·5 29 
62·4 30 
Zn 
p.p.m. 
52·3 
57·3 
60·5 
69·6 
58·9 
63·3 
54·5 
63·7 
60·8 
54·5 
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TABLE III 
Results of analysis of standard samples* 
Sample 4a 4b 4c 4d 4e 4g 4h 4j 4k 
--- - - - ------
-- - - --
Analysis using present 19·2 60·5 17·1 59·4 37·9 21·3 26·9 75·1 40·6 
method 19·4 53·2 17·1 65·5 36·4 22·5 26·9 69·1 45·5 
19·4 57·8 18·7 59·4 40·4 23·3 23·2 72·4 47·0 
--- - - - --
------- - --
Mean 19·3 57·2 17·6 61·4 38·2 22·4 25·7 72·2 44·4 
--- - ------- - ----
Results C.S.I.R. anode 28 60 22 59 64 25 28 48 27 
obtained C.S.I.R. cathode 22 60 18 39 93 28 28 76 28 
by other Macaulay Inst . 21 60 30 60 52 26 50 45 40 
methods Chern. Services 26 56 23 38 30 41 43 60 18 
--- - - - ----- - --- -
Mean 24 59 23 49 60 30 37 57 28 
*For particulars of samples see Strasheim and Camerer 11• 
CONCLUSIONS 
The method described is simple and, apart from the time required for the ashing, 
relatively fast. It should be particularly suited for use in a laboratory where other 
elements are determined spectrographically after ashing the sample 8• 
From the standard deviation obtained for single exposures it can be expected 
that the error of an analysis in which the mean of three exposures is taken would be 
about 5·4%, which is quite good enough for trace element nutritional studies. 
The authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Miss G. Behrman and 
Miss E. C. Maskew for their assistance with the practical work. They are also indebted 
to the Department of Agriculture and the Macaulay Institute for Soil Science for 
their analyses of the plant samples. 
National Physical Research Laboratory, 
South African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, 
Pretoria. Received October 9, 1959. 
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.TilE INFLUENCE OF pH ON THE EXTRACTION OF 
ZINC, COBALT, NICKEL AND COPfER FROM 
TARTRATE SOLUTIONS USING DITHIZONE 
by D. J. EVE and A. STRASHEIM 
OPSOMMING 
Die invloed van pH op ekstraksie, met chloroform-.oplossings van ditisoon, van sink, kobalt, 
nikkel en koper, uit w.aterige tartraat oplossings, is ondersoek. Die eenvoudige verw.antskap, 
voorgestel deur Koltofi en Sandell, is met sukses in die geval van nikkel en kobalt aangewend 
en die ew.ew.igskonstant vir die ekstraksie van nikkel, kobalt en sink ditisoonatc is bereken. 
SUMMARY 
The influence of pH on the extraction with chloroformic dithizone solutions of zinc, cobalt, 
nickel and copper from aqueous tartrate solutions, has been investigated. The simple expression 
proposed by Koltoff and Sandell has been shown to apply fairly well in the case of nickel and 
cobalt and equilibrium constants for the extraction of nickel, cobalt and zinc dithizonatcs have 
been calculated. 
In recent years a number of publications have dealt w~th the application of 
dithizone extraction methods to the concent):'ation of trace metals for spectr.ographic 
analysis. Dithizone extraction has also been applied extensively to the separation 
and concentration of metals for colorimetric and polarographic analysis. Except in 
the case of lead 1• 2 however, knowledge of the effect of pH on the efficiency of extrac-
tion is far from complete. 
In the analysis of plant material it is common practice to add citrate or tartrate 
to the solution before it is neutralised in order to prevent the precipitation of metal 
hydroxides, especially iron and aluminium. Biefield and Partick 1 have shown that 
citrate solutions are unsuitable when lead is to be extracted and recommend the 
use of tartrate where a complexing agent is required. Unfortunately most of the 
work that has been carried out in connection with the influence of pH, deals with 
the extraction of metals from citrate solutions, and as the work of Biefield and 
Patrick shows, the nature of the complexing anions present can have a profound 
effect on the pH range of quantitative extraction. Furthermore, Yasumutsu Uzu-
masa and !sao Mujashito 2 have reported that tartrate and citrate interfere with the 
quantitative extraction of copper dithizonate by carbon tetrachloride. 
A number of somewhat conflicting publications dealing with the extraction of 
zinc dithizonate have appeared 4• 6• 6, but in none of these is extraction from tartrate 
solution considered. Less work has been done on the extraction of cobalt. Marston 
and Dewey 7 have investigat~d the extraction of this element by a large excess of 
dithizone from the citrate and acetate solutions. They found a remarkable difference 
·between carbon tetrachloride and chloroform as extractants. 
Apparently little work has been done on the extraction of nickel with dithizone 
and no similar investigation of the extraction of copper from tartrate solutions has 
been published. . . _ 
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Fischer 8 has studied the pH ranges of stability of a number of metal dithizonates, 
but, as the results show, these have little relation to the pH ranges of complete 
extraction. Gorbach and Pohl 9 have recommended repeated extraction with dithizone 
over the pH range 7-9 for the extraction from plant material solutions of the trace 
metals zinc, copper, cobalt, nickel and lead, prior to their spectrochemical determin-
ation. As this procedure was found to be too slow, this investigation was primarily 
undertaken to investigate the possibility of extracting the elements in question at 
one optimum pH. · 
EXPERIMENTAL 
During the course of this investigation two commercial brands of dithizone 
were used. In the first series of experiments a 46 per cent. pure product was used. 
Solutions prepared from this product were used for the preparation of the first series 
of pH-extraction curves for the individual metals. (These represent the smallest 
excess of dithizone). The second commercial product, obtained later, was shown to 
be 96 per cent. pure and this was used in all subsequent investigations. 
8·2 per cent. (0·546 M) Tartaric acid solution (10 ml.)(corresponding to 10 per cent. 
ammonium tartrate) was run into a 200 ml. separatory funnel. Sufficient N ammonia 
solution was added to give approximately the desired pH (previously determined). 
A 10 p.p.m. solution (10 ml.) of the metal was then pipetted into the funnel and the 
mixture diluted to 100 ml. Dithizone solution (20 ml.) was added and the contents 
of the funnel were shaken vigorously for two minutes. The chloroform layer was 
separated and the pH of the aqueous phase determined. 
In the estimation of cobalt, nickel and copper the chloroform layer was evapor-
ated and the metal complexes destroyed by evaporation with nitric acid (5 ml.) 
containing a few drops of perchloric acid. The residue was dissolved in water con-
taining a few drops of N HCl and, after diluting to 10 rnl., the metal content was 
determined flame photometrically using a Beckman D.U. spectrophotometer with 
photomultiplier and flame attachments. 
In the case of zinc, the excess dithizone in the chloroform phase .was removed 
by extraction with ·04 per cent. sodium sulphide as described by Sandell 1 0 and the 
zinc content determined photometrically after dilution to 50 rnl. 
Nickel. Because of the metals studied, least is known about the extraction of 
nickel, a more thorough study was made of the effect of '{arying excesses of dithizone 
in the extraction of this metal than the others. 
The results are shown in Figure 1. 
Curve 1 shows the effect of variation in pH on the extraction of nickel using 
20 ml. of ·0047 per cent. Dithizone (Dz), a 6·8 per cent. excess of the reagent. 
Curve 2 shows the extraction with 20 ml. of ·0096 per cent. Dz (120 per cent. 
excess). 
Curve 3 represents the result obtained when extractions were made with 14 rnl. 
of ·0096 per cent. Dz to give a 54 per cent. excess. 
Curve 4 shows the extraction with the same excess of reagent (54 per cent.), 
obtained by using 20 ml. of 0·007 per cent. Dz. 
Cobalt. Figure 2 shows the results obtained for the extraction of cobalt. 
Extractions were made with two dithizone solutions, ·0096 per cent. and ·0047 per 
cent. giving excesses of reagent of 7·2 per cent. and 121 per cent. respectively. 
Zinc and Copper. In Figure 3 the results obtained for the extraction of zinc and 
copper shown. In each case 20 ml. of ·0047 per cent. Dz were used for the extraction. 
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pH-Extraction relationship for nickel. 
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pH-Extraction relationship for copper and zinc. 
DISCUSSION 
10 
pH 
Koltoff and Sandelll 1 have derived a simple expression for the pH-extraction 
relationship, assuming that the reaction ean be represented by the equation: · 
(Me 2+)w +(2 Dz)0 (Me Dz 12) 0+(2H+)w 
whence 
[Me Dz 12] 0 K[Dz]0 2 
[Me 2 +]w = [H+)w 2 
where o and w indicate organic and aqueous phases respectively. 
Dz 1 represents the "Dithizonate ion" i.e. dithizone which has lost one H by reaction 
with the metal and Me represents a bivalent metal. 
This highly simplified treatment makes no allowance for the deviation ·from 
unity of activity coefficients, nor for the distribution of dithizone and the metal 
dithizonate between the two phases. It can therefore not be t')xpected to apply 
exactly. Surprisingly good results were, however, obtained when calculations were 
made by substituting the experimental results in the equation. 
Points on the steep part of each curve were selecte9 for the calculation of K. 
Due to the inaccuracy of the methods used for the determination of the lower metal 
concentrations, the lower parts of the curve could not be expected to give good 
results. Where possible points were selected at pH values below 8, as in more alkaline 
solutions the position becomes somewhat complicated by the partial solution of the 
dithizone in the aqueous phase. 1 
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Calculated values of K for the extraction of nickel, cobalt and zinc, are shown 
in Tables I, III and V while Tables II and IV. illustrate the use of the expression for 
predicting the effect of varying the Dz concentration. 
TABLE I 
Calculation of K for Extraction of Nickel. 
-
Curve pH %Extracted K 
1 8·5 51 ·0 ·55x10- 8 
1 8·0 
-
20·0 ·57x 10- 8 
2 8·0 60·0 1·01 X 10- 8 
3 8·0 52·2 1·27 x1o-s 
4 8·0 40·5 0·91 X 10- 8 
As the steep.portion of curve 1 lies.in the pH region above 8, values for K from 
this curve were neglected. 
Mean K for curves 2, 3, 4,=1·06x 10- 8• 
TABLE II 
Calculation of points on the curves assuming that K= 1·06 X 10- 8 
Curve 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
Curve 
.1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
%Extracted Calculated pH 
70 8·72 
40 8·19 
70 8·21 
40 7·76 
70 8·29 
40 7·88 
70. 8·37 
40 7·96 
TABLE III 
Calculation of K for the Extraction of Cobalt 
·I pH 
8·0 
7·5 
8·0 
7·5 
7·0 
%Extracted 
71·5 
44·5 
96·5 
90·6 
:~5·0 
pH found 
8·79 
8·34 
8·17 
7·68 
8·27 
.7·81 
8·45 
8·00 
K 
3·40 X 10-:- 7 
3·56x 10- 7 
3·11 X IO- 7 
3·01 X 10- 7 
2·26x 10- 7 
-------------- -- ···--· - ------ ----
Mean K, 3·07 >(10 -:- 7 
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TABLE IV 
Theoretical Calculation of Position of Curve 2 from Curve !-Cobalt 
K (from curve 1), 3·48x 10- 7 
%Extract 
40 
70 
Calculated pH 
7·00 
7·36 
TABLE V 
pH Found 
7·07 
7·50 
Calculation of K for the Extraction of Zinc 
pH 
7·0 
6·5 
%Extracted 
79·5 
53·0 
K 
5·38x w- 5 
5·50 x 10- 5 
Mean K, 5·4 x 10- 5 
From these results it has been concluded that at pH 9·5, using only a small 
excess of reagent, over 90 per cent. extraction was obtained in each case and therefore 
zinc, nickel, cobalt, copper and, from the results reported by Biefield and Patrick 1, 
lead may be quantitatively extracted from tartrate solutions at this pH. These 
observations led to the selection of pH 9·5 for all dithizone extractions for spectro-
graphic analysis. 
Comparison of the results obtained for zinc with those of Walkley 4 indicates 
that zinc may be extracted at a lower pH from tartrate than from citrate solution. 
This fact may prove valuable in the separation of zinc from other metals for colori-
metric or polarographic analysis. 
The results demonstrated in curves 3 and 4 of Fig. 1 for nickel indicate (with 
support from the theoretical calculation) that more efficient extraction may within 
certain limits be obtained by using the same weight of dithizone in a smaller volume 
of chloroform. These results also show the importance of stating all the experimental 
conditions when reporting work of this nature. 
For nickel and cobalt, the expression derived by Koltoff and Sandell 11 may be 
used to predict the position of the pH extraction curves for any concentration of 
dithizone, provided K is known. Above pH 8, however, where dithizone becomes 
appreciably soluble in the aqueous phase, the relationship cannot be expected to 
apply. 
The value of K as defined depends on the nature of the complexing anions in 
solution, as comparison with the observations of other workers shows. The possibility 
that the concentration of these anions may also affect the value of K should not be 
overlooked. 
This paper is published with the permission of the South African Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria. 
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Direct Reading Spectrometric Determination 
of Zinc, Copper and Lead in Plant Material 
A. Strasheim and D. J. Eve 
National Physical Research Laboratory, Council fo r Scientific and Industrial Research, Pretoria, Union 
of South Africa 
Abstract 
A method is described for the direct reading spectrometric 
determination of zinc, copper and lead in plant material. The metals 
to be determined are separated by dithizone extraction from a solu -
tion of 1 gram of the plant material. The excitation source consists 
of an interrupted d.c . arc struck between a graphite counter electrode 
and a rotating graphite-sodium carbonate disc, on to which a chloro-
form solution of the metal dithizonates is sprayed. Spectrum line 
emission measurements are made by means of a medium dispersion 
quartz prism spectrograph with direct reoding attochment. A series of 
plant material samples has been analysed by the method and the 
.candard de\'iations of the results obtoined from the meon of two 
arcings in each of ten replicate analyses were found to be 5. 1 ~ o for 
zinc, 7.3~o for copper and 6.1 ~o for lead. 
Introduction 
The advantages of direct-reading methods over the more 
conventional photographic methods of emission spectro-
chemical analysis arc generally recognised and their scope 
is being rapidly widened to include samples of greater 
variety and complexity. In this paper a method is described 
for the direct reading spectrometric determination of zinc, 
copper and lead in plant materials. Spectrographic analysis 
for trace elements, especially when the instrument used 
is of the medium dispersion type, normally requires that 
these clements be separated and concentrated chemically 
as a preliminary step in the procedure. To obtain the full 
advantage of the use of direct reading equipment, how-
ever, the time spent on preliminary steps must be reduced 
as far as possible and it is to this end that the method 
described in this paper was developed. 
Apparatus* 
The spectrometric equipment used consisted of a Hil-
ger Mcdiu m Quartz Spectrograph w ith a direct reading 
attachment built in the laboratory. The photomultiplier, 
unit, which is mounted in place of the plate holder of 
the spectrograph, consists of six movable E.M.l. head-on-
type photomultiplier t ubes mounted in the manner shown 
in Figure 1. The light from the spectrum line to be meas-
ured passes through a slit attached to each photomultiplier 
assembly and is reflected by a small mirror into the photo-
multiplier itself. The position of each tube can be accu-
rately adjusted by the micrometer screws shown in the 
photograph which allow for both a coarse and a fine ad-
justment. The mounting is so arranged that the slit of 
either tube 3 or 4 can be placed as close as is desired to 
''Detailed drawings of the apparatus and electronic circuits will be 
supplied by the authors on request. 
fiG. 1. ARRANGEMENT OF PHOTO-
MULTIPLIERS AND EXIT SLITS. 
that of t ube 5 or 6, or on the same line if necessary. 
The same conditions apply as regards the setting of either 
tube 5 or 6 with relation to the positions of tubes 3 or 4. 
The nearest possible approach of exit slits in the same 
bank is, however, about 10 mm. Tubes 1 and 2 are in-
tended for use in the weak, far-ultraviolet region and their 
slits are designed and set to include the whole spectrum 
image. 
During the exposure, the current produced by the 
photomultipliers is used to charge condensers. An elec-
tronic measuring system consisting of a modified Naish-
Ramsden (I) circuit with a servomechanism, is used to 
indicate the charge on the condensers after the exposure 
has been made. 
The spectrograph is enclosed in an insulating case and 
the whole apparatus is housed in a temperature and hu-
midity controlled room. Slit widths: Entrance slit, 0.04 
mm; exit slits, 0.06 mm. 
Development of Method 
Excitation Source 
A number of experiments were carried out to find an 
excitation method for the chloroform extract solution 
which would provide a simple spectrum, free from ex-
cessive background. Used in conjunction with the rotating 
platform type of electrode, an interrupted arc was found 
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FIG. 2. THE ATOMISER-ROTATING Disc EMISSION SouRcE 
to give strong spectrum lines of zinc, copper and lead for 
concentrations equivalent to less than a gram of plant 
material, but the transfer of the sample to the electrode 
was found to be tedious and time-intensi ty curves showed 
chat all the zinc and lead were vaporised early in the 
arcing period. 
Other methods were cried, but most proved to be in-
sufficiently sensitive. It was found, however, when the 
interrupted arc was used in conjunction with a rotating 
disc electrode, that the sensitivity remained high while 
some measure of continuous sampling was obtained. It 
was not possible to keep the rotating disc in contact with 
the sample solution, as it was found that the heating of 
the electrode by the arc caused the solution to boil violent-
ly and the technique of spraying the solution on to the 
edge of the disc was therefore adopted. For this a Beckman 
Flame Photometer atomiser-burner was found to be satis-
factory (See Figure 2.) A compressed air line was con-
nected to the oxygen inlet tube while the fuel inlet was 
left open. The air pressure used was I 0 lbs/ square inch. 
This is the pressure of oxygen which was recommended 
by the manufacturers of the atomiser for flame photom-
etry and was found to be the most suitable for this work. 
Spectrograms obtained using pure graphite disc elec-
trodes showed the presence of background which would 
be inconveniently high for direct reading work. It was 
found that this background was considerably reduced if 
the disc was made up of a mixture of graphite and sodium 
carbonate. Suitable discs were prepared by pressing 4 grams 
of a graphite (S.P.l ) : sodium carbonate mixture ( 4: I) 
in a special 1 inch diameter mould in an A.R.L. press. 
For the analysis the disc was placed on a spindle con-
nected to a variable-speed motor, as with the normal ro-
tating disc-spark technique. Each disc was arced for 30 
seconds before use to prepare the surface and free it from 
impurities picked up in handling. A new disc was used 
for each arcing. 
Experiments carried out with varied rotation speeds 
and current strengths, seemed to indicate that a tempera-
t u re equilibrium could be set up which gave a more or less 
constant vaporisation and excitation of the elements in 
question. This is illustrated by the time-in tensity curves 
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the time-emission curves 
are virtually parallel with the time axis for the conditions 
3.5 amps at 6 revolutions per minute, while the in tensity 
ra tios are also nearly constant for these conditions. On the 
basis of these curves it was decided to expose from the 
2Oth to the 60th second of the arc. 
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The excitation source finally used thus consisted of an 
interrupted d.c. arc struck at mains frequency ( 50 cycles 
per second) between a graphite counter electrode ( cath-
ode) and a rotating graphite sodium carbonate disc 
(anode), on w hich the chloroform solution of the extract-
ed metal dithizonates was sprayed with a flame photometer 
atomiser, as shown in Figure 2. It has been found necessary 
to control temperature, air pressure and rate of revolution 
of the disc very carefully for reproducible results. 
Chemical Preparation of the Sample 
As the exci tation source developed was sensitive enough 
to allow the use of less than a gram of sample, it was 
convenient to use a wee ashing method for the preparation 
of the sample solution. The danger of t he loss of volatile 
elements such as zinc, when the plant sample is dry-ashed, 
was thus avoided. The procedure followed was similar to 
that described by Verdier, Steyn and Eve (2). 
Solvent extraction methods have shown themselves to 
be particularly suited for the rapid, efficient separation of 
trace metals from other constituents of the sample. The 
method used was similar to that described by Wark (3), but 
a smaller concentration of citrate was used,40 ml of 5t;"( am-
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monium citrate being found to be adequate for the much 
smaller samples taken. The influence of pH on the dit hi-
zone extraction of zinc, copper, lead and cadmium f rom 
citrate solutions of similar concentration to those obtained 
in the analysis, was investigated and the results are shown 
graphically in Figure 4. On chis basis a pH of 8.5-9 was 
selected for the extraction. To insure a rapid and com-
plete extraction, 0.02 /~· dithizone (weight to volume in 
chloroform) was used for the extraction, which was car-
ried out with the help of a mechanical-stirrer extraction 
apparatus designed for the simultaneous extraction of six 
sample solu tions. (This apparatus is t o be fully described 
in another publication ( 4). 
Internal Standard 
Cadmium was selected as internal standard, as it does 
not occur in large concentrations in plant material and 
can readily be extracted as a dichizone complex together 
with zinc, copper and lead, thus providing a standardisa-
tion of the chemical extraction step as well as the spec-
trometric part of the procedure. It has, in addition, been 
found to be a suitable internal standa rd for zinc by a 
number of other analysts (5) (6). 
Spectrum lines Used 
The following spectrum lines were used in the analy-
sis, the cadmium being used as internal standard: Zn 
2138.6A, Pb 2833.1A, Cu 3247.5A, Cd 326l.IA. 
Self Absorption of the Zinc Line 
From t he standard c urves shown in Figure 5, it is evi-
dent that the zinc line at 21 3 8.6A shows marked self 
absorption at the higher concentrations. This means chat 
t he zinc concentration must be kept low and the condi-
tions must be kept as constant as possible if chis line is 
to be used. The line at 3345A would probably have proved 
quite satisfactory had it been possible co position the exit 
slits for this purpose, but this was made impossible by the 
relative proximity of the other lines used. 
Chemicals 
All the chemicals used were of the highest grade of 
purity available. 
(i) Distilled water was further purified by passage 
through an ion exchange resin which has been 
found particularly suitable for this purpose. 
(ii ) Chloroform was tw ice distilled before use. 
( iii ) Standard solutions of zinc, copper, lead and cad-
mium were prepared from spectrographically pure 
salts of these metals. 
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(iv) 5';·(, Ammonium Citrate Solution: This was pre-
pared by dissolving analy tical grade ammonium 
citrate ( dibasic) in half the required quantity of 
water. Ammonia solution was chen added to bring 
the pH to about 9 and the solution extracted re-
peatedly with small volumes of dithizone solution 
until these remained green. The solution was then 
made up to the required volume. 
Method 
Procedure 
0.5 to I gram of finely ground dry plant material was 
wct-ashed. The filtered sample solution (20-30 ml) was 
brought to pH 8.5-9 with redistilled ammonia after 
the addition of 40 ml of 5% ammonium citrate solution 
and 5 ml of standard I 0 ppm cadmium solution, and 
transferred to a separatory funnel. The solution was then 
agitated with 15 ml of a 0.02 jo chloroform solution of 
dithizone for two minutes and the chloroform phase sep-
arated. A further 5 ml of dithizone solution and 5 ml of 
pure chloroform were then added and the extraction re-
peated. Remaining traces of chloroform solution of dithi-
zonates were washed down with pure chloroform. The 
combined extract was evaporated partially on a moderate 
temperature sand bath, transferred to a 2 5 ml volumetric 
flask and made up to volume with pure chloroform. 
Portions of this extract solution were poured into 5 ml 
beakers to be sprayed on to the rotating disc for the ex-
posure. Two exposures were made for each sample and the 
mean intensity ratio t aken. 
The ratio of the intensity of the element line to chat 
of cadmium was calculated and t he concentration read 
from graphs, drawn from standards on linear paper, of in-
tensity ratios against concentration. 
The procedure followed for the standards was exactly 
the same, except that in place of the sample solu t ion, suit-
able volumes of a standard solut ion containing 5 ppm 
zinc, l ppm copper and 0.5 ppm lead were used. (One or 
two of the standards should be re-arced every day to allow 
for correction for change in the instrument). 
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF 
ALlQUOTS OF SAMPLE SOLUTION 
Aliquot 
Elrmmt Courmtratious (ppm) 
z, Cu Pb 
33.3 8.9 12.2 
2 32.4 7.6 10.9 
3 3 3.3 9.3 12.9 
4 3U 8.0 I 2.9 
5 32.0 8.9 I 2.8 
6 34.6 9.7 I 2.0 
7 32.8 8.9 I2.5 
8 30.0 7.6 I 2.8 
9 29.5 8.4 I2.0 
IO 34.1 9.2 I 1.0 
Mean 32.}5 8.65 I2.20 
Std. Dev. (ppm) 1.7 0.6 0.7 
Coefficient of 
V ::ariatlon, ~(, 5. I 7.3 6.I 
Reproducibil ity 
To test the reproducibility of the method 1 0 aliquots 
of a solu tion prepared f rom 20 grams of plant material 
were analysed. The results of these analyses are shown in 
Table I. The s tandard deviations were calculated for each 
clement and found to be 5 .1 ~( in the c::tse of zinc, 7.3 ~; 
for copper a nd 6.1 ~ 0 for lead. 
Analysis Results 
As a further test of the method, six pl::tnt material 
samples, w hich have been repeatedly ana lysed previously 
by both chemical a nd spectrographic m ethods in this and 
other laboratories'\ were analysed in duplicate using the 
proposed method, and the resul ts are given in Table IT. 
In the case of lead it was found necessary to make a 
blank correction for contamination w hich took place dur-
ing the wet-ashing s tep (about 1 p.g) . 
From the results in Table II it can be seen that the 
m ethod gives as reliable results as a ny of the previously 
used methods. 
Conclusions 
T he method described is rapid and su fficiently accurate 
for trace element studies. 
T he excitation technique was developed primarily for 
use in conjunction with a direct reading instrument, but 
could no doubt be used to advantage with photographic 
instruments. It has a high sensitivity and allows control 
of the excitation conditions. (For the standards, about 
2 ml of chloroform solution were required for each ex-
posure and for the lowest standard, which was well above 
*Mocaulay Institute for Soil Research, Aberdeen. Scotland. 
Division of Chemicol Services, Departmen t of Agriculture, Union of 
South Africa. 
Ondcrstepoort loborotory, Department of Agriculture, Union of 
South Africa. 
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TABLE II. ANALYSIS OJ' STANDARD PLANT SAMPLES (PPM) 
Laboratories Rrsults of Prr!'ious RrSIIIIs of Direct-
Sample whrrr Prr1·iom Anai)•Us Rrading An,dysrs 
Anal)'fl'l wtrr 
Pb 
drsrribrd in this paprr 
rarrird 011tl Zn (;u Zu 
N.P.R.l.(A) 28 1.7 8.7 
4a N.P.R.l.(C) 22 I. ( ,1.1 
Peach 0. 5.5 23.6 
leaves M. 21 6.5 5.7 I 9.8 
c.s. 26 4 
N.P.R.l. ( A ) 60 3.9,2.7 13.8 
4b N.P.R.l.(C) 60 2.2. 1.5 
Beon o. 9.6 69.4 
l eaves M. 60 3.0 12.9 59.3 
c.s. 56 12 
N.P.R.l. (A) 22 1.4, 1.2 13.9 
4c N.P.R.l. (C) IS 1.3,1.1 
Beet 0. 8.4 20.6 
l eaves M. 30 6.0 I0.6 J 3.9 
c.s. 23 15 
4d N.P.R.l.(A) 59 4 .6 13.6 
Gem N.P.R.l.(C) 39 2.7,4.8 
Squash o. 9.5 5 3.2 
l eoves M. 60 5.5 IO.! 56.2 c.s. 38 I4 
N.P.R.L. (A) 64 1.4.3.0 6.8 
4e N.P.R.l.(C) 93 0.5 ,1.0 
Plum o. 4.! 47.3 
Leaves M. !2 5.5 5.8 5 3.0 
c.s. 30 9 
N.P.R.L. (A) 25 I.6, I .7 
4.£: N.P.R.l. (C) 28 0.9.0.5 
Bush 0. 26.4 M. 50 30.0 
c.s. 43 
1N.P.R.l.(A) - C.S. I. R. Anode Excitation Method 
N.P.R.L. (C) = C.S.I.R. Cathode Excit•tion Method 
O. = Ondcrstepoort (Spcctrochemically) 
C.S. = Div. Chemical Services (Chemically) 
M. = Macaulay Institute (Spcctrochcmicall y) 
Pb Cu 
2.3 8.5 
1.0 9. 1 
5.3 I 2.5 
4.0 12.8 
1.0 16.0 
2.1 I 0.2 
1.5 I 2.4 
2. 1 I 1.7 
2.0 8.5 
2.5 I0.3 
0.7 12.4 
2.0 I !.7 
the sensitivity limit of the method, the concentrat ions 
were 1 ppm or 2 1.1.g of zinc, 0.1 ppm or 0.2 p.g of lead 
and 0.2 ppm or 0.4 p.g of copper). 
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